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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT

Introduction

"'One day, lying alone on the lawn on my back, hearing only the moan
and groan of some far off train on a distant track, I saw above me, 2,000
feet or more, something which to this day, I must say, I've never seen
anything like before. The head goose, the leader of the "V," suddenly
swerved out, leaving a vacancy that promptly was filled by the bird
behind. The leader then flew alongside, the formation growing wide, and
took his place at the back of the line~and they .never missed a beat! .I
found that those geese can fly from way up north to way down south, and
back again. But they cannot do it alone, you see. It's something they must
do as a team (Barth quoting Stomberg, 1982, pg. 1). "'

Student achievement .has been a central issue in the nation-wide
effort to reform education.

Several elements have been closely examined

in an effort to increase student .achievement including: .assessment
methods, instructional practices, teacher training, curriculum reform, and
technology. One .issue which has .not, until recently, been brought to the
forefront is the development of strategies for parent and community
involvement.

According to Swap, ".Educational reform is meaningless in

terms of increased student achievement unless parents and community
take a highly active role in the education of. children (Swap, 1990)."
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Today, more than any .other time, there is a need fo.r .schools to
develop programs which involve parents in the child's overall education.
"We're not going to get where we want to .go with .student achievement
unless we create strong

partnerships which heavily involve parents and

community (Batey, 1996)." According to Batey, research has consistently
demonstrated that parent involvement, at home c1nd school, is essential to
many areas of student achievement.

Students of all ages benefit in terms

of increased self-esteem, motivation, behavior, positive attitude toward
becoming a life"'.long learner, higher academic .achievement, and the desire
to take risks and challenges.
Another benefit to positive parent interaction is an enhanced .school
climate. Parents who may be tentative about entering the school need to
be invited in, welcomed, and shown that they are a valued member of a
school community. Epstein (1995, p. 702) found that both teachers and
parents believed parent involvement was a necessary component for
student achievement.

Epstein contends that even in the most economically

depressed communities, "Parents say they want their children to succeed;
want to help them; and they need the school's and teacher's help to know
what to do with their children at each grade level.

Based on this, Epstein

identified six main areas where schools should reach out and provide
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opportunities for parent involvement, including: involve parents at home,
communication with the school about programs and their child's academic
progress, support .of school activities/programs, increase learning at
home, promote decision making at the school site, and foster callaborating
with community members to strengthen school programs and practices
(Epstein, 1993, p. 52). These opportunities open the doors to the school,
welcome parents, and embrace valuable contributions that ultimately lead
to an increase in student achievement.
Although parent involvement is essential for high student
achievement, it does " ... take an entire village to raise one child (Source
unknown)".

Community involvement and shared decision"'.making are

essential ingredients in providing a climate in which student achievement
is fostered. When the school doors are opened to the community,
"something mysterious happens to students achievement(Hatch, 1998, p.

14)".
Research conducted by Hatch (1998, p.18) emphasized that" Schools
which tap into community support provide another .structure of support for
children and their families, leading to an increase in student
achievement".

Fundraising, levy support, equipment donations,

sponsorships, volunteers, site-based decision making, and providing
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educational resources for families and schools are just a few of the ways
which community members can get involved in the schools.
As with the geese, we must a 11 work together if our children are to
acquire the knowledge, skills, and character they need for present and
future success.

"Schools, parents, and communities must join hands if our

children are to have the will and the skill to continue grow and achieve
academically and socially (Batey, 1996)."

Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was to design a resource manual for
elementary school administrators, that focused on programs and
activities for parent and community involvement in .elementary schools.
This was accomplished by reviewing current literature and programs
which emphasized school activities for parents and community members.

Limitations
1.

The research was limited primarily to the past fifteen years.

2.

Programs and_ activities were designed for the Ellensburg School
District; a rural district in Central Washington.

3.

Parent and community involvement programs were focused on
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elementary levels (Grades K-6).
4.

Outside funding, at the State and Federal levels (Student Learning
Improvement Grants - S.L.I.G.S., Title I etc.), were necessary for the
implementation and sustainment of some of the initial programs and
activities described in the project.

Definition of Terms
For the purposes of this project, significant terms were defined as
follows:
1.

Parent Involvement - any activity which focuses on parents
directly contributing to student achievement, in some form. This
includes parent expectations, working with a child on school related
issues while at home, volunteering in the school or classroom, and
attending school-related activities (Hickman, 1995).

2.

Achievement - the measurement of student proficiency in specific
academic and social competencies (Bauch, 1988).

3.

Site Base Management - a process for participatory decisionmaking at the school site (Davies, 1996, p. 14).

4.

Community Participation - opportunities for members of the
community to directly involve themselves -in schools through
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volunteering, sponsorship, educating, and site-decision making
(Hatch, 1998, p. 18).
5.

Elementary School - a school for students in grades K-6.

6.

Barriers - factors which Ii m it parent participation, including:
socio-economics, time constraints, and prior experiences in the
public schools (Wagenaar, 1977).

)..
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction
The purpose of this project was to design a resource manual for
elementary school principals to help promote school-parent and
community relationships.

The literature review in Chapter Two has been

organized to address:
1. The necessity of parent involvement as it leads to an increase in
student achievement
2. Barriers to parent involvement
3. Ways to increase parent involvement
4. Summary

The Necessity of Parent Involvement As It Leads To Ao Increase
lo Student Achievement
As we approach the twenty-first century, we see the roles of the
public schools changing.

Demands for higher academic standards, the use

of technology, integration of subject matter, and social challenges place
even greater requirements on our schools.
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These changes have an ultimate goal; increase student achievement.
In most schools today, one can find little parental involvement outside of
the traditional annual open house and parent conferences (Davies, 1996, p.
15). Hickman (1995, p. 128) suggests schools need to be reaching out and
embracing a virtually untapped resource instead of building walls between
themselves and parents.
Strong school-family and community ties led to an increase in
parent participation and academic achievement by students (Davies, 1996,
p.14).

In a correlational study, focusing on school-family and community

ties was conducted over a six year period. The areas taken into
consideration were: diverse family opportunities, learning at home,
school-home communication, and family/student support.

State-wide

academic achievement tests, given in various states, revealed that
students who attended schools with these standards had registered an
increase in test scores over the six year period.
Rankin (1967, February) found that parent participation led to higher
academic achievement among inner-city elementary school children.

A

correlational study, focusing on sixty-four students and their parents in
the Detroit School District, was conducted over a five year period of time.
Four main areas of parent participation and . involvement were defined.
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They included:
1) Providing experiences for children including playing games and
conversing.
2) Showing an interest in their school activities such as talking
about them, helping with homework, and requiring high grades;
3) Developing their interest in reading.
4) Taking the initiative in contacting school personnel such as
conferring with teachers and the princ~pal.
The study revealed that students achieved higher on standardized
achievement tests such as the California Achievement Test (CAT) when
their parents actively participated in their child's education ..
McAllister (1990, p. 41) conducted a study which focused on
100 elementary schools, nationwide, over a four year period. Parent
participation was defined as attending a workshop, a parent class, or an
open house which focused on revising curriculum, enhancing educational
objectives, and training parents in instructional techniques.
Mc Allister (1990, p. 41) found that among the 20,000 participants
surveyed in the study, parents who participated in curriculum enrichment
programs had students who achieved higher district-wide academic
achievement tests.
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Similarly, in her study, Tucker (1995, p.175) found that parent
involvement in school curriculum programs was correlated with higher
student performance on achievement tests based on that school district's
program. The study was conducted to determine if and how parent
involvement in subject content learning led to higher student academic
achievement.

Parents noted that when they were direct participants in

programs which involved them in learning about specific content areas and
how they were being addressed in their child's classroom, they were
better equipped to enhance learning opportunities at home.
While research suggests the importance of parent involvement,
Swap (1992, p. 17) reported that opportunities for parent involvement in
schools does not necessarily increase parent participation in school
activities.

A longitudinal survey, involving 24,600 parent and students in

grades 6-8, was conducted in public and private schools. Opportunities
for parent involvement were defined as: programs offered by the school
which extended beyond the annual two parent-teacher conferences and one
open house. Swap's survey revealed that "only one-third of the parents
participated in involvement opportunities (p. 23)". Another third did not
even attend an open house. Furthermore, nearly one-third of all parents
surveyed did not view involvement opportunities in schools as a key factor
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in their child's academic achievement.
Wagenaar (1977) contends that there are specific barriers which
may limit parents from becoming involved in school activities.

He

identified barriers which must be "carefully looked at" in order for school
participation programs to be modified to meet parent needs, including:
1. Lack of direction from the schools in how to go about

involving

parents.
2. Parents' own experiences in school and their apprehension about
becoming involved with the schools.
3. Parenting styles and expectations.
4. Economic and time constraints.
5. Linguistic and cultural differences.
Finders {1994, p. 51) describes lack of direction from schools as
well as school personnels' view of parents and family structure as a
major barrier.

Schools are quick to label parents and chastise them for

lack of participation without taking the time to really understand their
needs. "Often a school's view of parental participation is that those who
needed to come didn't (p. 52)." Epstein (1993, p. 51) adds in order to
include such parents in the educational conversation, schools need to be
more understanding of the barriers to their involvement. Finders (1994, p.
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50) claims that, "The model for family involvement, despite enormous
changes in the reality of the family structure, is that of a two-parent,
economically self-sufficient nuclear family, with a working father and a
homemaker mother".
Epstein (1995, p. 704) discovered that despite constraints, many
parents want to become actively involved in helping their children succeed
in school. Parents, however, often feel that they don't get enough
direction from schools and. teachers. One parent stated, "I have many
skills and can make the time, but the school never tells what I can do to
help them. They just complain that parents don't care or won't bother to
help out (p. 71 O) ."
Jeffers (1995, p. 40), found that another barrier to parent
involvement was parents' less-than pleasant experiences during their own
schooling. Parents who had dropped out of school or did not view
themselves as academically competent expressed a lack of confidence in
school settings. One parent claimed, "' I was never any good at school.
don't know what I could possibly offer that would be helpful (p. 4 1). "'
Fear of schools may become a reoccurring theme for parents for
many reasons including: fear of acting foolishly, being misunderstood, and
constant negative reports on their child's academic standing. In his study
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of barriers to parent involvement, Finders (1994, p. 54) interviewed a
father who shared the following frustration,

They expect me to go to school so they can te 11 me my kid is
stupid or crazy. They've been telling me that for three years, so
why should I go and hear it again? They don't do anything or show
me how to help out. They just tell me my kid is bad.
See, I've been there. I know and it scares me. They called me a boy
in trouble but I was a troubled boy. Nobody helped me because they
liked it when I didn't show up. If I was gone, fine with them. They
wanted me gone. And now they think I'm going to be involved with
the schools?

Phillips {1987, p. 27), asserted that academic competence was
indeed a major barrier to parent participation.

He defined academic

competence as: parent and student belief in performance ability.

Phillips

conducted an ethnographic study of eighty-one third grade students and
their parents. He found that students' academic achievement was
influenced by parent perception. According to Phillips, children evaluated
their own academic competence based on parent appraisals moreso than
achievement records.

Parent perceptions of their child's abilities varied

greatly with the perceived competence of the child as well as the parents'
views of their own academic competence.
Phillips (1987, p. 27) concluded that it is imperative for the
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schools to provide information and training which bolsters parent
competence in areas of study in which their child is engaged.
Hoge (1997, p. 29) determined that parenting styles had critical
bearing on student achievement. He found that students were more
influenced by parenting styles and expectations more that any other
element of parental participation.
Dornbush (1986) defined parenting styles as: degree of
permissiveness, consistency of parental practices, time spent with
children, and degree of expectations. He found students of permissive
parents (those who evercised limited control and set few expectations)
scored lower on achievement tests while children of authoritative parents
(those who set clear expectations, and enforced rules while encouraging
interaction and conversation) received higher grades and scores on
achievement tests.
Hickman (1995, p.128), found time constraints and financial
concerns· to be another major barrier preventing active parental
participation in the schools.

"Time constraints and physical exhaustion

are primary obstacles for many working parents."

Epstein (1995, p. 705)

revealed that, "Single parents, parents who are employed outside of the
home, parents who live far from school, and fathers are less involved at
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the school building (on average) unless the school organizes specific
opportunities for families to volunteer at various times and in various
places to support the school and their children (p. 706 ). " Often, when
parents arrive home from work, they have the responsibilities of taking
care a household obligations.

"Basically, they are exhausted. It

sometimes becomes difficult to think of obligations such as participating
in school activities (Hickman, 1995, p. 130)."
Often overlooked by schools, diverse ethnic populations become a
barrier to parent participation in schools. Morrow (1991, p. 20) points out
that our country is comprised of various ethnic groups whose values and
behaviors are considerably different from most Americans.

"To the Asian

and Hispanic cultures, the idea of being involved in schools is completely
counter to their beliefs.

In their native countries, school officials and

teachers are expected to decide all matters from curriculum to discipline
without regard to parent concerns or desires (p. 21)."
Jeffers (1995, p. 41) reveals that many Hispanic parents'
involvement in the schools is inhibited by their fear of the school system,
their limited ability to speak English, a lack of economic resources, and a
feeling of isolation from the mainstream population.

As a result, entering

the schools becomes intimidating. Jeffers (1995, p. 41 ), states, "Many
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Hispanic parents believe they have little to contribute to the education of
their children ... "
Jeffers (1995, p. 42), pointed out that most schools equate a lack of
participation with a lack of caring.

His research revealed that the parents

of Asian and Hispanic ethnic groups do care a great deal about their
childrens' education.

Schools must be aware that their cultural value and

language barriers often prevent them from becoming actively involved.
Jeffers found the most effective way to get the parents to actively
participate is through direct, personal contact, usually through a parent
volunteer coordinator.
Though there are barriers which limit or prevent parent
participation, schools need to make a conserted effort to continuously
provide opportunities for all parents. Schools must become an active part
of the school-community (O'Brien, 1990).
Epstein (1995, p. 702) believes,

Schools have definite choices. There are two common approaches to
involving families in schools and in their childrens' education. One
approach emphasizes conflict and views the school as a battleground. The conditions and relationships in this kind of environment
guarantee power struggles and disharmony.
The other approach emphasizes partnership and views the school as
a homeland. The conditions and relationships in this kind of
environment invite power sharing and · mutual respect and allow
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energies to be directed toward activities that foster ·student
learning and development.

Finders (1994, p. 52), revealed five effective strategies which were
common in schools developing parent and community involvement
programs. These included:
1. Clarifying how parents and community members can help Develop areas in which these resources can be involved in
classroom and school-oriented activities.
2. Encouraging assertiveness - Parent volunteer coordinators are
one avenue for developing open and honest communication. They
serve as a contact point for teachers, parents, and members of
the community. Also, schools must allow parents and community
members the opportunity to be involved in the shared decisionmaking process. This is commonly found in the form of sitebased councils and goal/planning teams.
3. Developing trust - School members must open their doors to the
community through clear communication.

Letters, phone calls,

personal contacts, and opportunities to gather at the school are
important for relationship-building.
4. Building on home experiences - Many parents already encourage
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educational activities at home. The school can help by providing
further skills and ideas which will be useful both at home and
school.
5. Using parent and community expertise - Several areas of
expertise can be found outside of the schoolhouse. Schools should
encourage parents and community members to share their
expertise and/or craft knowledge in the development and
presentation of lesson plans.
Scherer (1998, p. 10), points out the importance of creating a
plan/process for bringing people together, to talk, listen, and to develop a
shared vision.

"It brings conversation and decision-making around schools

and through this process, trust and good will are built - expanding the
capacity of the community to undertake effective problem-solving and to
bring additional resources to bear (p. 1O)".
Similarly, Keller (1995, p. 12), believes that any effective schoolcommunity involvement plan begins with open dialogue and a shared
vision.

Keller studied Stanford's Accelerated Schools Project which

"focuses on transforming hundreds of schools across the country with its
creative teaching and learning philosophy... (p. 11) " Although each
school followed the "Accelerated Model" in their own way, she found that
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all began with talking to all parties of interest, taking stock of the
present situation, and slowly but progressively forging a shared vision.
Each" Accelerated Model" was developed with three underlying
principles.

These include:

1. Unity of purpose - The entire community identifies and
establishes a vision statement and goals for obtaining the vision.
2. Empowerment with responsibility - The entire school community
makes important educational decisions and takes responsibility
for them.
3. Build on strengths of the entire community - Identify areas of
expertise and support to reach the established goals.
Epstein (1993, p. 52) contends that establishing a clear vision is
the foundation for effectively developing school-community involvement
programs. "Without a common vision and purpose, the intent of the plan
may not come to fruition."

Epstein further identifies six types of parent

involvement which must be considered when developing a schoolcommunity involvement program. These include:
1. Parenting - help all families establish home environments to

support children as students.
2. Communicating - design effective forms of school-to-home and

..•. ·.· .............. - .
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home-to-school communication centered around school programs
and children's progress.
3. Volunteering - recruit, organize, and support parent and volunteer
help.
4. Learning at home - provide information and ideas to families
about how to help students at home with homework and other
curriculum-related activities, decisions, and planning.
5. Decision Making - include parents and community members in
school decisions, developing leaders and representatives.
6. Collaborating with community - identify and integrate resources
and services from the community to strengthen school programs,
family practices, and student learning and development.
Hatch (1998, p. 16), describes the development of school-community
involvement programs as " ... setting in motion a constellation of
activities and improvements that contribute to student achievement".
Hatch contends that such programs, in their most effective forms, provide
for physical improvements, learning opportunities, and social and health
needs.
Squires and Kranyik (1996, p. 29), found three key elements for
developing school-community relationships.

...

'

...

"The Comer Model", adopted
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by numerous schools, nation-wide, involves three categories in its schoolcommunity model. They include:
1. Parent programs - Increasing communication and involvement in
school instructional goals.
2. Mental health team - Examines climate, mental issues, and
relationships.
3. School planning and management team - Establishes policies and
guidelines for curriculum and instruction.
The main criteria for each category is "What is best for children?
(Squires and Kranyik, 1996, p. 29)" The "school as a partnership" model

)
serves as a general structure for the Comer Model. Each school then
adapts the components to meet the vision and goals of their schoolcommunity. However, the model also operates on three founding
principles: no fault problem solving, consensus decision-making, and
collaboration amongst all stakeholders.
Squires and Kranyik's longitudinal study (1996, p. 32) revealed that
schools using the Comer Model displayed student improvement in several
areas.

Surveys involving parents, teachers, and children at the

elementary, middle and high school levels demonstrated that self-efficacy
and relationships with peers and adults were among the areas where the
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greatest growth was made. Achievement including grades and
standardized test scores increased steadily.

Improvement was also seen

in the reduction of suspension, a reduction in deviant behavior, higher
attendance rates, and fewer drop-outs.
Dryfoos (1996, p. 21 ), points out that, "We know that the school's
role is to raise children.
accomplishing that task."

Many of today's parents need assistance in
Dryfoos has discovered that "Full Service

Schools" may be the most effective arrangement for achieving school
family, and societal goals. He states that in this model, "The schools and
the community put the pieces together to help schools meet the varied
needs of today's students and parents (p.23 )" ~
Nationwide, schools are adopting the Full Service approach in
attempt to provide complete mental and physical health as well as
educational programs to all family members within the school community.
Dryfoos describes Full Service Schools as " ... those in which quality
education and comprehensive social services are offered under one roof
and have the potential to become neighborhood hubs, where children and
their families want to be ( 1996, p. 18)". Although this model takes on
varied forms the binding principle is an extensive local needs assessment
prior to planning.

Considerations include:

quality education programs for
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parents and children, services to be provided by schools or community
agencies such as social skills training, and support services provided by
community agencies such as dental and medical.
Dryfoos (1996, p. 24) noted that the Fu 11 Service School Model has
met with many successes. Among them were an increase in parent
involvement.

Attendance rates climbed as dropout rates declined.

math and reading scores rose among all grade levels.

Also,
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Summary

\

J

The research and literature summarized in Chapter Two supported
. the following themes:
1. School-parent and community involvement leads to an increase in
student academic performance, increase in self-esteem, and a
greater student appreciation for and value of school.
2. Schools need to overcome: emotional, physical, and economic
barriers which attribute to a reduction in overall parent
involvement.
3. Models such as Finder's Five Steps to Parent Involvement,
Epstein's Six Types of Parent Involvement, and The Comer Model,
include carefully planned, progressive change which are flexible
enough to meet the specific needs of individual schools.
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CHAPTER THREE
PROCEDURES OF THE PROJECT

The purpose of this project was to design a resource manual for
elementary school administrators, that focused on programs and
activities for parent and community involvement in elementary schools.
Current research and literature on school-parent and community
involvement was conducted.
Chapter 3 contains background information regarding:
1. Need of the project
2. Procedures
3. Planned implementation

Need for the Project
The need for the project was influenced by the following
considerations:
1.

The writer has been searching for ways to effectively
involve parents and community members, as a
community of learners, in the Ellensburg School District.

2.

The Ellensburg School District is a rural district with
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backgrounds. Thus, the needs of the children and their
parents vary greatly. The resource manual w i 11 provide
an assortment of programs and activities, in multiple
forms, which support and value parent and community
involvement while also providing for the needs of a
diverse population.
3.

The Ellensburg School District has developed a strategic
plan to focus on curriculum development and student
achievement. Research findings support parent and
community involvement leading to higher student
achievement.

4.

The writer is a 5th grade teacher at Mt. Stuart
Elementary, in the Ellensburg School District. As a TITLE
I School, Mt. Stuart is responsible for developing yearly a
school-wide plan for the implementation of goals which
w i 11 directly support student learning. One of the
requirements is that the school must have a parent and
community involvement plan.

5.

This project provided an opportunity for the writer
to conduct further research on school-parent and

.... - ~·· · ·- .- -

.

-~·-· ···-·

....... .
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community involvement programs which serve the needs
of the Ellensburg School District.

Procedures
Research for this paper was based on an Educational Resource Index
Citation (ERIC) search at Central Washington University. Out of 800
summaries pertaining to p9r~nt and community involvement and student
I

achievement,

.

a variety .,. ot' sources were identified .as providing pertinent
-I

information.

The sea'rch was limited to research within the past ten

years.
Research was also based on use of the Central Washington University
Electronic Card Catalogue. A number of published books relating to parent
and community involvement and student achievement were found; many
were selected and influenced the development of the project.
directly available from Central Washington University.

Some were

Several others

were acquired through inter-library loan.
Twelve school districts across the State of Washington were
contacted for resources which focused on parent involvement at home and
at school. The materials received focused on areas such as: methods of
informing parents of events taking place within the school, family and
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student learning centers, family-based activities at school, parenting
classes, parent and community volunteering in the classroom, and citebased participation. These resources served as background for the
development of the resource manual.

Plann~d Implementation Of The Project
Selected activities and programs fro!TI this resource manual were
used during the 1996-1998 school years. Other activities have been
identified, by the author, for possible use by the administration, staff, and
parents of Mt. Stuart Elementary School during the 1998/99 school year.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

)

The purpose of this ·resource manual was to provide information to
elementary school administrators and staff, focusing on programs and
activities for parent and community involvement in elementary schools.
Research results generally indicate that families, students, and
teachers believe partnerships are important for helping students succeed
across the grades. Based on research relating to parent and community
partnerships, Epstein (1995, p. 703) has drawn the following conclusions:

•

Partnerships tend to. decline across the grades, unless schools and
teachers work to develop and implement appropriate practices of
partnership at each grade level.

•

Affluent communities tend to have more positive family
involvement, than economically distressed communities.

•

Most teachers and administrators like to involve families in
schools. Many, however, do not know how to go about building
positive and productive programs, therefore becoming fearful of
making the attempt. This creates a "rhetoric rut", in which
educators express support for partnerships while taking little or no
action.

•

Students, at all levels, express the desire to have their families
become more active and knowledgeable partners in their schooling.
Th~ students, themselves, demonstrated willingness to take active
roles in assisting communication between home and school.

pl

SECTION 2
MODELS
FOR
SCHOOL, PARENT, AND COMMUNITY

INVOLVEMENT
)

PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
4 PLANNING MODELS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF SCHOOLPARENT AND COMMUNITY PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
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TABLE I.I

Epstein's Framework of Six Types of Involvement for Comprehensive
Programs of Partnership, and Sample Practices

Type I

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Types

Type 6

Decision
Making

Collaborating

Volunteering

Learning
at Home

Provide information and ideas to
families about how
to help students at
home with homework and other
curriculum-related
activities, decisions,
and planning

Include parents in
school decisions,
developing parent
leaders and
representatives

Identify and integrace resources and
services from the
community to
strengthen school
programs, family
practices, and
student learning
and development

Active PTNPTO
or other parent
organizations,
advisory councils,
or committees
(e.g., curriculum,
safety, personnel)
for parent leadership and parcicipation

Information for students and families
on community
health, cultural,
recreational, social
support, and other
programs or
services

Parenting

Communicating

Help all families
establish home
environments to
support children
as students

Design effective
Recruit and organize parent help and
forms of schoolco-home and
support
home-to-school
communication
about school
programs and their
children's progress

With Community

Sample Practices

Suggestions for
home conditions
that support
learning at each
grade level

Conferences w ith
every parent at
least once a year;
with follow-ups
as needed

Workshops, video
tapes, computerized phone messages on parenting
and child rearing
for each age and
grade level

Language translators assist families,
as needed

Parent education
and other courses
or training for
parents (e.g., GED,
college credit,
family literacy)

Weekly or monthly
folders of student
work sent home
for review and
comments
Parent-student
pick-up of report
cards, with conferences on improving grades

School and classroom volunteer
program to help
teachers, administrators, students,
and other parents

Information for
families on skills
required for
students in all
subjects at each
grade

Parent room or
family center for
volunteer work,
meetings, resources
for families

Information on
homework policies
and how to monitor and discuss
schoolwork at
home

Annual postcard
survey to identify
all available talents,
times, and locations
of volunteers

Information on
how to assist students to improve
skills on various
class and school
assessments

Independent advocacy groups to
lobby and work for
school reform and
improvements

Information on
community activities that link to
learning skills and
talents, including
summer programs
for students

Service integration
through partnerClass parent,
ships involving
school; civic, countelephone tree,
Family support
seling, cultural,
or other structures Regular schedule
programs to assist
Regular schedule
health, recreato provide all fami- of homework that
Information on
families with health, of useful notices,
lies with needed
tion, and other
requires students
school or local
nutrition, and other memos, phone
information
to discuss and
elections for school agencies and organservices
calls, newsletters,
izations; and
interact with fami- representatives
and other comParent patrols or
businesses
lies on what they
Home visits at
munications
ocher activities to
are learning in class Networks to link all
transition points
aid safety and aperfamilies with parent Service to the
to preschool, eleClear information
ation of school
community by
Calendars with ac- representatives
mentary, middle,
students, families,
on choosing schools programs
tivities for parents
and high school;
or courses, proand schools (e.g.,
and students to do
neighborhood
grams, and activirecycling, art,
at home or in the
meetings to help
music, drama, and
ties within schools
community
families understand
other activities for
schools and to help Clear information
seniors or others)
Family math, science,
schools understand on all school poliand reading activifamilies
cies, programs,
Participation of
ties at school
reforms, and
alumni in school
transitions
programs for
Summer learning
students
packets or activities
Family participation
in setting student
goals each year and
in planning for
college or work
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District-level councils and committees
for family and community involvement

TABLE 1.2

Challenges and Redefinitions for the Successful Design and Implementation
of the Six Types of Involvement
Challenges

Type I

Type 2

Type3

Type 4

Types

Type 6

Learning
at Home

Decision
Making

C o/laborating
With Community

Include parent
leaders from all
racial, ethnic, socioeconomic, and
other groups in
the school

Solve turf problems
of responsibilities,
funds, staff, and Jocations for collaborative activities

Parenting

Communicating

Volunteering

Provide information
to all families who
want it or who
need it, not just to
the few who can
attend workshops
or meetings at the
school building

Review the readability, clarity, form,
and frequency of all
memos, notices,
and other print and
nonprint communications

Recruit volunteers
widely so that a//
families know that
their time and calencs are welcome

Enable families
to share information about culture,
background, children's talents and
needs
Make sure that
all information
for families is clear,
usable, and linked
to children's suecess in school

Design and organize a regular schedule of interactive
homework (e.g .•
weekly or bimonthly) that gives
Make flexible sched- students r.esponsiules for volunteers, billry for discussing
Consider parents
assemblies, and
important things
who do not speak
events to enable
they are learning,
English well, do not employed parents
and helps families
read well, or need to participate
stay aware of the
large type
content or their
Organize volunchildren's classwork
Review the quality teer work; provide
of major communi- training; match time Coordinate
cations (e.g., the
and talent with
family-linked
schedule, content, school, teacher,
homework
and structure or
and student needs; activities, if
conferences; news- and recognize
students have
letters; report
efforcs so that
several teachers
cards; and others)
participants are
productive
Involve families
Establish clear
with their children
two-way channels
in all important
for communications
curriculum-related
from home to
decisions
school and from
school to home

Offer training to
enable leaders to
serve as representatives of other
families. with input
From and return of
information to all
parents

Inform families of
community programs for students,
such as mentoring,
tutoring, and business partnerships

Assure equity of
opportunities for
students and families to participate in
Include students
(along wich parents) community proin decision-making grams or to obtain
services
groups
Match community
contributions with
school goals; integrate child and
family services with
education

Redefinitions
"Workshop" to
"Communications
mean more than
about school proa meeting about a
grams and student
topic held at the
progress" to mean:
school building at
two-way, threea particular time;
way, and many-way
"workshop" also
channels of commay mean making
munication that
information about
connect schools,
a topic available in
families, students,
a variety of forms
and the community
that can be viewed,
heard, or read
anywhere, anytime

"Volunteer" to
mean anyone who
supports school
goals and children's
learning or development in any way,
at any place, and at
any time-not just
during the school
day and at the
school building

"Homework" to
mean not only
work done alone,
but also interactive
activities shared
with ochers at home
or in the community, linking schoolwork to real life ·

"Decision making"
to mean a process
of partnership, of
shared views and
actions coward
shared goals, not
just a power struggle
between conflicting
ideas

"Help" at home to
mean encouraging,
listening, reacting,
praising, guiding,
monitoring, and
discussing-not
"teaching" school
subjects

Parent "leader"
to mean a real representative, with
opportunities and
support co hear
from and communicate with other
families

"Community" co
mean not only the
neighborhoods
where students'
homes and schools
are located but also
any neighborhoods
that influence their
learning and development
"Community" rated
not only by low or
high social or economic qualities, but
by strengths and
talents to support
students, families,
and schools
"Community"
means all who are
interested in and
affected by the
quality or education,
not just those with
children in the
schools
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TABLE 1.3

Expected Results for Students, Parents, and Teachers of the Six Types of Involvement
Results for Students

Type I

Parenting

Type 2
Communicating

Awareness of family Awareness of own
supervision; respect progress and of
for parents
actions needed
to maintain or
Positive personal
improve grades
qualities, habits,
beliefs, and values, Understanding of
as taught by family school policies on
behavior, attenBalance between
dance. and other
time spent on
areas of student
chores, on other
conduct
activities, and on
homework
Informed decisions
about courses and
Good or improved programs
attendance
Awareness of own
Awareness of
role in partnerships,
serving as courier
importance of
school
and communicator

Type 4
Learning

Type 3
Volunteering

at Home

Type 5
Decision
Making

Skill in communieating with adults

Gains in skills,
abilities, and test
scores linked to
homework and

Awareness of
representation of
families in school
decisions

Increased learning
of skills that receive classwork
tutoring or targeted
attention from
Homework
volunteers
completion
Awareness of
many skills, talents,
occupations, and
contributions of
parents and other
volunteers

Understanding chat
student rights are
protected

Positive attitude
Specific benefits
toward schoolwork linked to policies
enacted by parent
View of parent
organizations and
as more similar to
experienced by
teacher, and home students
as more similar to
school

Type 6

Collaborating
With Community
Increased skills
and talents through
enriched curricular
and extracurricular
experiences
Awareness of
careers and options
for future education
and work
Specific benefits
linked to programs,
services, resources,
and opportunities
that connect students with community

Self-concept of
ability as learner

Results for Parents
Understanding of
and confidence
about parenting,
child and adolescent development,
and changes in
'. home conditions
" for learning as
children proceed
through school
Awareness of own
and others' challenges in pareming
Feeling of support
from school and
other parents

Understanding
school programs
and policies
Monitoring and
awareness of
child's progress
Responding effectively to child's
problems
Interactions with
teachers and ease
of communications
with school and
teachers

Understanding
Know how to supteacher's job,
port, encourage,
increased comfort and help student
in school, and
at home each year
carryover of school
activities at home
Discussions of
school, classwork.
Self-confidence
and homework
about ability to work
in school and with
Understanding of
children, or to take instruccional prosteps to improve
gram each year
own education
and of what child
is learning in each
Awareness that
subjecc
families are
welcome and
Appreciation of
valued at school
teaching skills
Gains in specific
skills of volunteer
work

Input into policies
that affect child's
education
Feeling of ownership of school
Awareness of
parents' voices in
school decisions

Knowledge and use
of local resources
by family and child
to increase skills
and talents, or to
obtain needed
services
Interactions with
other families in
community activities

Shared experiences
and connections
Awareness of
with other families school's role in the
community, and of
the community's
Awareness of
school, districc,
contributions to the
and state policies
school

Awareness of child
as a learner

Results for Teachers

Understanding
families' backgrounds, cultures,
concerns, goals,
needs, and views
of their children
Respect for families' strengths and
efforts
Understanding of
student diversity

Increased diversity
and use of communications with families and awareness
of own ability to
communicate clearly
Appreciation and
use of parent
network for
communications

Readiness to
involve families in
new ways, including
those who do nee
volunteer at school

Better design of
homework assignments

Awareness of
parent talents and
interests in school
and children

View of equal status
of family represenRecognition of
equal helpfulness of tatives on commitsingle parent, dual
tees and in leadership roles
income, and less
formally educated
families in motivating and reinforcing
student learning

Greater individual
Increased ability
attention to scuto elicit and under- dents, with help
Awareness of own stand family views
from volunteers
!<ills to share infer- on children's pro;,ation on child
grams and progress
development

Respect of family
time

Satisfaccion with
family involvement
and support
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Awareness of
parent perspectives
as a factor in policy
development and
decisions

Awareness of community resources to
enrich curriculum
and instruction
Openness to and
skill in using mentors,
business partners,
community volunteers, and others to
assist students and
augment teaching
practice
Knowledgeable,
helpful referrals of
children and families to needed
services

EPSTEIN'S TEN PLANNING STEPS TO SCHOOL- PARENT
AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

•

Create an Action Team for Partnerships

•

Obtain funds and official support

•

Provide training and guidelines to Action Team members

•

Identify starting points - present strengths .and weaknesses

•

Develop a three-year outline

•

Write a one-year action .plan

•

Enlist staff, parents, students, and community members to help
conduct activities

•

Evaluate implementations and results

•

Conduct annual celebrations and report progress to all participants

•

Continue working toward a comprehensive, on-going, positive
program of partnerships.

*

For more information, see:
Epstein, J. L. (1997). School, family. and community partnerships: Your handbook for action.
(p. 100),Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, Inc.
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EPSTEIN'S CHARACTERISTICS OF .
A SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL-PARENT AND COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM
As schools have implemented partnership programs, their experience
has helped to identify three important properties of successful
partnerships. These include:
1.

Incremental Progress
• Partnership programs take time to develop, must be periodically
reviewed, and should be continuously improved. This will allow
the school to include more families each year in ways that
benefit students.
• Three years is the minimum time needed to establish a number
of productive and permanent activities in each of the six areas
of school-parent and community involvement.
• The development of a partnership is a process, not a single event.
• All teachers, families, students, and community groups do not
engage in all activities on all types of involvement all at once.
• Not all activities implemented will succeed with all families.
• Not all students will instantly improve their attitude or
achievements when their families become involved in their
education.

2.

Connection to Curricular and Instructional Reform
• A program of school-parent and community partnerships that
focuses on children's learning and development is an important
component of curricular and instructional reform.
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VISION TO REALITY
3 MODELS FOR -IMPLEMENTATION OF SCHOOL-PARENT AND
COMMUNITY PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
.
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THE COMER MODEL

The Comer Model is based on the research and beliefs of child
psychologist Dr. James Comer. The Model was designed to help schools and
families develop a working relationship which would lead to a child's
successful academic and emotional development. The Comer Model
advocates a collaboration, consensus-building, and a no-fault approach to
problem solving.
PARENTS'
PROGRAM

MENTAL HEALTH
TEAM

SCHOOL PLANNING
MANAGEMENT TEAM
..

I*

Involves parents at
every level of school
activity.

Plans and coordinates
school activities.

f,:

GUIDING
COMPREHENSIVE
SCHOOL PLAN

*

*

Social climate goals

I*-

Public relation goals.

Manages individual
student cases.

bRINCIPLES
Collaboration

ASSESSMENT

STAFF

DEVELOPMENT

*

Systematically

Academic achievement
goals.

'*

Consensus I ecision Making

"No Fault"

*

Addresses schoolwide prevention
issues.

·-

-

addresses:

I*-

-

.

. ..

Addresses needs
identified in goals .of
comprehensive school
plan.

..

-

and
MODIFICATION

~

Creates new
information and
identifies new
· problems.

..

For more information, see:
Ramirez-Smith, C. (1996, January). Stopping the cycle of failure:
The comer school. Educational Leadership, 54 (1 ), 44-47.
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EPSTEIN'S ACTION TEAM MODEL for
SCHOOL, FAMILY, and COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
Epstein identifies five .important steps that a school can take to
develop more positive school/family/community partnerships. They
include:
1.

Create Action Teams
• Can be the "action arm" of a school council, or can be a form of
a site-council.
• 'Assesses present practices.
• Organizes. options for new partnerships.
• Implements selected .activities.
• Evaluates next steps.
• Continues to improve and coordinate practices for all six types of
parent involvement.
• Although members of the action team lead these activities, they
are assisted by other teachers, parents, students, administrators,
and community members.
• The Action Team should include: at least three teachers from
different grade levels, three parents with children in different
grade levels, and at least one administrator.
• Action Teams should also include: at least one member from the
community at large, one merr.tb.er of the business community, a
counselor, psychologist, or Jsdclal worker, and members of
university or college faculty.

• Diverse membership ensures that partnership activities will take
into account the various needs, interests, and talents of teachers,
parents, the school, and students.
• The facilitator of the Action Team should be someone other than
the principal.
• Members are elected as chair or co-chair of one of six
subcommittees for each type of involvement.
• Members serve renewable terms of two to three years, with
replacement of any who leave in the interim.
2.

Obtain Funds and Other Support
• Funding can come from a number of federal, state, and local
programs.
• Title I, Title II, Title VI, Title VII, Goals 2000, state block grants
and S.L.I.G. funds may all be applied in creative ways.
•

Staff development in the area of school, .family, and community.

• Partnerships; paying for lead teachers at each school; setting up
demonstration programs; having family nights; and other
partnership programs are creative ways to utilize funding.
• Local school/business partnerships and school discretionary
funds can be used to support endeavors of the Action Team.
• Action Team must be given sufficient time and social support, by
the principal and district leaders, to allow time to meet, plan,
and conduct activities selected for each type of involvement.
• Time during the summers is also valuable - and may be essential
for evaluating the previous years' programs as well as planning
and evaluating new approaches.
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3.

Identify .Starting Points
• Start by collecting information about the school's present
practices of partnership, along with the views, experiences, and
wishes of teachers, parents, administrators, and students.
• Use formal questionnaires to survey parents, teachers, and
community members.
• Organize a panel of teachers, parents, and community members to
discuss goals and desired activities for partnership.
• Identify present strengths - Which partnership practices are now
working well as a whole? For individual grade levels? For which
types of involvement?
• Look for needed changes - Ideally, how do we want partnerships
to work at this school three years from now? Which present
practices should continue, and which should change? To reach
school goals, what new practices are needed for each of the
major types of involvement?
• Define expectations - What do teachers expect of families? What
do families expect of teachers and other school personnel? What
do students expect their families to do to help them negotiate
school life?
• Create a sense of community - Identify families now being
reached and those not yet being reached. Who are the hard to ·
reach families? What might be done to communicate with and
engage these families in their children's education? Are currents
partnership practices coordinated to include all families as a
school community? Or are families whose children receive
special services separated from other families?
• Make links to goals - How are students faring on such measures of
academic achievement as report cards, state essential learning
tests, attitudes, attendance, and other indicators of success.
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• How might family and communjty connections assist the school in
helping more students reach higher goals and achieve greater
success? Which practices of school, family, and community
partnerships would directly connect to particular goals?
4.

Develop a Three-Year

Plan

• Determine details - What will be .done each year, for three years,
to implement a program on all six types of involvement? What
specifically, will be accomplished in the first year on each type
of involvement?
• Responsibilit~es - Who will be responsible for developing and
implementing practices of partnership for each type of
involvement? WilJ staff deveJopment be needed? How will
teachers, administrators, parents, and students be supported and
recognized for their work?

)

• Costs - What sources will provide the needed funds?
• Evaluation - How will we know how well the practices have been
implemented and what their effects are on students, teachers,
and families. What indicators will we use that are closely linked
to determine the effects of the involvement practices?
5.

Continue Planning and Working
• Schedule an annual presentation and celebration of work that has
been done for each year. ·
• Update the school's three-year outline and develop a detailed oneyear plan for the coming year.
For more information, see:
Epstein, J. L. (1995, May). School/family/community partnerships: caring for the children we
share. Phi Delta Kappan. 76 (5), 701-712.
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Six Forms of Involvement and Sample Practices

Form 1
Parenting

Form 2
Communicating

Form 3
• Form 4
Volunteering/ ' Leaming at
Parent
· Hane
Representation
Provide
information
Recruit and
· and ideas to
organize
families about
parent help
how to help
and support. • students at
; home with
· homework
and other
curriculumrelated
activities,
decisions, and
plannini:1

Help all
families
establish
home
environments
to support
children as
students.

Design
effective
forms of
school-tohome and
home-toschool
communications about
school
programs and
children's
progress.

Sample
Practices

Sample
Practices

Sample
Practices

Sample
Practices

Second Steps
Parenting
Program

Welcome Back
To School
Picnic

Parent
Liaison
Coordinator

: The Leaming
Center

Parent Study
Sessions

Student/
Parent

Hancl:>ook
Single
Parents'
Support
Group

Open house "Passport to
Knowledge ·of
Your School
Community"

Title I
Newsletter
Parenting
Tips

Meet Our
School

Instructional
Video Tapes

Host Student
Program
Welcome
Binder/Partnership
Bulletin Board

Parent
University

I

Form 5
Decision
, Making
1

Form 6
Collabora. ting with
Community

Identify and
: Include
integrate
parents in
resources and
. school
services
, decisions,
: developing
1 from the
community to
! parent
I
; leaders and
strengthen
representat- I school
programs,
ives.
family
practices,
and student
learning .and
' development.
I Sample
Practices

: Samp.le
: Practices

Stuart
I Mt.
Site-Based

! Liaison

1

! Model - a

; Parent
: Coordinator

j description of ·

; the
"Leadership
: Educational
Mt. Stuart
School-Wide
Families
I Planning
P.R.
Count: Family Team (EPT)
Programs"
Programs "Sciencing at Math Night
,
Lunch Buddies
Mt. Stuart"
i Mt. Stuart
I Curriculum
• Parent
j Development
Books and
, Contract/
"Choice
· Project
Time"
J
Blankets
i Mo~el
Leaming
"Radical
Volunteer
; Hiring
Readers"
, 100 Day
Thank You
Practices Dinner
Celebration
Parent
Bulletin Board
Involvement
Oub
Parent
Books and
University
Blankets
District Levy
, America
Committee
Reads
Educational
Betcha Can't 1
Planning
· Sciencing
, Program
Team
Night
Parent Group

l
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Six Forms of Involvement and Sample Practices
(CONTINUED)

Form 1

Form .2

Parenting .

Communicating

Form 3
Volunteering

Sample
Practices

Sample
Practices

"Essential
Connections"

Parent
Surveys

. Form 4
Leaming at
Home

: Form 5
• Decision
Making

.Form 6
Collaborating
with
Community

.
Sample
Practices
1

School
Information
Hotline

Sample
Practices

.Sample
Practices

: Storytelling
Night

: School
· Community
• Surveys

Museum In a
Trunk Night

Sample
Practices
Service
. ·learning
Programs
' Educational
Planning
Team .(EPT)

School/ class-

Room

Our
· Community
, Cares

Homepage/
Website
t

I Title I
1

Newsletter
Newsletters/
Updates

• Positive
Parent Phone
Calls
Friday
Folders
Parent
Involvement
Surveys
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FORM 1
PARENTING
Second Step Parenting Program
Parent Study Sessions
Single Parent Support Group
Title I Newsletter Parenting Tips
Video Tape Instruction
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Second Step Parenting Program
Background:
The Committee for Children and educators across the country
recognize that violence cannot be reduced solely by efforts in the
classroom or a youth service program. Parents and caregiver play a
critical role in the development of social skills; they serve as the primary
and most consistent teachers and role models for children. A Family Guide
to Second Step offers school and youth agency personnel a systematic way
to include families early on in their violence prevention efforts.
A Family Guide to Second Step was developed to be used in
combination with the Second Step curriculum. A school should only
consider implementing A Family Guide to Second Step if they have made a
commitment to implementing the Second Step classroom curriculum.
)

Program Activities/Components:
•
Six factlitator-led sessions.
•

Overview of Second Step and an understanding of skills being
taught to children in the classroom.

•

Time provided for parents and caregivers to learn and practice
violence prevention skills being taught to the children.

•

Encouraging family attendance helps ensure the greatest family
cooperation and support for Second Step.

Possible Funding Form:
•
School District Block Grant Funding, provided by
the State of Washington
Examples of Parenting Involvement in the Second Step Program:
•
Ellensburg School District Annual Report 1996-97; An update on the
Mt. Stuart Stuart Elementary Second Step
Parenting Program (p 22).
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•

Mt. Stuart Elementary parent newsletter on Second Step. (p 23)

For More Information, See:
•
Committee for Children
2203 Airport Way S., Seattle, WA, 98134-2027
(800)643-4499

)
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Ellensburg School District Annual Report

1996-97;
An update on the Mt. Stuart Stuart Elementary
Second Step Parenting Program
Mt. Stuart Elementary was awarded a block grant to cover the cost
of having two teachers receive training and later teach a parent class
called Second Step Parenting. Second Step is a violence prevention
curriculum.
Due to the timing and receiving of the block grant and the scheduling
of the training, a parenting class has not yet been offered~ However, a
Family Guide Kit has been ordered through The Committee For Children and
Materials for the presentation of the class will be purchased before June

1997.
*

Source:
Ellensburg School District No. 401. Annual Report 1996-97.
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What _to Do When You Are Angry

·
1. How does my body feel?

.
..

Rn Introduction to ·

SECOND STEPS

Mt. Stuart School is offering a Second Steps training for ·
parents on Mondays beginning October 27th, and running
through December 1st.
Second Steps is being used throughout our school as an
anger management and behavior modification curriculum.
This training will help you and your child deuelop skills to
better communicate feelings, solve problems, and manage
anger in a positive, healthy manner. This can help make a
difference in ere a ting a safe and violence._ free future for our
children.
If you would be interested in more information, and possibly
like to sign up for the training,_please take this notice and
contact Connie Schieche school counselor, or myself, at the
school - 925-84B3. We would be glad to answer questions,
or further eHplain our schools Lise of this program.
4. Think about it 1.iter.

3 . Think out loud to
solve the problem .
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Parent Study Sessions
Background:
Typically, parents have little opportunity to talk with each other.
Parent Study sessions are designed to provide a time and place for parents
to sit down, with other parents, to discuss academic and social issues.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Parents meet twice, monthly, for 1 hr and a half
•

Meetings can take place at school or a designated area in the
community

•

The school provides snacks and babysitting

•

Parents select topics for the meetings

•

Parents lead the discussion - no facilitator. However, parents do
select members to coordinate meetings on a rotational basis.

•

No formal agenda is needed

•

A plan of topics (selected by the parents) to focus on for each
meeting

•

Parents may request formal presentation by school/community
members

Possible Funding Form(s):
•
Title I Federal Funding
•

School District Block Grant Funding, provided by
the State of Washington

Examples of Parenting Study Sessions:
•
This idea is still in development. Currently, there are no examples
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For More Information, See:
•
Matt Chase
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA)
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400

)
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Single Parent Support Group
Background:
Today, many parents are raising children on their own. This
experience can seem overwhelming considering that a single parent's
resources (time, energy, and finances) are maximized. More importantly,
single parents do not often have the support (emotionally and/physically)
that is desired. The participants in this group would provide support for
one another. The group would serve as a means to network with others in
the same situation. Parents in this group would learn from one another.
Program Activities/Components:
• Potluck dinners before school functions - this not only gets the parents
to the meetings, but gives them a chance to network and build ties to
others in their same situation. As always, daycare is provided for
school meetings.
•

Coffee groups - a chance for parents to meet in the morning.
Preferably, the school counselor would coordinate these informal
meetings, and be available to answer questions and provide information
on various topics.

•

Co-op daycare - Time and money is short for many single parents.
Parents can network with other parents and barter on daycare for each
other (i.e. One parents may need help on Monday night sos/he would
contact another parent in the co-op to see if they are available to
watch the children. They would then trade services for another night).

Possible Funding Form:
• Title I Federal Funding
Examples of Single Parent Support Group:
• There are no examples available at this time
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For More Information, See:
•
Jacque MacGregor
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926

(509) 925-8400 .

)
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Title I Newsletter
Parenting Tips
Background:
Mt. Stuart Elementary is a Title I School-Wide Model. Title I funding
provisions mandate that the school consistently communicate with
parents as well as provide opportunities for parent involvement. One form
of communicating is through a monthly Title I newsletter. The letter
conveys: upcoming school-wide activities and events, progress on school
programs, describes volunteer activities and opportunities, and offers
quick and easy parenting tips. Parenting tips provide quick, easy, useful,
and non-threatening ideas which parents can use to help their children,
socially and academically, at home.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Title I Newsletter sent home to parents, monthly
•

Includes parenting tips, social and academic

Possible Funding Form:
•
Title I Federal Funding
Examples of Title I Newsletter Parenting Tips:
•
Home & School Connection Newsletter introduction letter (pp 29-33)
•

Mt. Stuart Title I Newsletter - Example (p 34)

For More Information, See:
•
Resources for Educators
1105 North Royal Avenue
Front Royal, VA 22630
1-aoo:.394-sos2
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Dear Valued Home & School Connection Subscriber,
Best wishes for a productive and happy spring!
We're pleased to enclose your current issue of Home & School Connection. Your
three FREE reproducible renewal bonuses are also enclosed:
1. Secrets of Effective Discipline: Discipline and school success go hand in
hand! This much-needed guide takes the mystery out of effective discipline.

2: Best Web Sites for Teachers-1998 Edition: Successful administrators know
that to help students learn, teachers need quick access to reliable, up-to..:date
information and innovative ideas. Here are our top picks for 1998 with addresses
and information provided for each site.
3. Recipes for Success-This special "poster" will help you promote and
inspire the most meaningful type of parent involvement-engaging parents
and children in learning activities at home.

If we can help you in any way, please call me at 1-800-394-5052. We're here
to serve you.
·
· Sincerely,

Karen Clowser
Customer Service

..sfJ
-· ~·~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . t ! ~ .~ ~
~
, __
, ,_
_
....___

-1!\(

.....

Resources for Educators • 1105 North Royal Avenue • Front Royal, VA 22630 • 1-800-394-5052
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Important Information About Your Reproducible
Subscription to Recipes for Success:
We're pleased to have you join our family of educators throughout the country. We at
Resources for Educators are dedicated to helping you give parents the help they need.

Recipes for Success is a copyrighted publication.
Here's what your license allows you to do:
You may reproduce Recipes for Success for the single-school or district size you
selected with your original order. For example, if you selected a single-school
subscription, you may reproduce Recipes for Success for that single school only.
Any unauthorized photocopying, scanning, or electro~c distribution, such as
cable TV, radio, television, computer networks (such as the Internee or internal
computer network) or databases is prohibited by the federal copyright act ( 17
U.S.C. § 101 et seq.). If you have additional parents who could benefit from
receiving Recipes for Success, please call us loll-free at l-800-394-5052. \Ve' d
be happy to change your subscription. Thank you for your cooperation.

How to Get the Most from Your Subscription
• Reproduce Recipes for Success on a single sheet, front and back. You won't have to
collate, and research indicates busy parents are more likely to read a single sheeL
• To make the poster more inviting _to parents, we suggest you reproduce Recipes for
Success on colored paper. Pastel colors are ideal.
• Distribute the September issue to parents on Open House night.
• Send Recipes for Success home with the news you currently send to parenrs-they'll be
more likely to see it.
• Ma..ximize the effectiveness of Recipes for Success by increasing the number of pe::-sonal
contacts you have with parents-through notes, phone calls, or face-to-face ch2.ts.
• When you have personal contacts with parents, refer to what experts suggest in Recipes
for Success. Then direct parents to the practical, field-tested activities.
Any questions? Please contact: Resources for Educators
1105 N. Royal Avenue, Front Royal, VA 22630. Or call us toll-free at 1-800-394-5052.
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Building astrong parent-teacher partnership

· Rectpes for Success

t!!_

· Resources for Educators, lnc. • 1105 North Roy!l X~enue • Front Royal, VA 22630 • 540-635-9911
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Working Together for School Success
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

Mt. Stuart Elementary
A Trtle I School
NEWSLETTER

MarchJ(l\

.

{ REMINDERS! QUILT THEME IN LEARNING CENTER ALL MONTH ... !"fW<E A fAMlLY QUiLT
1997 ): BLOCK lNTHE LEARNING CENTER. TUESDAY NIGHT MARCH 4 .... SIGN UP FOR PARENT
• UNIVERSITY CLASSES NOWI..OPEN HOUSE MARCH 18TH .... SPRING BREAK MARCH 24-28
- ~ NO PARENT MEETING THIS MONTH .... LEARNING CENTER NOT OPEN DURING BREAK!

OPENHOUSE

~
The Learning Center
The Learning Center is alive and
well As a reminder, it is open
for parents and kids together eve~

Mt. Stuart's Open House is
scheduled for March 18th from
7:00-8:00. The theme is:
A1Athor's Part\i
Since this is a Family Affair, it
is expected that siblings of
Mt. Stuart students, who do
not attend our school, will
stay With their families throughout the Open House. We know
that many junior high kids
enjoy coming back and running
around their old school again,
however it gets pretty
disruptive at times. Thanks for
understanding, and we'll see
you on March 18th.

Tuesda-g, Wednesd.a~ and Thursda1::1
from 3-4:30. It is also open on Tuesd.a'::J
nights from~~· HIGHLIGHT!!!
TUESDAY,
4TH vVILL B£ A
F.AMILY ACTIVITY NIGHT AT THE
LEARNING CENTER. Besides enjo-ging
~!~ activites at the Center,

~What's New at Parent Universitv ~
The first round of Parent U classes
were a big hit! Round two is about
to begin. Math 'N Games, 3/11, 6:30-8:30,
Reading with Intermediate Children,
3/12, 6:30-7:30. Kool Komputer Software
for Kids, 3/13, 6:30-8:00, Science in the
Kitchen, 3/19, 6:30-7:30, and Make and
/
Take Reading Games, 3/20, 6:30-7:30.
/
Call 925-8400 if you would like to attend.
Childcare is available.
~
/

]l>

•

•

BLANKETS AND BOOKS!

•

Blankets and Books. our family Read Aloud Night. was
/
a huge success!!! There were about 13 l people there. and
n ri a snowy night. School Board members and teachers
.d. Ellensburg High students became storybook
1..11aracters for the eve. parents read to their children. Information booths were set up, the Ubrary had a great book
display. the Ctty Library gave out 10 new cards, and
,1 /
wann chocolate chip cookies were served. We had a
3
P
great time ... hope you dld too!

~-4th will be DESIGN A FAf.AILY
QUILT BLOCK Night. CherL our Parent
Coordinator, also teaches quilting.
She will show us how to make a mock
famil-g quilt block 'The theme in the
Center all month is QUILTS! Come see
how something as warm. soft, and gentle
as a quilt can teach math, language arts
and social studies slcills.

?j
/

~Jiooting For the Moon!!!
The Read-A-Thon has been a huge j
success! You have all done a great / ,.. /
job. As ofFrida'J mom. 2/2S we
/
are still a bit ahead of Valle~ View/

'TOl'ALLY, BOTH SCHOOLS, HAVE
READ ONE-HALF MILLION MINUTES!
WOW WOW WOW!!! THAT IS GREAT!
Valley View is wom out, but Mt. Stuart
is going to go for the Moon. That means
that in the next 2 weeks we will have to

7 read a mile a minute!! Go Mt. Stuart!!!!!

Video Tape Instruction
Background:
Parents do not always have time to come to school-parent and
community activities. Video taping and making available ( at the school
library or learning centers) specific classroom and school activities is
one way to convey the information that parents still wish to obtain.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Create an introduction from the classroom teacher focusing on
expectations and student-led demonstrations of classroom
management issues.
•

Show examples of home projects assigned by the classroom teacher.

•

Provide video clips of various activities and programs in which
parents and community members can volunteer.

•

Create samples of specific curriculum-related activities
(i.e. manipulative math lesson on arrays) including: demonstrations,
support activities, ideas, and strategies that parents can use at
home to guide/help their child with homework. Include

Possible Funding Form:
•
Title I Federal Funding
•

Washington State Funded - Student Learning Improvement Grant
(S.L.I.G.s)

•

School District Block Grant Funding, provided by
the State of Washington

•

Title XI Video Technology Grant
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Examples of Instructional Video Tapes:
•
This idea is still in development. Currently, there are no examples
for review.
For More Information, See:
•
NEA Teacher-to Teacher Books, (1996), Building Parent
Partnerships, (pp. 20-21)
NEA Professional Library
P.O. Box 509
West Haven, CT 065169904
1-800-229-4200
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FORM 2
COMMUNICATION
Welcome Back to School Picnic
Student/Parent Handbook
Open House - "Passport to Knowledge and Your School Community"
"Meet Our School"
Host-Student Program
Welcome Binder/Partnership Bulletin Board
Essential Connections
School Information Hotline
School/Classroom Home Page/Website
Title I Newsletter
Newsletters/Updates
Positive Parent Phone Calls
Friday Folders
Parent Involvement Surveys
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WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL PICNIC
Background:
Getting into the back to school mode can be difficult for everyone,
especially students. The back to school picnic is a good way to ease the
transition from summer fun to focusing on school. Parents and students
have an opportunity to sit down with the classroom teacher and enjoy
casual, informal conversation while eating lunch and enjoying the
sunshine in an outdoor setting.
Students and parents can then visit the classroom and ask questions
about the upcoming year. This is a great time for the parents to have one
on one contact with the teacher as well as relieve some of the anxiety for
themselves and their child. This is a great way to welcome our schoolcommunity back.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Invitations sent one full week before the event
•

Day before the start of school

•

One hour in length

•

Sack lunch "picnic" on the front lawn of the school

•

Parents and students can meet the teacher

•

Students can locate classroom

•

Students can get reacquainted with peers

•

Brings the school community back together to begin another year

Possible Funding Form:
•
None necessary
Examples of Welcome Back To School Picnic:
•
Mt. Stuart Elementary Picnic invitation (p 40)
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For More Information, See:
•
Matt Chase
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 1 5 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400

)
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Mt. Stuart Students and Parents
You Are Invited To ...

MT. STUART
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
PICNIC

Welcome
Ba1Ji !

SEPTEMBER 2, 1997
12:00 PM - 1 :00 PM
MT. STUART ELEMENTARY

Ease the transition from swimsuits to school books!
Bring a picnic lunch, a blanket, your kids, and have a ball!
*Meet your child's teacher
*Locate classrooms
*Meet classmates
*Meet other parents

LET'S GET TOGETHER TO MAKE THIS A GREAT
SCHOOL YEAR
p 40

Student/Parent Handbook
Background:
Often, parents have questions about every day business at the school.
Questions stem from how much does lunch cost to what happens when it
snows. The purpose of the Student/Parent Handbook is to provide
information about the school-community in a convenient format.
Information is provided on every facet of the school-community, including:
school operations and procedures, a school vision statement and schoolwide goals, Washington State Essential Learning Requirements, and a
parent-student-teacher compact.
** In this resource manual the Student/Parent Handbook will be shown
in 8x12 pages. However, the end product, as used at Mt. Stuart
Elementary, was put into a "rainbow book" form. The school-community
at Mt. Stuart believes that the "rainbow book" provides an attractive
product, while providing for easy information access; each major topic
area (i.e. registration - attendance) is labeled on a fringed section of the
book.
Program Activities/Components:
•

Decide on the important information about school operations and
involvement opportunities, which you wish to disseminate to
parents and community.

•

Have members representative from all facets of the schoolcommunity collaborate on providing information and producing the
handbook.

•

Mt. Stuart distributes the handbooks within the first week of school.

•

Mt. Stuart teachers put a great deal of emphasis on reviewing the
information in the handbook with students. Students are asked to
take the handbooks home and review the information with their
parents. The handbooks are then sent home with the students.

·•

Your school may opt to distribute the handbooks at open house.
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Possible Funding Form:
•
General Fund
Examples of Student/Parent Handbook:
•
Parent Information Letter about the Handbook (p. 43)
•

Mt. Stuart Student/Parent Handbook (see Appendix A)

For More Information, See:
•
Matt Chase
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA)
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
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Mt. Stuart Elementary
705 West Fifteenth Avenue
Ellensburg, Washington 98926-9466
(509) 925-8400 • FAX (509) 925-8407

September 15, 1997

Dear Parents,
School has been in session for a little more than a week and I'm very
·
pleased with this year's start to a new school year.
Hopefully, you have received our 1997-98 Student/Parent Handbook (in a
rainbow book format). This book was produced.and designed by Mr.
Chase, and authored by the two of us. The purpose of the handbook is to
provide information in a convenient format. Additionally, we encourage
parents to review the School Mission Statement, Parent Involvement,
Essential Learnings, and Student/Parent/Staff Compact. At Mt. Stuart
School we are committed to improving student learning and have adopted
the above mentioned strategies as ways to help children learning the
essential skills and knowledge.
·
The following dates are important up-coming events on the school
calendar:
September 17th
September 24th
September 25th
September 29th
October 7th
October 10th

School Picture Day
Early Release at 12:20 (Staff In-Service Day)
Mt. Stuart Open House (7:00-8:00 p.m.)
Parent Group/Student Fund-raiser Kick-off
Parent Group Meeting (7:00 p.m. in the Library)
No School (State In-Service Day)

Sincerely,

· G~istine
Principal
/

GR:ds
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Open House " A Passport Jo Knowledge Of Your School"
Background:
Traditionally, parents come to an open house, go into classrooms,
listen to the teacher, maybe look at some student work, and then go home.
Open Houses provide such a rich opportunity for parents and community
members to get to kno~ their school community. An open house, while
including a visit into the classroom, should include opportunities for
parents to obtain knowledge of the school and community services which
make up the school-community.
Open houses are a time for parents and students to: check out
community library cards, meet members from community service groups,
find out from the secretary what takes place in the office and how to
access information, as well as gain knowledge on school programs,
activities, and involvement opportunities (Le. ask questions of the
parent/community volunteer coordinator or find out what classes will be
offered at Parent University). ·
Program Activities/Components:
•
Parents and Community members attend the open house with the
children.
•

Classroom visits comprise the first half of the evening.

•

Upon entering the school, parents and community members are
greeted and handed a passport. The passport includes information on
how the passport is to be used along with a list of various
information booths and centers which will be made available for the
evening.

•

After a visit to the classroom, students take parents/community
members to the booths and information centers.

•

Information, in the form of fliers or other materials, will be made
available for distribution at each booth or center
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•

The person operating each booth/center will stamp the passport, (in
the correct section) of each visitor.

•

Once the parent/ community member has receive a designated amount
of stamps, they may redeem their passport for a prize to be given to
them and their child/children.

•

Possibilities for Passport booths/centers include:
1. school staff and personnel such as the custodian, secretary,
principal, and school nurse
2.

community service groups/agencies such as the police and
fire departments as well as social and health representatives

3. have the public library come and offer check-out cards
4. present information on school programs including counseling,
special education, and Title I Aids
5. provide information on school-wide centers; the Learning Center,
Library /Media Center, and after school programs are examples
6. display parents involvement opportunities (hosted by the
parent/ community volunteer coordinator)
7. represent various school-wide activities and events such as
Parent University, Family Math Night, and Books and Blankets
Possible Funding Form:
•
General Fund
•

Title I Federal Funding

•

Student Learning Improvement Grant (S.L.I.G.s); provided by the
State of Washington

•

School District Block Grant Funding, provided by
the State of Washington
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Examples of Open House:
•
No examples are available at this time
For More Information, See:
•
Matt Chase
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA)
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400

)
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Meet Our School
Background:
Numerous people are involved in creating a successful school.
However, many parents and community members only have contact with
and knowledge of the principal and teachers. Support staff and other
members are critical to the function of the school. Often, they are seen,
but parents and community members do not have the opportunity to
understand and appreciate what services they provide for children. This is
a great way for parents and community members to get to know their
school.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Supporting members of th~ school community, not often seen or
heard from, are identified - the custodians, secretary, aids, cooks,
food services coordinator, district maintenance members, and even
members of the central office are just to name a few. ·
•

Support staff are asked to make a brief presentation ( 5-10 min.) at a
parent meeting. The presentation can include details of their job
and how it benefits children. This is also an opportunity to
disseminate little known, but important facts about their job.
Questions can then be asked by the audience.

•

A different presenter would attend each meeting and be listed on the
agenda.

Possible Funding Form:
•
No funding is no necessary
Examples of Meet Our School:
•
There are no examples available at this time
For More Information, See:
•
Matt Chase
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 1 5 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
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Host Student Program
Background:
Generally, schools are good at welcoming .new families to the school
community. Often times a tour of the school is part of the introduction.
However, the tour is usually geared toward the parents, and sometimes
rather hastily done. The children, who will be the prime consumers of the
school, tag along without their questions being addressed. At Mt. Stuart
we · are/will be implementing the Host Student Program. This program is
designed to complement the front office welcome and introduction for
new families. It will focus on the students.
Program Activities/Components:
•
A core of fifth grade students, (perhaps as part of the peer mediator
program) will be trained as Mt. Stuart Student Hosts. They will be
trained in understanding a simple version of Mt. Stuart Goals, the
student-related activities available, general information about the
students and teachers at Mt. Stuart, and where to tour the students.
At least one of the Host Students will be a student who speaks
Spanish.
•

When a new family arrives to register, with their child/children, one
of the host students will called upon to give them a brief tour of Mt.
Stuart and answer any of their questions. During this time, the host
student-host will answer student questions and while giving new
student(s) a familiar face and friend in their new school.

•

The tour is brief, but allows enough quality time to provide the new
student(s) with an introduction to their new school. It also allows
parents time to chat with the front office staff, principal, etc ..

Possible Funding Form:
•
No funding is necessary
Examples of Host Student Programs:
•
There are no examples available at this time
p -48·

For More Information, See:
•
Judy Backlund
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400

-~)
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Welcome Binder/Partnership Bulletin Board
Background:
For those occasions when parents are registering new students to
the school, or are waiting to speak with the principal, Mt. Stuart created a
parent area complete with a comfortable table and chairs, a brochure
display, and a bi-lingual binder sharing text and photos about the Mt.
Stuart Community. In addition, we created the Partnership Bulletin Board.
This board focuses on the many partnerships forge with Mt. Stuart. It is
based on the old philosophy, "it takes a whole village to raise a child."
Program Activities/Components:
•
On a large bulletin board in the entry way of the school the word
Partnerships is centered. Also on display is statement from the
Commission on Student Learning which states: "The Public: Our
Essential, Valuable Partner. The reality is that no single law,
commission, or advocacy group will be able to affect change without
the support and involvement of people who are the primary
customers of education: families and communities. Success comes
when citizens are equal and valued partners in the education of all
our children in the state." For Mt. Stuart those partnerships are: the
parents, the community at large, and Central Washington University.
•

An attractive bulletin board is built around this. Included are
pictures and captions that exemplify those partnerships. At Mt.
Stuart, the words, "A Community of Learners" is displayed.
There is also a blank piece that says, "YOU, where do you fit in?"

Possible Funding Form:
•
No funding is no necessary
Examples of Welcome Binder/Friendship Bulletin Board:
•
There are no samples available at this time
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For More Information, See:
•
Judy Backlund
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400

)
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Essential Connections
Background:
.
At Mt. Stuart, we feel that it is important to educate and continually
inform our parents about the Essential Learnings. It is also important to
convey two messages: First, the Essential Learnings represent the
specific academic skills and knowledge students will be required to meet
in the classroom. These are not taken lightly. Second, teachers, parents,
and community members must be actively involved in understanding and
implementing the Essential Learnings if our students are to be
successfully prepared for the future. The Essential Connections Wall is
one result of this thinki~g.
Program Activities/Components:
•

Post in an obvious place, such as the front entry way, poster size,
laminated copies of the four Washington State Learning Goals.

•

After some time, collect and connect samples of student work (with
or without names) that exemplify varying levels of mastery
toward key Essential Learning areas. Colored Yarn would connect
key Essential Learning areas and one or more student samples. In
this way parents, students and visitors can see authentic examples
of the Essential Learnings.

•

This wall is changed or added to throughout the year. Teachers, the
principal and students are encouraged to use it as a focus for
discussion with parents, community members, as well as
themselves.

Possible Funding Form:
•
No funding is no necessary
Examples of Essential Connections:
•
There are no examples available at this time
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For More Information, See:
•
Judy Backlund
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
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School Informatioo Hotline
Background:
School information hotlines give busy parents access to information
on school activities. Mt. Stuart Elementary runs a 24-hour hotline for
parents and the community. Parents and community members can access
the hotline using a touch-tone phone. A hotline mailbox number can be set
up with the local phone company.
Program Activities/Components:
•
General instructional and menu of options
•

School schedule changes and holidays

•

After school events

•

Evening events and meetings

•

In school events in the classroom

•

Information slips available, in the office, for staff members who
wish to place information on the hotline

•

The hotline is updated on a weekly basis

Possible Funding Form:
•
General School Budget
•

Title I Federal Funding

Examples of School Information Hotline:
•
Note to Staff (p. 56)
•

Information Line request form (p. 57)
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For More Information See:
NEA Teacher-to Teacher Books, (1996), Building Parent
Partnerships, {p. 53), NEA Professional Library, P.O. Box 509
Haven, CT 065169904, 1-800-229-4200
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School/Classroom Homepage/Websites
Background:
School and classroom homepages/websites provide information in a
easily accessible, convenient format. The school homepage allows
students, parents, and community members to go on-line and quickly
access every facet of the school-community. Information on school
operations and procedures can be provided. Up-to-date information on
current school activities and upcoming events can be posted.
Classroom home pages can provide information on classroom
activities. Homework assignments and tips on how parents can help
children with their work can be provided. Student-produced projects
should also be displayed. A calendar of upcoming events and activities
may also be shown.

}

Program Activities/Components:
•
Develop a school homepage which displays a variety of information
about the school community.
•

Include information on school operations and procedures.

• ·

Provide information on volunteer activities and opportunities.

•

Display current activities and undertakings, school-wide.

•

Provide information on upcoming activities and events

•

Have up to date information from various facets of the school such
as the Learning Center, Title One Program, and the Library/Media
Center.

•

Develop a student/teacher produced classroom homepage

•

Create a site for classroom management; general procedures,
expectations, daily schedules, and a supplies list can be provided.
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•

Provide a daily "assignment calendar" page. Include
home assessment expectations and specific tips/strategies for
parents to help students with their homework.

•

Provide a "Kid's Corner" where students display projects.

•

List upcoming school and classroom events and activities

•

Create a reminder list for: due dates on tong-term projects, due
dates for supplies, forms, permission slips, and monies, and a list of
dates and times for parent and community volunteers who will be
coming into the classroom.

•

For more ideas, see the Mt. Stuart Student/Parent Handbook
listed in this resource manual.

Possible Funding Form:
•
District Technology Committee
•

Title XI Video Technology Grant; provided by the State of Washington

Examples of School-Classroom Homepage/Websites:
There are no examples at this time
For More Information, See:
•
No formal information is available at this time
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Title I Newsletter
Background:
Mt. Stuart Elementary is a Title I School-Wide Model. Title I funding
provisions mandate that the school consistently communicate with
parents as well as provide opportunities for parent involvement. One way
of communicating is through a monthly Title I newsletter. The letter
conveys: upcoming school-wide activities and events, progress on school
programs, describes volunteer activities and opportunities, and offers
quick and easy parenting tips. Parenting tips provide quick, easy, useful,
and non-threatening ideas which parents can use to help their children,
socially and academically, at home.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Title I Newsletter sent home to parents, monthly
•

Includes reminders of upcoming events and activities offered to the
entire school community.

•

Home activity tips.

•

Parenting tips.

•

Reading and writing connection tips for home-family involvement.

Possible Funding Form:
•
Title I Federal Funding
Examples of Title I Newsletter:
•
Home & School Connection Newsletter introduction letter (pp 61-64)
For More Information, See:
•
Resources for Educators
11 0 5 North Royal Avenue
Front Royal, VA 22630
1-800-394-5052
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Dear Valued Home & School Connection Subscriber,
Best wishes for a productive and happy spring!
We're pleased to enclose your current issue of Home & School Connection. Your
three FREE reproducible renewal bonuses are also enclosed:
1. Secrets of Effective Discipline: Discipline and school success go hand in
hand! This much-needed guide takes the mystery out of effective discipline.

2: Best Web Sites for Teachers-1998 Edition: Successful administrators know
that co help students learn, teachers need quick access to reliable, up-to-date
information and innovative ideas. Here are our top picks for 1998 with addresses
and information provided for each site.
3. Recipes for Success-This special "poster" will help you promote and
inspire the most meaningful type of parent involvement-engaging parents
and children in learning activities at home.

If we can help you in any way, please call me at 1-800-394-5052. We're here
to serve you.
Sincerely,

Karen Clowser
Customer Service

_

~CT
~
~
.~~
~j,ir~ f.·F- __.....,
11•,~-·· _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.t.J~--1~~

Resources for Educators • 1105 :':orch Royal Avenue • Fronc Royal. \'A 22630 • 1-800-394-5052
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Important Information About Your Reproducible
Subscription to Recipes for Success:
We're pleased to have you join our family of educators throughout tp.e country. We at
Resources for Educators are dedicated to helping you give parents the help they need.

Recipes for Success is a copyrighted publication.
Here's what your license allows you to do:
You may reproduce Recipes for Success for the single-school or district size you
selected with your original order. For example, if you selected a single-school
subscription, you may reproduce Recipes for Success for that single school only.
Any unauthorized photocopying, scanning, or electronic distributi~n. such as
cable TV, radio, television, computer networks (such as the Imemet or intemcl
computer network) or databases is prohibited by the feder:il copyright act ( 17
U.S .C. § 10 l et seq.). If you have additional parents who could benefit from
receiving Recipes for Success, please call us toll-free at 1-800-394-5052. We'd
be happy to change your subscription. Thank you for your cooperation.

How to Get the Most from Your Subscription
• Reproduce Recipes for Success on a single sheet, front and back. You won't have co
collate, and research indicates busy parents are more likely to read a single shee~.
• To make the poster more inviting _to parents, we suggest you reproduce Recipes for
Success on colored paper. Pastel colors are ideal.
• Distribute the September issue to parents on Open House night.
• Send Recipes for Success home with the news you currently send to p2.rerm-they'll be
more likely to see it.
• Maximize the effectiveness of Recipes for Success by inc:-easing the number of personal
contacts you have with parents-through noces , phone calls, or face-to-face chats.
• When you have personal contacts with parencs , refer to what expercs suggest in Recipes
for Success. Then direct parents to the practical, field-tesi:ed ac~ivities.
Any questions? Please contact: Resources for Educators
1105 N. Royal Avenue, Front Royal, VA 22630. Or call us toll-free at [-800-39<!-5052.
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Recipes ftR3 Su_ccess
Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

Building anrong parent-teacher partnership

Rec~pes for Success

!!J_

Resources for Educators, lnc. • 1105 North RoyaP iRv1nuc • Front Royal, VA 22630 • 540-635-99 l l

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

Newsletters/Updates
Background:
Clear communication is the key to keeping things running
effectively. A monthly newsletter is an excellent way to communicate
with parents. The letter should contain short but concise information
about current and upcoming school programs and activities.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Produced and sent home, with children, monthly.
•

Newsletters and updates may be .sent home more often than monthly,
depending on the need and promotion of upcoming events.

•

Can be produced by parent volunteers

•

Contributions made by students, staff, parents, and community
members.

•

Contains information on current and upcoming school programs and
activities.

•

Distributed in classrooms for children to take home.

Possible Funding Form:
•
General Fund
Examples of Newsletters/Updates:
•
Mt. Stuart Elementary Parent Newsletter/Update - February
(pp. 66-67)
For More Information, See: p. 26
•
Batey, c. s. (1996). Parents Are Lifesavers: A Handbook for Parent
Involvement in Schools, Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, Inc. p. 26
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DID YOU REWZE THA.T ~1T. STUART KIDS H.\VE BEEN I.N SCHOOL ...\L\[051
100 DAYS? CA\ YOU BEUEVE TH.A..T? THE YE...\R IS r.lORE TH--\..\ H...\LF 0\ 'ER!
TO CELEBR.,\TE THIS OCCASION, :rvrr. sruART IS HAV1NG A 100TH DAY
CELEBRATION. THE OFFIClA.L DAY IS FRIDAY THE 13TH, BlTI \\t .-\RE
CEUBR.A.TING JUST A COUPLE OF DAYS E..\RLY TO GET US IN THE ;\IOOD!
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SO JOIN IN THE Fl.JN, LE!.\RNING AND C:ELEBR!\"Tr-;G AT MT. STUART.
THE MT. SWART HALLS, UBR.I\RYA.ND SOlJTH POD \VIU BE FUll OF j\1'-\TH,

READING, WRITING, PHYSICAL (Rql_LENGES ...\.L~1) OTHER KINDS OF FAMILY
flJ1'i .-\CTiv1TIES THAT All CEi'-iTER AROlJND THE NUr,lBER 100.
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WHEi"! YOU ARRIVE YOU '\1U BE GIVENS 100 IN PL:.\Y ~[ONEY TO CSE
THROUGHOUT THE NIGHT AS YOU PARTICIPATE IN THE :.L'-\J."\Jr· ACTIVTIIES. A
HUGE MT. sru,i.\.RT lOOTrl DAY CELEBRATION C.ull ,\lll BE Cul BY A VERY
SPECL'-\1 GUEST A:1\fD SER\'°ED THROUGHOUT THE EVENl.NG. A Fl~"TASTIC
FA.1\lILY TIME IS GUA..R.~"HEED FOR ALL AT ~IT. SWART ON FEBRU.~Y 10TH.
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~ b r u a r y Parent Meeting
The Mt. Stuart Parent Meeting
will be held in the Mt. Stuart
Librar; at 6:30 this month .
Child care is provided .
Have you been to a Parent
Meeting? This month

cf)
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z

L1
ci.
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a.

we are having an Activity
Night following the meeting.
Join us for just the Parent
Meetir:g , or just the 100th
Day .A.ctivities, or both!

We wculd love to see
you!
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· ·'- · · · Parent University
T,vo fantastic Parent l.fniYersitY classes
are s'c heduled for the remainde~ of
February. On \\.ednesday, February 11th
from 6:30-7:30 at i\H. Stuart, our great
kinderg arten teachers, ~lichelle Ed\rards
and Stephanie Roth \\.ill show parents of
kindergarten children the finer points of
understanding beginning writing. Then on
\·\iednesday, F~brnary 18th from 6:30-,:30
Carla Ketchum and Theresa Hall team up to
present a class on the ,vTiting process. 1st5th grade. Great ideas for bringing out your
child's \\Titing gifts \\.ill be shared.
These l\It. Stuart Parent University classes
are FREE! There ,;.vill be snacks, prizes, and
something special for the kids to clo \vhilP
you are attending the classes. Please call
923-8-WO to sign up!
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C:- to play anumber of math games ·geared

2 +I =o-'\ ior students µre-school through eighth
grade. From that DOint on famiUas will
be able to chec~ out these math
activities through the Mt. Stuart
/-.. Learning Cerrter for use at home. The
times for ihis event i:re S:30 to
' 8:30. Everyone is welcome. Tr.ere will be
prizes, S!lacks, and child care for the
I
T
very young children. Watch·
for mcPe i!rtcrrnaiion.
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faies caur.t
On March 3rd Mt. Stuart will host
Families Count, a Fami~/ Math Night.
During this evening, parellts will be
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Why do socc~r

players gee good
grades in school?
Coach: Because
they use their
heads!
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If you answered "~O" to ar.7 of the!le q_uestioru, coruider

a ch3.llge in beha'7-ior to mcr~a.se your child's security.

POSITIVE PARENT PHONE CALLS
Background:
Two-way communication, by teachers and families, increases
understanding and cooperation between school and home. Thoughtful and
frequent communication shows students that their teachers and parents
are working together to help them succeed in school.
Often, parents only receive phone calls when something at school
goes awry. When parents strictly hear from teachers for negative
behavior, a large barrier starts to build. Parents might begin to wonder if
their child does anything correct at school.
Positive Parent Phone Calls are a proactive way to develop a report
with the parent(s) of a student. Students do several positive things over
the course of a day, week, and month; parents should be made aware of
these positive activities. They may be shocked by the first few phone
calls. But, one will be surprised how receptive parents are to hearing the
positive news about their child.
Phone calls do not have to be lengthy in order to be positive and
informative. It's amazing how a good phone call, one time per month, will
open up good lines of communication. Through direct, positive
communication, parents and teachers enjoy an upbeat interaction and have
an opportunity to comfortably work together for the benefit of the child.
Not only will teacher gain an avenue for working with the child if troubled
times set in, but parents will feel as though teachers are extending the
welcome mat. Thus, the parents will feel more comfortable being
involved as a member of the school community.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Teacher keeps a small notebook with each students name. Take brief
notes, from time to time, on a students' positive interactions, good
work, or breakthroughs.
•

Select two or three different positive aspects that can be share
with parents during the phone call.

•

Make positive comments to each students' parent(s) one time per
month.
p 68
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•

Keep a Positive Parent Phone Call list with all of the students'
names. Leave space to write the date of the phone call and specific
comments made, including the general nature of the conversation.

• Pick one night per week, and spend only one hour making Positive
Parent Phone Calls (One hour per week should a sufficient
amount of time to get to the parents of all students in one month).
•

If the student has been having difficulty and makes a breakthrough
or does an extra special thing in class, don't wait! If at all possible,
contact the parent that night.

Possible Funding Form:
•
No funding is necessary
Examples of Positive Parent Phone Calls:
•
No examples are available
For More Information, See:
•
Matt Chase
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 1 5 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
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FRIDAY FOLDERS
Background:
Often little time is taken for communication between parent and
child or parent and teacher. Information may not make it home or make it
from the perspective of the school or teacher.
Families are constantly on the run. Parents want to be kept informed on
the progress of their child as well a school activities and events.
Two-way communications by teachers and families increase
understanding and cooperation between school and home. Thoughtful and
frequent communication demonstrates to students that their teachers and
parents are working together to help them succeed in school.
The Friday Folder is a weekly communication tool. Every Friday,
students take home a laminated 1Oxl 2" manila folder. The folder
includes: reminder slips, lunch menus, special notices, school-community
information letters, and an assignment calendar.
The assignment calendar is a weekly progress report for parents. It
includes a list of homework and projects that have been assigned for the
week. It also includes a progress report for assignments and
assessments. Students must write to their parents, reflecting on their
week's activities and progress. Additionally, the teacher makes general
or specific comments on the week's events and the overall progress of the
student. Parents then make comments, in return, and sign the calendar
stating that they have thoroughly read the information.
Parents sign the Friday Folder and the child brings it back on Monday.
Many parents find that this is an easy and effective way for the school to
communicate with parents. This tool also serves to keep parents informed
(parents come to expect the folder every Friday) by ensuring that the
information will make it home.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Every Friday students take home a Friday Folder.
•

Reminder slips, lunch menus, special notices, and school-community
information letters are placed into the folders by student helpers.

•

Assignment calendars are used by students to record assignments
throughout the week.
p 70
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•

On Fridays, the teacher reviews the weekly progress of the student
and makes comments on the calendar.

•

Students make reflective comments on the calendar.

•

The Assignment Calendar is placed in the Friday Folder.

•

The Friday Folder and Assignment Calendar are signed by the parents
and returned on Monday

Possible Funding Form:
•
No funding is necessary
Examples of Friday Folders:
•
Assignment Calendar (pp 72-73)
•

•

Friday Folder cover (p 7 4)
For More Information, See:
Matt Chase
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA)
705 w_. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
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WEEKLY ASSIGNMENT CALENDAR
DATE _ _ _ _ _ to _ _ _ _ __

M
A
T
H

R
E
A
D

s
0
C

s
T

s
C

I.

L

A·
N
G

L
A
N

G
A check in the small boxes indicates that the suject matter in that square is due the next day.

All assignments are turned in on time and meet expected performance (complete, cuality, effort) __ _
(If the subject squares, above, are blank it means the work was handed in on time and met expected
performance level.)
Number of assignments that were acceptable but turned late (indicated by an L in the subject square)
Number of assignments incomplete - they must be turned in Monday (indicated by an I in the .subject square)

Number of assignments completed on time but not acceptable - lacking Quality, Effort, or Directions not
followed (indicated by an NR in the subject square) - This is due in acceptable form by Monday

1

PLEASE LOOK ON THE BACK FOR COMpMfiJTS AND PARENT SIGNATURE

... ..

STUDENT COMMENTS:
Weekly self-ranking (E, Q, ID, NR, or NS): - - - - - - - - - - -

(

):

Teacher comments: ----------------------------

Parent comments (PLEASE WRITE BACK TO YOUR CHILD, TO THE TEACHER, OR
BOTH): - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

----------------·- ------------------ --' - ------------

Parent

Signature

Verifying that the parent has:
1 . Thoroughly read the Assignment Calendar and Comments
2. Thoroughly read the Behavior Contract
3. Thoroughly read through any Assignments and/or Letters
brought home in the Friday Folder

..4. Placed the Assignments, Behavior Contract, and Assignment Calendar back
'

into the Friday Folder

,

5. SIGNED THE FRIDAY FOLDER - FOR i:fil2TURN BY MONDAY

FRIDAY FOLDERH!
NAME:-·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Students, did you remember to have your parents:
*
1. Thoroughly read the Assignment Calendar and Comments
2. Thoroughly read the Behavior Contract
3. Thoroughlly read through any Assignments and/or letters
4. Place the Assignments, Behavior Contract, and Assignment Calendar back
into the Friday Folder
5. SIGN THE FOLDER - FOR RETURN BY MONDAY.

PARENT SIGNATURE

DATE

I

DATE

PARENT SIGNATURE
'

I
I
I
I

l

I
I
'
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Parent Involvement Surveys
Background:
It is important to create a school-community environment in which
parents and community members feel welcome immediately upon entering
the school. Issues such as knowledge of programs, involvement
opportunities, directions, and distribution of correct information are
critical. Friendliness and attentiveness are also important as a first
impression.
Schools must constantly monitor their climate. Do they cater to and
provide for the needs of all clientele that walk through the front door?
How do people that work outside the school perceive the schoolcommunity that they walk into?
Another issue is how parents and community members feel about a
specific program or event that they have attended. Did they feel
welcome? How useful was the knowledge that they gained? These
questions are important for reflection and development of schoolcommunity programs.
Sometimes staff are desensitized to these issues simply because
they are at the site every day. ·Parent and community surveys are an
important source of information. They provide critical feedback about the
various facets of the school-community. The information can serve to
provide a different perspective and thus help schools to better service the
needs of all members of the school-community
Program Activities/Components:
•
Send surveys out to parents three times per year - once at the
beginning, one time at the mid-way point, and again at the end of the
year.
•

Distribute surveys to businesses and community support groups.
This can be prefaced and followed up with discussion involving
School representatives and the various community groups.

•

Review the surveys with the action team or site-base team.

•

Utilize the surveys to adjust current goals and plan future goals.

J' 75

•

Keep an open mind and remember - it's ultimately for the · children!

Possible Funding Form:
•
General School Fund
•

•

Student Learning Improvement Grant (S.L.I.G.s); provided by the
State of Washington
School District Block Grant Funding, provided by
the State of Washington

Examples of Parent Surveys:
•
Schools That Say Welcome Survey (p 77)

J

•

An Inventory of Recent Practices of School-Family-Community
Partnerships (pp 7 8-81 )

•

Survey to Assess the School's Climate (pp 82-83)

•

Mt. Stuart Parent University Survey (p 84)

•

Now See This - A Survey for staff members (p 85)

•

50 Ideas for Parent Involvement (pp 86-88

For More Information, See:
•
Batey, c. s. (1996). Parents Are Lifesavers: A Handbook for Parent
Involvement in Schools, Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, Inc. p. 1 2,

p. 81
•

Epstein, J. L. (1997). School, family, and community partnerships:
Your handbook for actjon.(p. J00),Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press,
Inc. p. 36, p. 123

•

NEA Teacher-to Teacher Books, (1996), Building Parent
Partnerships, (p. 92), NEA Professional Library, P.O. Box 509
West Haven, CT 0651 69904, 1-800-229-4200
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An Inventory of Present Practices of
School-Family-Community Partnerships
Karen Clark Salinas, Joyce L. Epstein, and Mavis G. Sanders
National Network of Partnership-2000 Schools, Johns Hopkins University

This inventory will help you identify your school's present pr2ctices for each of the six types of in~olvement
that create a comprehensive program of school. family, and community parmerships. At this time, your
school may conduct all. some. or none of the activities listed. Not every activity is c.ppropriate for every
school or grade leve!. You m2y write in other activities that you conduct for each -cype of involvement.

TYPE I - PARENTING: BASIC RESPONSIBILITIES OF FAMILIES
Assist families with parenting skills and setting home co·nditions to
support children as students, and assist schools to understand families

At Which Grades?

D We sponsor parent educ2.tion workshops and other courses or training for

K123456789101112

parents .

D We provide families with information on child or adolescent development.

K123456789101112

D We provide famiiies with information on developing home conditions that

K12345678910ll 12

support learning.

D We lend families books or tapes on parenting or videotapes of parent

K123456789101112

workshops.

D We ask families for information about children's goa!s. strengths, and talents.

Kl23456789101112

D We sponsor home visiting progrc.ms or neighborhood meetings to help families

K12345678910ll 12

understand schools and to help schools understand families.

0

Kl23456789101112

D

Kl23456789101112

0

Kl23456789101112

0

Kl23456789101112

0

K123456789101112
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TYPE 2 - COMMUNICATING: BASIC RESPONSIBILITIES OF SCHOOLS
Conduct effective communications from school to home and from
home to school about school programs and children's pr~gress

At Which Grades?

0 We have formal conferences with every parent at least once a ye.=.:-.

Kll34567891011 fl

0 'vVe provide language translators to assist families as needed.

Kll3456789101111

0 We provide clear information about report cards and how grades 2.:-e earnec:.

K123456789101112

0 Parents pick up report cards.

Kll3456789101112

0 Our school newsletter includes:

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

a calendar of school events

Kl23456789101112

student activity infonnation

K123456789101112

curriculum and program information

Kl23456789101112

school volunteer information

Kl23456789IOll ll

school governance information

Kf23456789101112

samples of student writing and arrvvork

Kll3456789101112

a column to address parents' queSLions

Kl23456789101112

recognition of students, families, and commcnity membe:-3

Kl2345678910ll 11

other

K123456789101112

- - - ------ ---

0 We provide clear information about selecting courses. programs . 2.:-,d activities

K123456789101112

in this school.

0 'vVe send home folders of student work weekly or monthly for ~2.:-ent revie•,•1

Kl23456789101112

and comments.

0 Staff members send home positive messages about s.:L:dents on 2. :-egular bc..S!s.

Kl23456789101112

0 We notify families about student awards and recogniiion.

Kl23456789101112

0 We contact the families of students having academic or behavior ::-oblems.

Kl23456789101112

0 Teachers have easy access to telephones to communicate with p2.,.ents durirg

K123456789101111

or after school.

0 Parents have the telephone numbers of the school, principal. te2.c:-,ers and

K123456789101112

counselors.

0 We have a homework hotline for students and families to hear c:2.iiy

Kl23456789IOll 12

assignments and messages.

0 We conduct an annual survey for families to share information c::--c concerns

Kl23456789101112

about students' needs and reactions to school progr2.ms.

0

Kl23456789101112

0

Kl234567891011 ll

0

K1234567891011 ll

0

Kl23456789101112

0

K123456789101112

0

Kl234567891011 ll
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0 We conduct an annual survey to identify interests, talents, and availability of

Kl13456789101111

volunteers.

0 We have a parent room or family center for volunteer work, meetings, and

K113456789101111

resources for families.

0 We encourage families and the community to be involved at school by:
0 assisting in the cl2Ssroo.-n (e.g., tutoring, grading papers, etc.)
0 helping on trips or at pa:1ies
0 giving talks (e.g., caree:-s, hobbies, etc.)
0 checking attendance
0 monitoring halls, or working in the library, cafeteria, or other areas
0 leading clubs or ac;:ivities
0 other

Kl2J456789101112

0 We provide ways for families to be involved at home or in the community if

Kl2J456789101112

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

K11J456789101111
K12J456789101112
K12J456789101112
K123456789101112
K123456789101112
K123456789101112

they cannot volun~eer at school.

0 We have a progra:n to recognize our volunteers.

K12J456789101112

0 We schedule pl2.ys, concem . games, and other events at different times of the

Kl23456789101112

day or evening so that 2.!I Jare:-i:s can attend some activities.

0
0
0
0

Kl13456789101112
Kl:!3456789101112
Kl:!3456789101112
K11345678910ll 11

TYPE 4 - LEARNING AT HOME: INVOLVEMENT IN ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES

At Which Grades?

Involve families with their children in homework and other curriculumrelated activities and decisions
0

We provide information ::a families on required skills in all subjects.

K 11J4s61a910 11 12

0

We provide information ~o families on how to monitor and discuss schoolwork
at home.

K, 2 J 4

s 6 7 a9

K 12 J 4

s 6 1 a 9 1o 11 12

0 We provide inform2.tion on how to assist students with skills that they need to

10 11 12

improve.

0 We have a regular schecule of interactive homework that requires students to

Kl23456789101112

demonstrate and discuss what they are learning with a family member.

0 We ask parents to listen to their child read or to read aloud with their child .

K12J456789101112

0 We provide calendars with daily or weekly activities for families to do at .home

K123456789101112

and in the community.

0 We help families help stuc:ems set academic goals, select courses and

K12J456789101112

programs, and plan for college or work.

0

K I234

0

Kl2J456789101112

0

K123456789101112

0

K123456789101112
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TYPE 5 - DECISION MAKING: PARTJCJPATJON AND LEADERSHIP
Include families as participants in school decisions, and develop parent
leaders and representatives

At Which Grades?

0 We have an active PTA. PTO. or other parent organization.

K 11J4s67 a 9 10 11 11

0

Parents are represented on the school's advisory council. improver.,e:it te2.m.
or other committees.

K 113 4

s6 7 a9

10 11 12

0 We have an Action T earn for School, Family, and Community Parmeships to

K 12 3 4

s 6 7 a9

10 11 12

develop a program with practices for all six types of involvement.
0

Parents are represented on district-level 2.dvisory councils and cornr.iclees.

K 123 4

s6 7 a9

10 11 12

0

We provide information on school or loc2.I elections for school represen1:2.tives.

K 12 3 4

s 6 7 a9

10 11 12

K 12 3 4

s 6 7 a 9 1o 11

0 We develop formal networks to link all families with their pc.rent

12

representatives.

0 We involve parents in selecting school staff.

K12J456789101112

0 We involve parents in revising school/distric curricula.

K123456789101112

0

Kl::ZJ456789101112

0

Kl23456789101112

0

K1234567891011 ll

0

Kl23456789101112

TYPE 6 - COLLABORATING WITH THE COMMUNITY
Coordinate resources and services from the community for families,
students, and the school, and provide services to the community.
0 We provide a community resource directory for parerits and stude,,:s wiih

At Which Grades?

K123456789101112

information on community agencies, programs, and services.

D We provide information on community activities that link to learning s~ills anc:

Kl2J456789101112

talents, including summer programs for students.

D We work with local businesses, industries, 2.nd community organiz;;.:ions on

Kl:23456789101112

progrc:uns to enhance student skills.

D We offer after-school programs for students, with support from cor.-,muniry

Kl234567891011 l::Z

businesses, agencies, or volunteers.

D We sponsor intergenerational programs with local senior cii:izen grrn.:os.
D We provide "one-stop" shopping for family services through partne:3:1ips of

K123456789101112
Kl23456789101112

school, counseling, health, recreation, job training, and other a.genc:es.

0 We organize service to the community by students, families, and sc:-ools.

Kl:23456789101112

0 \Ne include alumni in school programs for students.

K1234567891011 l::Z

0 Our school building is open for use by the community afte: school r,curs.

K123456789101112

0

K123456789101112

0

KI 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 1:2

0

K123456789JOII 12

0
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Survey to Assess the School's Climate
1. What do you like about the physical surroundings of our school?

2. How would you like to see the physical surroundings of our school
changed or improved?

3. How would you rate the "warmth factor" of our faculty and staff?

1

2

3

4

5

Cold

Indifferent

Friendly

Unsmiling

Lukewarm

Welcoming
Concerned

Distant
No eye contact

)

4. 'What suggestions have you wanted to make for the improvement of the
school?

5. How would you rate the unity of our school?
1

2

4

3

Very united

Not united

p 82
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6. What obstacles, if any, hinder your involvement in our school?

7. How can faculty members and the principal facilitate more parental
involvement at our school?
'

8. How easy is it to talk to your child's teacher?

1

2

3

5

4

Very easy

Very hard

9. How easy is it to talk to the principal?

1

3

2

5

4

Very easy

Very hard

10. How welcome are you made to feel by each of the following?

J

The prindpal
1

3

2

4

5
Very
welcome

Very
unwelcome

Your child's teacher
1

2

3

4

5
Very
welcome

Very
unwelcome

The school's staff members
1

2

3

4

5
Very
welcome

Very
unwelcome
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MT. STUART PARENT
UNIVERSITY EVALUATION
Cl ass Ti. t le--------------------------------------·- --Ins t ructo r _____________________ Date ____. ____________ _
1.

What was the best part of thi.s class? _____ .:_ _______ _

2. Was there anything you would change to make this
class better? ____ ----------------------------------

3.

How would you rate this Parent University class?

4.

Would you recommend this class to others? . ~~

5. What classes would you li.ke to see offered in the
future? _____________________________________________ _

--------·- --·- ---·- --- ----- ---------------------------- --*******************************************************
Addi. tional comments_ -------------------·- --------

----------- --- -- ----- -------------- ------- - ------------------

NOW SEE THIS!

Think about what you would be seeing from
THIS POINT OF VIEWf

From This Point
of View

Now See This

The front office area:

*A Hispanic parent coming to
register a child
*A parent picking up their child
*A volunteer

A notice about a regular
Parent Meeting

*A new parent
*A familiar parent
.. A teacher

The Essential Learning
Requirements on the Wall

*Newcomers to the school
*Parents
,.Kids
*EPT Members

A Parent University class
sharing with parents how
to work with their kids at home

*A Mt. Stuart parent
*A School Board Member
*A teacher not involved with
Parent University

A Learning Center sponsored
Family Activity Night

*The janitor
*A community member
*A Mt. Stuart family
*Kids

A kid class/Mondayis Zonely

*Parents ·.
*Kids
*Teachers
*CWU Pre-service students

)

*Parents of kids who attend
*Teachers who refer kids
"An at-risk child who attends
*A Title Aide who assists

The Afterschool Program
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within the last three
yoilrs

ing which parnnts and sludenls c:an loarn toguthor.

10. _ _ _ Enc:ourago st11tl1:nts lo adopt pun pills who ore

an uva l11alio11

Oircr:tlons: Listod on

11sk for pnro111 parlidpatiora.
O. _ _ _ Offor 1:omp11ler and family mnlh progrnms dur-

1. _ _ _Sdwduln pnnml-toaclwr c:onfornnc:os al tho c:011-

:!. _ __ 11istl'il11111:

----- ·······-· ------

"lA.M..UA...~~

4. _· ___ Allow

,rn liiai:lwr-parunl i:01111111111icalinn. Paronl involvonwnl
takns planning. and ii g1111d progrnm takns timll lo oslnhlish . l'arnnl involvm,wnt programs nm s11c<:ussf11l if:

p ~ !},

11. _ _ _ J11vilo pi1rn11ti; lo vnl11nlnor to hnlp with ilflor-

school aclivilins in which llwir c:hildrnn show an inton:sl (drn111a d11h, 11111sit:, Cirl/l111y S1:011ls, ollwr).

parunl-tn:u :hor 1:11n-

l-:sl11l1llsh II h1111111wmk h11tli1111. Tliis c:1111ltl h11 11
lapll rm:urd11d 11111ssa1:11 tu C:iill, a co11q111tor 11111tlti111
h1111k11p , or a parnnt 1wlwork.

1'111·m11 :11s. 1\sl,. huw 111'1'11«:t iv,1 11111 1:1111l'un1111 :11 WH!l 11111!

I:!.

whnl 11dtllti111\nl 1-lmls 11f i11f11rn111li1111 pan:uls wunl
al111111 s1 :h11ol dassrn11111 adivilit:s, c:t11111111111i1 :nti1111, 111·
ollwr 1:011<:crns.

1:1. _ _ _ I lavn o monthly hirlhday calu11dar for students

3. ___ Sponsor a parent-child or paront-foculty alhlclic
nvcnt, such as n 01rn-miln rac:n, donkey ballgame, haskolhall ganw, or tcmnis lo11rnamont.

ilnd slaff posted in tho hilllwily. Have lho school food
slalT makn cnpr:akus or a birthday r:aktJ for coluhrnuls.
Add now st11donls wlwn lhuy arrivo. Thu r:illondar

Sourc:o: Fomilios one/
Ed11catio11 : An EcJ"':a/or's
lleso11rct1 for Family
l11vn/ve11w11t, Wisconsin
On purl mnnl or 1'11hlic:
l11!,lr111:tlo11

_,

...

c.:oulcl also be distributed in homes or sold as a moneylllaker.

'

H. ___ Mako n hullclin hoard 11vailnhlo for paronts to
share family photos nnd olher memorabilia.

15. ___lnvito children now to tho district m· school
nm! their pnrents to a "Get-Acquainted I lour" the
week before school starts.
16. ___ Invite new teachers nnd now pnrnnts Oil a lnlll'
of tho clislrict. Point 0111 frn :ililins avnilahlu in llw nrna,
plm:os lhal could ho used for field trips, houndarius of
nlltmdani:u nrnn, youlh c:ontor, and olhur COllllllllnity
sites which may Im uf inlon:sl to thll parunts.
II slicln prns1111tatio11 or vidno orinnting
parnnls and stuclonls lo tho school.

24. ___ Encourngc a parents' group lo sponsor a health
foir at school in which various community ngoncios
bring oxhihils nrul displays.

25. ___Work with the Chamber of Commerce, realtors,
or other groups to send a packet of information about
the school to now residents in the community and invite them to visit.
26. ___ Hold a School-Community Awnrds Dny . Le t
studonts, staff. nncl voluntuors 110111innlc rec:ipinnts
from tho school and com1111_rnity for v nrio11s sorvkos
011<1 cxcellcnco. Cortificnlns
approi:intion cnn l>c
given to llw 110111inecs nnd clot a ils c n11 bu roluns,cd to
thn prnss.

or

17. _ _ _ Di:volop

-0
CX>

-.J

111. ___ Anno11nco a Parent Visitation Day followed liy
an aflor-sc:hool mnoling during which pnrunls can offor conslrnc.:live suggestions or ask questions.
1!1. _ _ _ l'laco a "Wolc:omo to Our School'' sign nnd a
map nl tho school entrances .

:w. ___ Orgnnizn

n part1wr systu111 for now stiulonls.
Sludunls who -will make ncwconwrs fool comforlnblc
am good ambassadors; they also build solf-csleom if
they participate. Call the parent nnd describe your effort to mnko tho new stud'ent fool wolcomo. Plan adiviti1is nnd follow-through to covur ul lnast two weuks.

27. _ _ _ Hnq11cst that pnrcnts who visit tho school comploto a survey nhout their interests, needs, nnd concerns .

211. ___ Obtain pnront survoys cm key issues, polidcs,
homo-school comm11nic:nlion, community needs, and
interests. Ask II local cl11h to mnil the survoy and
C:<>11111 Slll'VII)' 111\SWlll'S.

Z!l. _ _ _ Ask students, perhaps as a dnssroom project,
to conduct a survey of parents to cvnluate the school
and collect ideas for improvement. Distribute survey
results to nll parcmts.

:JO. _____ Improvo

21. _ _ _Sponsor n talent show that involvus students,

parents, faculty, and nclministrators.
22. _ _ _ Ouvnlop a woll-org1111izml vol1111tunr progrn111.
L1it paronls, grandpnrnnls,_ non-parents, and b11si11oss
p1:oplu know they arn 11tmcllld.
23. ___ lnvitn parents to holp with i11structio11al activi tios for st11<li:uts, sur.h as hikl: rodnos, hook nncl viclrn>
swaps, llwatur workshops, or arl shows.

tho qunlily 1rnd fruq11uncy of tho

school nowslcttor. Sci up an iclcn exchni1ge by asking
parents lo send in id1~as . Publish tho icluas in futuro iss11os. Yon c:nn nlso drnck with yo11r stntu's Nnlionnl
School l'uhlic Rdat ions Chapter for hnl p.

:1 t.

___ 1'11hli~h II c:11rric11l11m c:nlo11dnr or syllali11s in
your school IHlWslntt1:r or in your loc:nl newspaper.

32. _ _ _ Ask ollwr loc:nl orga11izatio11s to print parent
i11volv1m1ont lips and infor111atic111 almul programs i11
I lwi r pnhl ic:nt i1111s .

33. _____ Ask tho locnl media lo cover school hoard
meetings, if this is not stnnclurd procedure.

4:1. ___ Try to gut me<lia covoroge of spocial sclsool
events.

:14. ____ Dosign an up-tn-clato logo, pi:rhaps wilh tho

4 1 1. ___ l'lacn s11ggnslio11 l111xus i11 klly lnt:ntio ns i11 lho

l111lp of 1111 nrt st11cl1:nt, so pooplu will i111111cdiatoly rm:ugni:w lullnrs or 1101 ir.os from yo11r school.

sc:hool a11d c:01111111111ily. "I l·lavu J\n Iden" l:nrrls nuar
thn hoxns encourngo positive c:011trih11tin11s. For this lo
lw offoc:livn, sonwonc 110,Hls to rcspo111l to onc:11 s11ggosti1111.

:15. ___ Sul 11p n spoakitir's llllrnau. l11c:l11do sl11dn11ls,
parnuls, co1111111111ily lunclors, 1111d school stuff who will
ho willing to lulk ahout the school's prngroms lo intcrcslod i11divid11als, groups, mul businesses, or who arc
willi11g to sham i11torests and talo11ts with tho sl11·
clunls.

:rn. ___ Encourngu

school nncl conimunily summer ac1i vilius workshops nncl cnrichmc11t programs.

:17. ___ Ilnvo n suminnr for singlu parents. Think of
idens about how to become more involved in school.
Ho prnparccl lo lislon to their u11iq110 prohlnms a11cl
lwlp them rind solutions. llavo a seminar flll' two-earner familins, loo.

"O
0)
0)

:111. ___ Orgunizu rap sessions between tho prindpul or
supnrinlcmclunt and students to promote holler com1111111 ic:nt ion.

family health nncl
11ulrition concerns; it could hn lnught hy the sc:11001
nmso, n !·ngislc:rcd dietitian, or 1\111111111 sorvit:us agtJnls.

3!l. _ _ _Conclucl n dnss for parents on

40. _ _ _ Mako s111·11 purunls of sl11cln11ls 111-risk 111'11 11w11rn

of ruso11rc:us, tutors, or support sorvic:os lO hnlp 1lw111
:mlvu llwir i;c:hool-rnlalc:cl prulih:1111,.
41. ______ l'rnvido rusuarch 1111 such thi11i-;s us 11vurui-;n

hours or slnnp p11r night hy grncln, 1111111h11r or homs dovolucl lo hnnwwork, tdcivisio11 vinwi11g habits, mul
othnr topir.s.
42. _ _ _ J\sk your c:ommunity ngencios to loud lhuir

vnns or l111sos to transport pamnts ancl senior citizens
lo school f1111cl ions .

.... ,- .-- ,--.. --.. .

-··-..------·--··

45. _ _ _ Allruct p11ro11ts lo school events by pulling

thoir dsildrr.n 011 tho progrnms . Childron can inlrocl11co spcaknrs, perform, serve os ushers, ho greeters, or
have mnny other cl11ti(:s.
41i. ___Pinn an evening movio (film or video) night for
lccnngo students, parents, and lenchors. Hold a discussion o[ the movie afterwilrcls.
47. ___ Jnitinte enrichment courses or evening talks on
c:01111111111ic:ation, clisc:ipline, pner prnss11ro, study
hahils, c:arcors, or clrng nml alcohol nhuse for j1111ior
high school stuclonts nncl their parents.
411. ___ Invite II few pnrcnls nnd 1:omrn1111ity lcaclnrs for
nn informnl moeling with the princ:ip11l. They might
got nn uptlnle on school progrnms or inforn111lion
nhmsl sln!T concerns which may be looming (possible
nlc:ohol usu nmong st11dc11ts, nntisnr:inl group fornsal~on, ur nlllllr prnhlc:111:; whic:h nrn pnrnnl-ru lalnrl).
E11c :1111rngu p11n:11ls lo nll1:11cl 111hlulii: 1lvn11ls.
Wl11:11 llu:ir c:hild1•c;11 pnrtic:ip.iln (lrnncl 11w111hnrs, alhlc:los. t:hcrnrl1:aclms, 111· :;011111 oll111r c:npadly). pi1ru11ls
11:rnally will all11111l. Work 1111 gc:lli11g oll111r parnnls i11volvod nlso . l'11hlish an nc:livily c:11lu11clar i11 your local
11t:wspapllr lhal i111:l11clc:s ac:adomic as wull as nlhl1:lic
l:VlllllS .

4!1. _ __

50. ___ Ex11dll c:1ilh11sias111 when yo11 talk lo pnrnnts.
Loi lhen1 :me that you rnnlly nrc inluruslocl in them and
whnt thoy aro doi11~.

FORM 3
Volunteering/Parent
Representation
Parent Liaison Coordinator
Parent Group
School-Wide Program - Sciencing at Mt. Stuart
Choice Time
Volunteer Thank You Dinner
Parent University
Educational Planning Team
Parent Surveys
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Parent Liaison Coordinator
Background:
The role of the Parent Volunteer Coordinator is to bridge the gap between
the school and the community. A coordinator designs, develops and
oversees school~community programs and activities. The job also entails
contacting volunteers to assist with school and classroom needs.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Coordinate with teachers to seek out areas where volunteers can
help out in the classroom
•

Keep staff aware of ways in which people are willing to volunteer
at the school

•

Develop and oversee school-community programs

•

Facilitate centers, programs, and learning opportunities, at the
school, (i.e. Mt. Stuart Learning Center and Second Step for Parents Violence Prevention) for families

•

Makes personal contacts with parents and community members making them aware of the various programs and in the school
community

•

Coordinate the public relations effort for the school.

•

Note: Mt. Stuart Elementary pays its Parent Liaison Coordinator out
of Title I Funds. Other schools have a coordinator who is strictly a
volunteer.

Possible Funding Form:
•
Title I Federal Funding
•

Student Learning Improvement Grant (S.L.I.G.s); provided by the
State of Washington
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•

School District Block Grant Funding, provided by
the State of Washington

•

Volunteer Basis

Examples of Parent Liaison Coordinator:
•
School Year Programming and Planning Time Line (pp 92-95)
•

Introductory To Teachers (pp 96-97)

•

Reminder Letters Informing Teachers About Parent Volunteers
(p 98)

•

Volunteer Letter and Packet (pp 99-101)

•

Notice to Previous Year's Volunteers (p 102)

•

Request for Volunteer Help (p 103)

For More Information, See:
Batey, c. s. (1996). Parents Are Lifesavers: A Handbook for Parent
Involvement io Schools, Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, Inc.
Ramirez-Smith, C. (1996, January). Stopping the cycle of failure: The
comer school. Educational Leadership, 54 (1 ), 15.
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September:
The first thing you will need to £nalize is the Parent Involvement Brochure
to include the Learning Center, Parent U, and Parent Meeting information.

When school starts, the teachers send home a note to parents asking them
to sign up for one or more volunteer things like vision screening, P.E.
testing, classroom events, bringing food, etc. You need. to ask the teachers
for a copy of these lists for 9our future activities. They will be happ9 to
help you out.
·
Starting the first two weeks of school 9ou will need to get volunteers for
vision and hearing screening, individual pictures, and. the Pacific Science
Center visit. For vision a.nd. hearing screening, -you will need. to contact the
nurse for details and. how many volunteers -you will need. She will give
-you the dates she has scheduled. each one on, and. the number of parent
volunteers she would. like at each session.
Enclosed in the fold.er is a cop9 of the Pacific Science Center stuff and. last
-years schedule of events. Gar-y will be hand.ling this and. will be able to
help with an9 questions you have.
Then there will be pictures. Debbie Smith the secretar-y will give -you a
cop-y of the information and. that will tell 9ou how many people to call and.
when the-y are needed.
Open House usuaJ.19 alwa9s happens in September. You will be busy
helping with the planning and. implementing of ideas for that. Passport to
Learning, or Piece of the Pie could be the 1998' theme, with booths with
each of the different activities etc. at Mt. Stuart, as well as pie for our treat.
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Additional Information:
Station~ and forms for Mt. Stuart are in the cupboards in the office
under the mailboxes.
Examples of bus forms, dasy off forms, trip forms, etc. will be in the
notebook with an explanation.
Each month the school has a Gotcha Assemblsy. You are ·r esponsible for
making sure teachers and emplo-yees put Gotchas in the can bsy the copy
machine, and then 1.:3ou need to be at the assembly to help out. You are an
advocate for the volunteers in the school so promotion is a BIG thing.
You will be responsible for assisting with the monthlsy Newsletter that goes
out the fust week of eversy month. You should have stuH ready to go into
these newletters relating to upcoming activities and events. Second. 'Third
and Fourth grades will have major testing going on..:you will need to £nd
volunteer support (parents) to help out at these times.

October:
The Parent Group has its fust meeting.
You or a Title I person will be responsible for the Monda1.:3 Zonely classes
that should start in October. Computer/keyboarding classes should run at
least 3 Mondays - curriculum in the notebook If you feel that -you need
help with these classes, call Cind1.:3 Emmons at CWU - she teaches the
computer tech. classes, and they are expected to donate 4 hours for their
each quarter. Thesy help and sometimes I made them responsible for
expanding my curriculum.
If you decide to do the Babysitting Class through the American Red Cross,
-you can call Kathsy (at the Red Cross number in the phone book) and
arrange it with her for times. We ran right after school until 4:30 each
Mondasy, and ran for 6 Mondasys to get a total of 5 hours. She will have
certain criteria for the class - age limit, etc. and you can send permission
)
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slip/sign up slips home with the appropriate classes.

Lunch Buddies starts in October. You will need to contact Super I - either
Billy or Wade, and ask if they would like to participate again. They were
wonderful. and the kids loved them.
Blankets and Books Night happens in November. ~o, the Parent Group
may consider doing Mt. Stuart T-shirts with students art work on them.
Stuff for this is in the Originals File.
Fall Conferences are also in Novemher. This is a time to promote the
Learning Center and its contents. You might have coupons or ? to get
parents to visit the Center while the'J are here for their conferences.
December is a short month. You will need to plan ahead for January
because it's generally a busy month.

In January we begin our second round of Computer Classes.
February is 100th Day Activity Night. There is information in a box in the
back room, and stuff in the Original File and in the notebook
Drop Everything and Read is really a Library function but we '0'1;j to
connect with parents in some way.

March
You may need to support the Family Math Night put on by Rosl'jn
O'Donnell. This takes a great deal of time and planning.

April
A good time for another Monday Zonely class. This last year we did a
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April

A good time for another Monday Zonely class. This last year we did a
Goop and Gack class for the younger kids. ·

Conferences i.g a good time to remind people about the Learning Center
and the activities it sponsors. You may want to have a handout for
teachers to give to parents at conferences.

May
We did a Parent Preview Night the night before the Book Fair. We had ice
cream Dixie cup sundaes, and college students read and acted out stories.
We then did games with book titles which are in the drawer of files.
You may be required. to get a couple of volunteers to help out the day of
the Book Fair/Bar-B-Q.
June
Volunteer Luncheon.....You are in charge of this whole thing. You need to
ask all the teachers to make a list of the volunteers that they think they
want to come to the luncheon. Prior to this, you need to have a theme
selected. prepare invitations, and then decide if you want to mail the
invites yoursel£ or if you want to make the teachers responsible for the
invites being mailed themselves. This may be the best way to go. They
tend to forget to help you out if they aren't made responsible. It
sometimes gets easier to have the teachers do it.
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September 11, 1997

Teachers:
I have been asked on several occasions about my position as
Parent/Volunteer Coordinator and what that means. Let n1e try and
clafify it for you.
Some of you have already sent home volunteer requests for various
things coni.ing up in the school year, and for classroom assistance. Some
of you haven't yet, and maybe don't plan to.
l\1Iy objective for this year is to have a central location for the volunteers
to come to, or call to, and to maintain a current list of who's
volunteering school-wide. I am currently making finishing touches on a
volunteer booklet that includes some school information, a map of the
schoot a Letter of Welcome, and a Request of Information form for
them to fill out and give back to us. Every volunteer and/ or parent
coming into the building will be wearing a "badge" with their name on
it, so we are aware who we are passing in the halls.

If you have already received names in return to your requests, please
just make me a list for my records. These will be names we may draw
from for other things as well.

J
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If you haven't sent out requests for volunteers and would like some
classroom help, I will get these people for you. If you have any
"special" things that you may need assistance ·with and would like me to
get you some help, ·r will do that. As an exan1ple, we currently have
someone recording stories for Carla. We could help with bulletin
boards, die cutting, or other requests you may have.

Please: ...... contact me anytime you need my assistance. I will be glad to
help any way I can.

Cheri
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September 8, 1997

Teachers:
I just wanted to ask that when you request volunteers for your
classroom, you take just a minute to make me a list of the ones who have
volunteered. I am trying to keep the volunteers funneled through a
central location, even though I may not see them directly.
I am also making a Volunteer Booklet to give to them with a school map,
written information, and then some return information for our records. I
will be acquiring (this week) some 11 badges 11 for them to wear to keep us
all informed of who is walking amongst our kids and in our halls. We are
considering a "check-in" system for everyone who walks in the front
door. If you have thoughts on these things, contact me.
If you have any parent/volunteer requests, or need my assistance with
recruiting volunteers, please let me know.
Thank You!!

Cheri Krueger
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Dear Volunteer:
We are so fortunate that you have decided to spend time with our Mt.
Stuart students. Thank You!
We are looking for a great experience for all involved. Below is a
questionaire that will help us to place you in a position that makes
you comfortable. Please assist me by filling in ~e answers to these
questions.
Enclosed is also some basic information about our school. Please
feel free to ask any questions, or make any comments, that you have.
Once again, thank you for choosing Mt. Stuart school for your
volunteering experience. We really appreciate the time and effort
that this commitment will take.
Sincerely,
Cheri Krueger
Volunteer Coordinator

Your Name ______________________________________ '---------Phone Number------------------------------------------ -------Hours available by day:
Mon.
Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

Your grade level preference: -------------- ---------------------Your subject preference such as reading, writing,

etc·-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1997-98 Ellensburg School District
Student Calendar
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ELLENSBURG SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL REFERENCE CARD 1997-98

~ Hon-School Days
~ Hon-School Days

September 2 ....................................................... First Staff Day
September 3 ............................................... First Student Day
September 24 ·····························-················· 1/2 Inservice Day
Oct0ber 10 .......................................................... .Inservice Day
November 11 .... ......................... ......................... Veterans' Day
November 17-21 ........................ Element.ary Conference Week
November 19 ................................... ............. 1/2 Inservice Day
November 26 ................................ ....................... Early Release
November27-28 .............................. .................... Thanksgiving
December 22-January 2 ....................................... Winter Break
January 5 .......................................................... Classes Resume
January 19 ........................................... Manin Lulher King Day
February 4 ..................................................... 1/2 Inservice Day
February 16 .................. .................................... Presidents' Day
March 23-27 .................................................... Spring Vacation
April 13-17 ................................ Elementary Conference Week
April 15 ......................................................... 1/2 Inservice Day
April 24 ..................................................................... Snow Day
May 25 ............................................................... Memorial Day
June 5 ............................................................... Cornn1encement
June 12 ........................................................... Last Student Day
ELLENSBURG BOARD OF EDUCA110N
Your elected representatives, the members of the Ellensburg
School Board, meet regularly on the second and fourth Wednesday of each monlh t.h.rougbout the year unlt!SS a legal holiday
conflicts. Meetings are held in Conference Room in the Transportation Center at 7:30 p.m. Parents, stutlencs and teachers are
welcome and encouraged to au.end.
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Anita Boyum, President
Dr. Andrea Bowman • Aileen Barker
Dale Dyk • Karen Smith
Spt.-cial Note Cor Parents: [f you hove n problem or question, please
c:ill lbe number listed for the school or program pert.lining 10 your
concern . for cxrunple, if you h:i.vc :1 bus problem. call the lransporl.1·
Jion center or if you h;ive a problem related 10 your student, c:ill the
school office at the school your child :ltlcnds.

ELLE.'\'.SBURG HIGH-SCHOOL

1300 East Third Avenue
24 Hour Attendance line
Dave Hall, Principal
Vice Principal - TB.-\ .
Jo Repp, Vocational Director
Roger Krening, Athletic Director
Darrilyn Osborn, Activities Coordinator
Bob Marjerrison, Excel School

925-8300
925-8310
FAX 925-8305

963-3585

MORGAN l\lIDDLE SCHOOL

400 East First Avenue
Donald A. Price, Principal
Marx Sperline, Assist.'.lllt Principal

925-8200
FAX 925-8202

L~COLN ELEl\IENT ARY
925-8050
200 South Sampson Street
FAX 925-8056
Rod Goosman, Principal
MOUNT STUART ELEMENTARY
925-8400
705 West Fifteenth Avenue
FAX 925-8407
Gary Ristine. Princip:tl
VALLEY VIEW ELEl\'1ENTARY
925-7316
1508 East Third Avenue
FAX 925-8135
Gene Jump, Principal
SPECIAL SERVICES

506 North Sprague Street
Jim Ayers. Director

925-8117
FAX 925-8025

'

CO:\IIHUNITY SCHOOLS
506 N9rth Sprague Street
Mark Morrill, Community Schools Director

925-8017

TRA.'iSPORT ATION CENTER
925-8100
1501 East Capitol Avenue
FAX 925-810-+
Wyman Renfrow, Supervisor
FOOD SERVICES

400 East First Avenue
Gwen Sorenson, Supervisor

925-8217

l\IAINTENANCE SHOP
1501 East Capitol Avenue
Dale Leslie, Supervisor

925-8100
FAX 925-810-+

PRINT SHOP
1503 East Capitol.Avenue
Ginger Harmon, District Printer

f.AX 925-8109

925-8110

p 100 Occasionally severe weather makes it ncccss~ry to suspend s~h~ol.for a
day. When this happens, aunouncemcnts will be made on K,'([.E :ind
KQ13E. the local r:idio stations, before the normal opening of school.
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YOU ARE SPECIAL TO US

We have you on our Volunteer Mailing List from last year and would
like to invite you to help us out during the 1997-1998 school year.
We will need immediate help (Sept. 8-9 and 11) with vision screening,
hearing screening, parent books, and P.E. testing. We will also need
assistance in the nurses room/ front office 2 mornings a week,
classroom assistance with various subjects, after school help in the
Leaming Center, and assistance in the Leaming Center a couple of
days during the week.
)

Your time is important to us. If you could help us out, contact me as
soon as you can, to claim the opportunity that most interests you.
Please call me at school 925-8403, or at home

.

I would love to hear from you!!!!!!

Cheri Krueger
Mt. Stuart Volunteer/Parent Coordinator
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Please note: A phone number on this page was redacted due to privacy concerns.
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Mt. Stuart School has a need. for many helping hands as _we begin
the new school year. I am the Coordinator for the Parents and
Volunteers, and would like to invite you to help out!
We need volunteer parents or grandparents to help with eye
screening, hearing screening, calling other volunteers, bulletin ~oard
help. assisting classes ,¥i th publishing. helping during the Lunch Buddy
program and to assist me in the Learning Center organizing books and
resources.
If you feel you could lend a hand, even a short amount of time in
the month of September or any time during the eyar, please contact me
at school - 925-8403, or at home .

The staff at Mt. Stuart ·will greatly appreciate your contribution of
time. But more importantly, the students will benefit from your efforts.
Any time spent at Mt. Stuart will only help to promote the team feeling
we would like to create between the home and ~chool. Our goal is to
prove the old adage to be true - - It takes a whole community to raise a
child. Your helping hand will add to that process.
Thank you again!!!
Chert Krueger

,__

p 103
Please note: A phone number on this page was redacted due to privacy concerns.

Parent Group
Background:
.
The parent group is a nonprofit group composed of parents who are
generous with their time, talents, and interests in making the school a
caring and stimulating place. The Mt. Stuart Parent Group works closely
with the staff to enhance interests in making our school a caring and
stimulating setting. All parents/guardians are automatically eligible for
membership.
·
Meetings involve sharing of student activities, volunteering for fund
raising, and demonstrating specific activities and strategies which will
be useful with children, at home. Book Fairs, Community Nights, T-shirt
sales, and project volunteering are just a few of the activities in which
the parent group participates.
Program Activities/Components:
•
One meeting per month

).

•

Comprised of parents and staff members. The parent president
serves as the facilitator.

•

The group helps to decide how to best serve the school and children
with the Parent Group Funds.

•

Teachers and/or students can make requests for funds through
proposals. Having the children present a classroom invention to the
Parent Group, is not only effective, but it provides a positive
experience for the entire school-community.

•

Decide on fundraisers - what should happen? How should the funds
be spent?

•

Listen to and give input on school-community programs and
activities.

•

Learn activities and strategies which will be useful when working,
at home, with their ·children.
p 104

Possible Funding Form:
•
No funding is no necessary
Examples of Parent Group:
•
Mt. Stuart Parent Meeting Notice (p 106)
•

Mt. Stuart Parent Group Request for Funds (p 107)

For More Information, See:
•
Mt. Stuart Stu~ent/Parent Handbook (included in this manual)

•

Batey, c. s. (1996). Parents Are Lifesavers: A Handbook for Parent
Involvement in Schools. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, Inc.

I
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*Helping to decide how to best serve the school ·a nd •.·
ki<:is with the Pare,~tGroup Fundi . · ·
.· *Hearing a brief xeport ori the upcoming school levy,:• . .
·· ·by Gary Ristine, Pf.incipat··· .; _-: · ···,· · ·
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. . Like ....
say to your family, "b~t
between two fingtfrs!. ~..

you can't drop a penny held

11

..

.,,.·.

.... ··.

· :-· :·· ·:

*Talking about hlnd:raisers .. ~.what has happened,
what should happen? ; ,9..44r.u;;:
·
·
*Learning soll1:e deceptively simple science dares in ·
which to stump yo~rfainily. .
. ..

>·:

.

TUESDAY NIGHT)ANU!\RY 13TH IS OUR · . :./·. .' ·:;-i_. ·.
PARENT MEETING .FOR JANUARY.
··:· .... .:· ..:: . .

I

'

: _ • :, . ,

--PARENT···MEETING--

. ...

: •

0
:
0

..-:.·._.-·_-:_f·~-·.:/(:,;~~/:::·\-·:<~(?t· ;.(: ...
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: . .:-:: :. : . .: . . : . .:. .:
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·

Place the tips of your ring fingers together. · Fold the other
fingers down so the knuckles touch. Have a friend put a penny
between the tips of your ring fingers. Now try to open your
fingers and drop the penny. You may not slide your fingers .
. apart.
The FIX:
The ring fingers move independently of the other fingers.
Ligaments connect them to the other digits, especially the
middle finger. When the middle finger is immobilized, so is the
ring finger. The penny is trapped.
See you at 7:00 P.M. Don't forget. ... child care is provided.
'
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This forrn shovfd be submitted 30 days prior to event so :>eClvest can
be acted on at Parent G:rovp Board Meeting.
TO: Mount ~tvart Parent G:roup
fROM: ------

- - ----- Amount Req,uested: $_ _ _ _

( Lndiv id uaI, Ciass, or Organization)

Contact Person:
funds to be used for:

Mow does this re<ivest re[ate to students at f'1,ount 15tvart?

~ignatvre_______________-=Date _ ___ _ ____ _
'I

'I

.,

.,

.,

.,

.,

"

"

.,

Approved _ __

Date_ __

Denied

Reason for Denial _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

eoard '5i,gnature - - - -- - -- -
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School-Wide Programs-"Sciencing At Mt. Stuart"
Background:
Parents and Community members have a great deal of knowledge and
enthusiasm in various areas. This energy can be used to develop schoolwide projects. At Mt. Stuart Elementa'ry, a very enthused parent came to
the school staff members, in the Spring of 1998, to propose a school-wide
"Science Invention Factory". The parent sought the support for a yearlong, school-wide project which would provide students with scienceoriented experiences, focusing on inventors and inventions. The ultimate
goal would be to create an opportunity for the school community which
would culminate with student, parent, and community presentations of
their personal inventions at a Spring Invention Convention.
The school is to serve as a site where students could obtain, store, and
utilize supplies for their conventions. The Learning Center and other
areas of the school would harbor instructional materials (books, video
tapes etc.) for students, parents, community members and teachers to
utilize.
Classroom teachers could focus on regular science curriculum, but also
spend time with students learning about inventors and inventions as well
as encouraging students to produce a product of their own. Ideally,
parents, community members, and volunteers from the High School and
Central Washington University could offer support, at the school, after
school, and in the evenings.
Program Activities/Components:
•
A school-wide theme would be developed for the year.
•

The entire school-community participates in learning about and
developing inventions.

•

A school-community commitment would be made to provide
information, materials, personnel, and facilities throughout the
year.

•

Support was given by the staff at Mt. Stuart.

p 108

Possible Funding Form:
•
Financial support" would be solicited from foundations and
businesses outside of the School District.
Example of School-Wide Programs:
•

Letter to Mt. Stuart Staff (p 11 0)

For More Information, See:
•
No formal information is available at this time. This project is still
being developed.
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February 3, 1998

Dear Mt. Stuart Faculty:
History is full of great thinkers-Sojumer Truth, Leonardo DaVinci, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr, and
Thomas Edison-their contributions remain strong influences on our soctety
our lives.

and

But what about the great thinkers of tomorrow? 'vvl10 \'-'ill they be? Where will they come from?
The time is right for us-teachers, parents. adminisrr:uors. and community-to anticipate that the great
thinkers of tomorrow are at Mt. Stuart today. \Ve have the dements of a great school-creative teachers,
supportive administrators, motivated students, and in\·olved parents. These elements have formed a
critical mass directed at positive growth. We have developed an environment where le.'.lIIling is embraced;
where the seeds of great thinking are sown.
How can we continue this positive growth?
\\''hat would you think about a year-long, school-wide. home-school project? A project that involved aJI
the children, all the parents. and all the teachers (plus a good ponion of the community as well).
The proposal is to create an Jnvenrion Facto,y at Mt. Stuan Elementary for the entire 1993/1999 school
year.
'

Just as Thomas Edison operated his ·'invention facrory .. round the clock, the :;,..1t. Stuan Invention Facrory
would be available for learning during the day, after school. and in the evening. It would include supplies
for testing ideas and developing prototypes; videotapes. sofuvare, and books on invemors and inventions;
:i.nd visits by invenco.rs and other scientisrs.
The year of the lnv.enrion Factory would culminate in an [nvention Convention in the spring of 1999
(seems only appropriate for the eve of the 2 lsi cennuy). The convention would include displays of the
inventions of srudents, parenrs and teachers; a computer lab wich virtual reality experiences; cosnuned
accors playing the pans of inventors of the past, displays of inventions, and inreractive inventing
experiences.
Financial suppon for this project would be solicited primarily from sources outside the Ellensburg School
District. \Ve hope to secure several thousand dollars from noncompeting resources such as foundationsour desire is to expand resources not divert the existing ones.
Your involvement in the invention Factory could be at any level you desire. The idea is to create an
oppommity, not a requirement, for the entire school community-teachers, children, and parents.
Faith Popcorn, author of the Poocom Report, said ··.-\nticiparin~ a new reality is the beginning of the
process of creating it." The Invention Factory is one step toward the new reality. Now we need your
support to take that step.
Please talk with Mr. Risrine or me about this project during the next few days.
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Choice Time
Background:
The school-community is full of people containing a great deal of
expertise in various aspects of life. It is important that children meet
these people, work with them, and gain a wealth of information from
them. The hope is to introduce children to information and activities that
they may not have the opportunity to be involved within the regular
schedule of the classroom. Interaction with community members will
peak interests and develop skills of children in ways never before thought
of.
Choice Time is an idea which taps into the expertise of volunteers.
Through the Parent Liaison Coordinator, a teacher identifies parents and
community members who have interests or expertise in specific areas.
The volunteers then, with guidance from the teacher, develop and teach
lessons and activities to small groups of children.
The author of this resource manual plans to have these volunteers
come into his classroom every Friday for one hour. Volunteers will be
used to teach lessons in the "Seven Intelligences"; Lessons will include:
dance, art appreciation, language (Spanish and French), creating plays,
story writing and illustrating, playing checkers/chess, and cribbage,
designing and producing bird houses, crafts, cooking, forming literature
groups, and studying poetry. The lessons can vary from one-week stints to
four-week activities. Upon choosing an activity, students remain in that
group.
Students wjll get to choose which activities in which they wish to
participate. The author of this manual will ask that volunteers develop
objectives for their lessqns. The students will then be held accountable
and assessed on those objectives.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Teacher identifies skill areas/activities s/he would like to have
children introduced to (The author of this manual prefers to look at
activities utilizing the seven intelligences).
•

Teacher works with Parent Volunteer Liaison to identify
parents/community members.
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•

T~acher works with volunteers to offer assistance in
lesson/activity development as well as expectations and outcomes
for student accountability.

•

Select times and days for Choice Time

•

Review expectations with students

•

Students stay with chosen activity

•

Try to get activities that vary in length - from one to four weeks.

Possible Funding Form:
•
Some room money or General Fund money may be need to help offset
any overbearing expenses volunteers incur.
Examples of Choice Time:
•
There are no examples available at this time
For More Information, See:
•
Matt Chase
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
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Volunteer Thank You Dinner
Background:
Parent and community volunteers are among the life-blood of a
school. It is important to continuously thank them and recognize their
contributions. One way to thank volunteers is to have a celebration at the
end of the year. A Thank You Dinner provides an opportunity for the staff
to set aside time to show their appreciation of the volunteers' hard work.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Staff members provide potluck dinner at end of year.

)

•

Parent Liaison Coordinator obtains lists of volunteers from
teachers. S/he then sends formal invitations to volunteers.

•

End of the year.

•

Decorate the part of the school in which the dinner takes place .

•

Make special presentations.

Possible Funding Form:
•
General Fund
•

Staff Volunteers supplies

Examples of Thank You Dinner:
•
There are no examples available at this time
For More Information, See:
•
Matt Chase or Judy Backlund
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
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Parent University
Background:
Techniques and vocabulary in math, writing, and reading have
changed since most parents have been in elementary school. Because of
these changes, many parents are unsure of how to help their children with
studies at home. Most schools do a wonderful job keeping parents apprised
on what is happening at school. This usually takes place in the form of
newsletters, conferences, and telephone calls. Yet, there is still a need to
help educate parents on how to help their children at home, while using
some of the same terminology and methods that teachers would use at
school. In addition, Parent University Cl_asses can be used to introduce and
inform parents about the Essential Learnings, (the new Washington State
assessment system).
Parent University was designed to increase the participation of
parents in the educational process of its students. Throughout the year,
free classes are offered to anyone wishing to help students. The classes
are designed to be interactive, fun, and informative.
Parent University is set up similar to staff development. A list of
classes, with descriptions, are sent out to parents on a quarterly basis.
Classes are offered on everything from reading, writing, homework, math,
and crafts to science experiments that parents can do right out of their
own kitchen. Initially, staff members at the school-site teach the hourlong classes. As the program grows, staff and community members,
district-wide, teach the hour-long classes.
At Mt. Stuart Elementary, Parent University has enjoyed a high degree of
success. Parents ha·ve attended classes on a variety of topics.
Evaluations of the classes have revealed that parents are: having· fun,
learning useful ideas and techniques to use at home, feeling more up-todate on the current developments and instructional techniques in
education, and are actually taking what they are learning and applying it
at home with their child/children.
As Parent University has progressed, the school-community at Mt. Stuart
Elementary has searched for ways to facilitate even more parent and
community participation. One suggestion included having parents co-teach
a class with the teacher or community member. Parents have a vast array
of knowledge in specific academic and technical areas. Those parents can
p 114

provide a wealth of knowledge and enrichment to the class that is being
taught.
It was also believed that more parents would be willing to attend if
they knew that the class was going to be taught by a fellow parent.
Camaraderie and a common connection would possibly create an
atmosphere in which parents would be more willing to take risks and
participate in classes.
Included in the issue of increasing parent participation is the idea of
turning some class offerings into a topic-oriented series. For instance,
instead of attending a one-shot class ( on manipulative math) Parent
University would offer the manipulative math class for a two- week
period. The first week would include a teacher as well as a parent coteaching concepts and ideas. Next, parents would participate in various
activities. They would then learn to present an activity on their own. On
the second week, they would bring their child/children with them. The
parents and child/children would then go through some activities with the
co-teachers. The parents would ultimately work with their child,
together, on learning/demonstrating a concept, to each other, through a
lesson or game format.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Classes offered free of charge
•

Daycare and snacks are provided

•

Class durations range from an hour to one hour and one-half

•

Offer classes on a variety of informative (i.e. Washington State
Essential Learning Requirements or State Benchmark Tests),
academic, and social topics

•

Determine if the classes are better suited for one-shot periods or
extended series-oriented sessions

•

Teachers and community presenters may co-teach with a parent

•

Offer classes on week nights and/ or weekends

p 1 lS

•

A list of class descriptions are sent out to parents on a quarterly
basis. Reminders letters are sent out a~ class dates approach

•

Parents register for classes, in advance, at the school office

•

Presenters are paid

Possible Funding Form:
• Student Learning Improvement Grant (S.L.I.G.s); provided by the
of Washington
•

State

School District Block Grant Funding, provided by
the State of Washington

Examples of Parent University:
•
Class offerings and reminder letters (pp 117-120)
•

Parent Evaluation Form (p 1 21 )

•

Parent University Mini-Grant Application (pp 1 22-1 24)

•

Parent University Progress Report to Ellensburg School Board
(p 125)

•

Class Development Form (p126)

For More Information, See:
•
Jacque MacGregor
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 1 5 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
•

NEA Teacher-to Teacher Books, (1996), Building Parent
Partnerships, (p. 26)
NEA Professional Library
P.O. Box 509
West Haven, CT 06 51 69904
1-800-229-4200
p 116
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November 20, 1996

Parent
Uni.versi.ty
Class!

a

00
0

Mt. Stuart is proud to offer classes
for parents, grandparents or anyone
who is interested in knowing more
about what is going on inside Mt.
Stuart. All the classes are free
and daycare is provided! So ...
If you see a class listed that you
are interested in and would like to
attend, call Mt. Stuart at 925-8400
and reserve a space for yo"urself!
We can't wait to see you there!
)
Catch the Reading Craze!
Wednesdav, November ? 6:30-7:300.m.
Help your child learn to read, through games, poems and songs. This class will give you
ideas and even some of the secrets the teachers use to motivate children to learn to read! It will
also give you some techniques while reading with your child.
Homework Happiness
Wednesday. Nove'mber ?
6:30-7:300.m.
Handy hints for parents of intermediate students to make homework a positive
experience for both student and parent.
·
Writer's Workshop For Parents - Wednesday, December ?
6:30-7:3 Op. m.
If you are a parent of a first or second grader, you may be interested in finding out about
stages of writing. There will be lots of activities for you to take home and try out when
practicing writing.
Book Talk
Wednesday, December ?
6:30-7 :30p.m.
Need some Christmas present ideas? We will explore some new release books as well as
some old favorites. Books presented will be good for the beginning reader as weil as for the
more advanced reader. There will be plenty for families to share together. We'll give you a
list of "MUST HAVE" children's books that you can choose from for gift giving or just to make
sure you check out from the library.
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TO SIGN UP FOR CLASSES, PLEASE CALL MT.
STUART ELEMENTARY, 925-8400. REMEMBER TO
SIGN UP EARLY TO INSURE A SPOT IN THE CLASS.

o
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ALL CLASSES WILL BE HELD AT MT. STUART.
SPECIFIC LOCATION Will BE DETERMINED LATER.
CLASSES WILL BE APPROXIMATELY 1 HOUR LONG.
f-OR QUESTIONS, CONCERNS OR TO SUGGEST NEW
CLASSES, CONTACT: JACQUE MACGREGOR
MT. STUART ELEMENT ARY
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TO SIGN UP FOR A CLASS:
call ~It. Stuart Elementary - D25-8400
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Mi\NJPl JI ATJVE MATH- ~·Wl.IIPT JCATION ANlL
DIVISION- 1/22/97 and I /2D/97, 6:30 p.m. A
class designed for parents of intermediate
students. This class will give an explanation for
how multiplication and division are introduced
through using manipu!lative and how the instruction
progresses 3rd through 5th grades. It wip be a
fun and useful class l'or parents who arc llwlpiing
their intermediate students with math homcworlk!
Taught hy Paul Coppin, 4th grade teacher!
-a

\iVJUIEWS WORKSHOP .L/28/97, G:30 p.m.

~

find out about a student centered approach to
writing and how you can help. This class will be
focusing on the intermediate student. Creative,
fun and helpful hints will be given to those
attending this class!
Taught by Carla Ketchum, 5th grade itcaclwr!

co

FNCQl!HAGI.NGJ.illll'~Hi HF1\DEHS AND WHITERS
1/28/D?, G:30 p.m. ln this class parcnls will learn
how to hcliJ young children with reading and
writin g. rind nut alrnut· r endi n g s1:1r.11·cgies, hooks
that nrc appro f>riatc l'or the beginning reader and
a bunch of" acliVilicS that you can do \Vtlh your
child a t home . T a ug ht !Jy Karen Garrett and Diane
Briggs, 1st grade tt~achers·!

BOOK IALKl. 2/4/97 6:30 p.m. At school many
kidls arc given the opportunity to publish their
works through classroom pubHshing. But, what
about at ho1nc? Kids love to see their pieces of
writing and illustrations compiled into book form.
Book \Vorks is a hands on workshop that will
provide you with il:he how-tos for making several
free to inexpensive books in which your chi[drcn
can publish their writing and illustrations at home.
Taught by Judy Backlund, title I specialist!
I

I

l'l:\ll.t.NL<i.ASJ~ll.TNERS - OR - 1-JOJ\IEWORK
t,.,JL\DNE5S!. 2/4/!)7 6:30 p.m. This class will
provide practical suggestions for winning the
homework battle. We will focus on orgarnzatinnal
skills, ti1ne nrnnagernent and active study
strategics. F!elpful books fron1 the US Department
of Education will be })['OVided.

MATU ML:\ill£1JN, PRA CIICJNG WITH Mt\TH GAMES!
'2./5/~)7 G:30 p.m. Learn and pfav math games
which wilJ enhance learning for younger students.
There will be lots of' t.ake home acl"ivitics and
games to play ,vith your children!
Jle1nc1nher
that dayca:n~ is provided and all
the classes are free!

Sign up .~s soon as possible.

Sign Up Now!
Mt. Stuart's Parent University Classes
for March!
The Classes are free! Materials are provided! There will be daycare!
Who could. ask for more?
Call 925-S'400 to reserve your spots!

~ Math

'N Games
Tuesday, March 11th, 6:30-8:30
Carla and Rosalyn will teach you math games that will help make math fun
for your intermediate aged child. Spend the second hour making some of
the activities to use at home. Games are for independent use or for 2 or
more people. All the materials will be provided! Class will be co-taught
by Rosalyn O'Donnell and Carla Ketchum; both 5th grade teachers!

» Reading. with

_Intermediate Grade Childrent
Wednesday, March
, - 12th, 6.30 -7.30
Books, book, and more books, plus techniques to help build good attitudes
about reading and skills with your 3rd 1 4th 1 or 5th grader. Class will be
taught by Jody Louise, 4th grade teacher!

~ Kool

Komputer Software for Kids, Thursday 1 March 13th, 6:30 -

8:00
Jerry will entertain you through a brief introduction to some of the most
popular software being used at Mt. Stuart. Hands on time will be provided
for parents to uTEST DRIVE'J the software. Taught by Jerry Aldridge, Mt.
Stuart's own Media Man.
- • • Science in the Kitchen 2 Wednesday, March iqth, 6:30 - 7:30
This class will give even the most inexperienced scientist tools to use to
help your child with fun, safe and inexpensive science experiments in the
kitchen. Matt will walk you through the state guidelines set for Science
and activities that can help your child achieve the state standards. This
will be a "hands on" class. Be prepared to have fun! Taught be Matt Chase,
a 5th grade teacher.

"

Make and Take Reading Games,
Thursday, March 20 stt 6:30-7:30.
.
Come enjoy making reading games for the emergent and beginning readers.
If you are a parent of a Kindergartner, 1st or 2nd grader you will really
enjoy this class. All the materials will be provided and you will have
things to take home! Taught by Teresa Hall, Jacque MacGregor and
Stephanie Clark, The WINGS teachers.

Who could ~~fgr more? ·
Call 925-3400 to reserve ~our spots!

MT. ffUART ,ARENT
UNIVE'RSIT'I EVALUATION
Cl ass Title_____ ___ ---------------- , ___

--------

Instructor ______________________ Date _________________ _
1.

What was the best part of this class? ______________

--------·- -------·- ----·- ---·- -- -------------------------2. Was there anything you would change to make this
class better? ____________________________________ _
'
------- ------------- --- ----------------------------------

3.

How would you rate this Parent University class?

------- -- --------------- - ----- ----·- ---------------------4.

Would you recommend this class to others? ________ .

5. What classes would you like to see offered in the
future? ______________________________________________ _

-·- ----------------------- ------- ---------- ------------ *******************************************************
Additional comments __________________ ,________________ _
------ -------- ----------- ------------------- ----- ---- --- --------- ------------- ----- ----- -------- ----- --------- ---------

Block Grant Application
1997
Title of Project: Mt. Stuart's Parent University
School:
Mt. Stuart Elementary

1. Focus of Need:
Techniques and vocabulary in math, writing and reading have changed
since most parents have been in elementary school. ,Because of these
changes many parents are unsure of how to help their children with their
studies at home. We realize that parents want to be involved and want to
know what is happening at school. Mt. Stuart teachers do a great job
keeping parents appraised of what is happening at school in the form of
newsletters, conferences-and telephone calls, yet, there is still a need to
help educate parents in how to help their children at home, while using the
language and methods teachers would use at school. Last year's Parent
University fulfilled this need for not only parents of Mt. Stuart, yet the
parents of the two other elementary schools in Ellensburg. Our school
believes that this is a great way to fulfill several of our school wide and
district goals, primarily those relating to parent involvement within our
schools.

2.

Suggested Solution:

We propose a service for parents which would provide a series of
free classes called Mt. Stuart's Parent University. Parent University
would offer classes on everything from reading, writing, homework, and
math, to crafts, cooking and science experiments that parents and children
can do right out of their kitchens.
Our University would be set up similar to staff development. A list
of classes with descriptions would be sent out to parents on a quarterly
basis. Parents would then call the school to register. Because we want to
get as many parents into these classes as possible each class would be
free of charge for anyone attending, daycare as well as snacks would be
provided, and the hour long classes would be offered at times good for
parents. Parents would also be given an opportunity to give the Parent
University Staff input for future classes. For the most part, Mt. Stuart
teachers would be teaching the classes. We have, however, had parents
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volunteering to help with the classes as well.
For parents unable to attend the Parent University classes packets
will be available .for check out from the Mt. Stuart Learning Center. These
packets will be put together by the instructor with the help of the Parent
University Coordinator.

3.

Rationale:

Last year Mt. Stuart's Parent University helped Mt. Stuart in its
mission to become a "Community of Learners". We were· able to reach out
to over 200 ·participants in the 19 classes offered. Most of the Mt. Stuart
staff was involved in one way or another, which not only encouraged
parents to become learners, but to give children the opportunity to see their parents and teachers learning and working together. We believe that
this is an effective way to educate parents and to promote our education
in our community.
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4.

Schedule/Jimeline:

•

October
Have teachers choose the class/es each would like to instruct.
Schedule Classes for November and December.
Send out brochure to advertise November and December classes.
• November
Classes begin.
• December
Send supplemental contracts to district office for ·
November/December classes.
Schedule classes for January and February.
Send out brochure to advertise new classes.
• January
January and February classes begin.
• February
Send supplemental contracts to district office for January/February
classes.
Schedule classes for March, April and May.
Send out brochure to advertise new classes.
• March
Spring classes begin.
• April

•

May
Send supplemental contracts to district office for spring classes.
Report to the school board on Parent University progress.

s.

Projected Costs:

Parent University -

A goal of 25-30 classes is projected to be offered
during the 1997-98 school year.

Each class would have three costs:
Teacher Supplemental Contract
Daycare
Snack
Other expenditures:
Supplies/Materials for classes
University Coordinator

Total
$60 per class taught
$20 per class
$10 per class

$1800.00
$ 600.00
$ 300.00

$1000.00
$1000.00

$1000.00

$1000,00
$4700.00
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April 30, 1997
TO: The Ellensburg School Board
FROM: Jacque MacGregor
RE: Mt. Stuart's Parent University
Mt. Stuart School has been pleased with the outcomes from Parent
University. It served the schools, community and the children of the
Ellensburg School District well. One of Mt. Stuart's school wide goals
is to increase participation of parents in the educational process of
its students. Parent University has helped our school reach that
goal.
A total of 19 cla$ses have been offered during the 1996-97 school
year with over 200 participating parents from around the school
district. Most of the instructors for the classes were from the Mt.
Stuart Staff with the exception of one instructor from Valley View
Elementary.
An evaluation form was given to parents after each class.
Participants comments were generally positive, with the most
negative comment being "I wish the class could have been
longer." Parents were also given an active role in planning for
upcoming classes. Requests for class topics were taken from the
evaluation forms and considered when upcoming classes were
scheduled.
The budget of $3450 was given to Parent University through Block
Grant funds beginning in January 1997. The total amount will be
spent by June 1997. Please give consideration to helping Mt. Stuart
continue with this successful and Innovative project.
Mt. Stuart's goal in becoming a "community of learners" has been
strengthened by Parent University. We would like to see Parent
University continue to grow through next year.

PAIENT
V
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,,,.,. sftlart PaN!11t Univepslty
.Ja11.lhb.f997

Instructor_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Proposed date of class_/_/92.. Time of class_ _ __
A brief description of class _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Please give a list a materials that ~ou will need for your
class.,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Mt. etual'f Patent Unhfepsity
Ja11.JFab. 1997

Class Title

Instructor
----------------Proposed date of class_/_/92... Time of class_ _ __
A brief description of class

-----------

Please give a list a materials that you will need for your
class.---------,.,....4.QA-_________

Educational Planning Team (E.P,J,)
Background:
The Mt. Stuart Educational Planning Team (E.P.T.) is a site-based
team. It was established to focus and make decisions relating to
instructional and family/community involvement opportunities. Ideas
involving school-wide instructional issues and requests go before the
E.P.T. The E.P.T. serves as source of feedback and input. All issues are
discussed and reflected upon. E.P.T. members then disseminate the
information to the rest of the staff.
Ultimately, the school, as a whole, provides input and helps make
decisions. The E.P.T. serves as an important means of ongoing
communication (a built-in monitor of how well the school staying focused
on its established philosophy and goals). The team consists of
representation from the entire school-community. The E.P.T. follows a
model similar to that of the Comer Model (refer top 130).
Program Activities/Components:
•

One meeting per month

•

The E.P.T. monitors, guides, and supports the School-Wide (Title I Model) program

•

Promotes the school mission

•

Helps construct, assess, and adjust the school-wide goals

•

Makes decisions regarding instruction and allocation of resources
for instructional purposes ( oversees funding requests and
implementation of programs such as the First Steps Resource
Material and Training Requests). Funding and instructional decisions
are made regarding Student Learning Improvement Grant (S.L.1.G.)
money, District Block Grant Moneys for new and innovative projects, .
and Title I activities

•

Prioritizes, communicates, and ensures quality programming
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•

•

The Mt. Stuart E.P.T. consists of the building administrator, four
teachers from various grade levels, specialists (one counselor, a
. special education teacher, and a media specialist), an aid, four
parents, one community member, and one Central Washington
University representative.
As of yet, term limits for representatives have not been established.

Possible Funding Form:
•
Title I Federal Funding is used to provide snacks
For More Information, See:
•
Epstein, J. L. ( 1995, May). School/family/community partnerships:
caring for the children we share. Phi Delta Kappan. 76 (5), 701-712.
•

Epstein, J. L. (1997), School, family, and community partnerships:
Your handbook for action.(p. J00).Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press,
Inc.

• Ramirez-Smith, C. (1996, January). Stopping the cycle of failure: The
comer school. Educational Leadership, 54 (1 ), 14-18.
Examples of Education Planning Team:
•
The Comer Model - Flow Chart (p 130)
•

The Mt. Stuart Educational Planning Team Model - Flow Charts
I and II ( pp 13 1-1 3 2)

•

Mt. Stuart Mission Statement (p 13 3)

•

Mt. Stuart's School-Wide Program ( A Summary) (p 134)

•

Mt. Stuart School-Wide Goals, Years I, II, and Ill (pp 135-138)
Student Learning Improvement Grant (S.L.I.G.) - Mt. Stuart Five Year
Essential Learning Curriculum Planning Document (p 139)

•

School Year Planning and Program Time-Line (p 140-143)
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•

Mt. Stuart E.P.T. Sample Agenda (pp 144-146)

•

Mt. Stuart E.P.T. Block Grant Criteria and Application Process Form,
Block Grant Application, and Sample Block Grant Program Proposals
{147-149)

•

Sample Applications {pp 150-151)
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THE COMER MODEL

The Comer Model is based on the research and beliefs of child
psychologist Dr. James Comer.. The Model was designed to help schools and
families develop a working relationship which would lead to a child's
successful academic and emotional development. The Comer Model
advocates a collaboration, consensus-building, and a no-fault approach to
problem solving.

*

MENTAL HEALTH
TEAM

SCHOOL ·PLANNING
MANAGEMENT TEAM

PARENTS'
PROGRAM
Involves parents at
every level of school
activity.
· -

I*

*

Plans and coordinates
school activities.

•-- -a ·
*

Addresses schoolwide prevention
issues.Manages individual
student cases.

GUIDING ·PRINCIPLES
"No Faultn

Collaboration

Consensus [ ecision Making

COMPREHENSIVE
SCHOOL PLAN

ASSESSMENT

STAFF
DEVELOPMENT

and

MODIFICATION
Systematically
addresses:
I*

Academic achievement
goals.

I*

Social climate goals

* Public relation

*

* Addresses

-

needs
identified in .goals of
comprehensive school
plan.

-- *

Creates new
information and
identifies new
problems.

goals.

For · more information, see:
Ramirez-Smith, C. (1996, January). Stopping the cycle of failure:
The comer school. Educational Leadership, 54 (1 ), 44-47.
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Mt. Stuart EPT Model - Part I
Allocation of Funds
for School-Wide
Programs

* Title I programs and
school-wide activities.

Oversees:
Scho9l-Wide Goals

The E.P.T.
Purpose

* Develops, monitors,
promotes programmin~
for, assesses, and
adjusts school-wide
goals.

* Block Grants innovative school-wide
learning opportunities
and activities.
* S.L.I.G. - instructional
monies focusing on
Curriculum
Developement.
(See Five-Year
Curriculum
Development plan on p.

*

All funded
activities/programs
must meet school-wide
goals and/or school
mission statement.

Promote the Mt.
Stu a rt Mission
Statement

*

All funding allocations
and support of
programming is based
on meeting the goals of
the Mt. Stuart Mission
statement and or the
school-wide goals.

* See Mt. Stuart

*

Five School-Wide Goals
are developed yearly.

* See School-Wide
Goals, years 1-3, on
pp.

Educational
Planning Team
(E.P.T.)

* Formed

from S.L.I.G.
and Title I Committees

* Members
representative of
entire schoolcommunity.

* Two-hour meeting, one
time per month
* Administrator is not
facilitator.

Mission

Statement on p.

Prioritize,
Communiticate, and
Assure Quality
Programming
E.P.T. representatives
do the following:

* Reflect
1 . question need of
funding requests
and programming.
2. determine how they
support the SchoolWide Goals, the
Mission Statement,
and Curriculum
Plans.

* Report
1• ideas and decisions
to staff and
community
2. thoughts, ideas, anc
comments of staff
and community.

)
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Mt. Stuart EPT Model - Part II
The E.P.T. Decision-Making Process

*

Gives
Input/Suggestions

Reporting

Reflection

tfhe school-community
eports to the E.P .T. on
he following.

current
status/evaluation of
school-wide goals

*Yearly School-Wide
Goals

It status of Yearly

*

need for and success 01
current school-wide
programs and
activities

School-Wide Goals
11r

* current instructional
improvement
programs.

*

status, success of
programs/activities
using Title I, S.L.I.G. or
Block Grant Funds.
ideas for future
School-Wide Goal, Title
I or Block Grant
Programs/ Activities

*

Programs/ Activities
related to School-Wide
Goals

*Activities

and
programs that are
innovative (Block
Grant Funds)

*

Title I programs
(seep )

* Curriculum Goals
(which use S.L.I.G.
Funds)

E.P.T. Committee Duties
*

monitor, guide and support the school-wide programs

*

promote the Mt. Stuart mission

*

make decisions regarding instruction and allocation of
rescources or instructional material

*

Prioritize, communicate, and assure quality programming.

* School Wide Goals
(p .. ) and activities

* Title I programs

* Five Year Curriculum
Development Plan

Staff Final
Decisions

Final Decision

Helps Develop

"' Block Grant Funding innovaties
programs/activities
(see Block Grant
Requests, pp. )

'*
'*

* Mission Statement
* Five Year Curriculum
Development Plan

Programs/ Activities
using Title I Funds

* Yearly School-Wide

Yearly funds for Five
Year Curriculum
Development Plan

* Curriculum and

Goals

curriculum materials

* Scheduling

*
... 1 ".) ')

Behavior Management

* General School Budget

Mt. Stuart Mission Statement
Mt. Stuart Elementary School is a community of students, parents,
staff, and faculty who embrace the idea of life-long learning. Our goals
are to:
1.

provide a safe environment which ensures our physical safety,
emotional wellbeing, and encourages intellectual risk taking

2.

value the unique qualities of each learner and facilitate learning
through a variety of teaching approaches and meaningful curriculum

3.

c~lebrate diversity while fostering a sense of community

4.

support each other as we continue to acquire knowledge and skills
that inspire confident and creative participation in a changing
society
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Mt. Stuart's School-Wide Title I Program
(A Summary)
Mt. Stuart Elementary became a School-Wide Program when its free
and reduced lunch count reached 50%. Our special population
requires special programs and interventions which are more
successful when they are implemented "school-wide".
The year one components included:
1.

teaming of teachers and aides to better serve all students

2.

identifying and serving high needs students through one on one
support

3.

the SWAT (School-Wide Action Team) supports individuals
classroom student groups with immediate need of remediation

4.

daily student support in classrooms

5.

more access to library use due to flexible scheduling

6.

more thought given to parents when ·planning parent activities

7.

parent involvement has increases significantly

8.

instructional and funding decisions are made by the school's
Educational Planning.Team (E.P.T.)

9.

staff development is geared to the understanding and
implementation of the Essential Learnings into the curriculum

)
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School-Wide Goals
Year 1
1.

Maintain the current level of remedial help, (readiness,
math, language arts, after school, and summer school), to
identified students.
- high risk students will be identified
- contact by Title instructors with those high risk students will be
documented as well as contact with all student population

2.

Provide technical assistance in reading and language arts
to students using the library.
- because of increased aide time in the library, Mt. Stuart has
initiated flexible scheduling in the library and student access to
computers, research materials, and personal technical assistance
has increased by at least three hours per school day

3.

Increase the availability of parent activities for Mt. Stuart
parents.
- by gathering and providing parent resources
- by considering both child care needs and parent schedules when
planning parent activities.

4.

At the building level, provide staff training to increase the
range of remedial help techniques available to students.
- provide 1 0 minutes at each staff meeting to share remedial
concerns and ideas
- seek in-service opportunities for all staff members
- provide staff development opportunities during flexible hours to
serve all staff members

5.

Begin the study of the integration of curriculum and
provide staff training opportunities to do so.
- provide writer's workshop to intermediate grade teachers
- schedule writer's workshop in service for primary teachers
- schedule a curriculum integration in-service for the staff
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School-Wide Goals
Year 2
1.

Maintain the current level of remedial help to identified
students.

2.

Provide staff training to increase remedial help techniques
available.
- who should benefit from the staff training?
- what sort of training would benefit the classified staff?
- what sort of training would benefit the certified staff?

3.

Begin the study of the integration of curriculum, provide
staff training opportunities and look for implementation
opportunities.
- who should be performing the study of "integration of
curriculum?"
- what is the time frame for this study?
- what information should the study provide us with?
- does Mt. Stuart's current training provide staff with the
information needed to integrate classroom curriculums?
- if not, what should be done to achieve this?

4.

Align the .Title I program to the Mission Statement and the
Student Learning Improvement Grant goals.
- will use test data from Assessment Information/Benchmark 1 to
make program enhancements
- use Essential Learning to focus the goal for children at grade four
(in basic skills and content)
- focus on the mission statement "using a variety of teaching
approaches" such as "Project Read", "First Steps/Reading,
Writing, and Spelling", and "Read Right Now"

5.

Study the need for augmentation of current counseling
services at the building level, and begin implementation of
recommendatjons.
- develop a focus study on what the counseling personnel doing now
for teachers, students, parents, etc.?
p136

- what are the objectives of the counseling services now?
- identify goals
- identify who should serve on this committee and what should be
the time frame for the study?
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School-Wide Goals
Year 3
1.

Maintain the current level of remedial help to identif.i ed
students.
- this goal was established in Year 1 and continues to be a priority
goal for Mt. Stuart.

2.

Continue to study the need for augmentation of current
counseling services at the building level, and begin
implementation of recommendations (by January, 1999).

3.

Provide staff training to increase remedial help techniques
available.
- do we wish to revisit some training opportunities?
- effectiveness of training based on success of children

4.

Continue to study ways to integrate curriculum, provide
staff training opportunities and begin implementation.

5.

Work to provide a consistent Language Arts Program with
an emphasis on speaking and listening skills as well, at the
building level..
- it was felt that we have made great strides toward providing a
consistent Language Arts Program,· except in the area of speaking
and listening
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Student Learning Improvement Grant (S.L.I.G.)
Mt. Stuart Five Year Essential
Learn1n1 ;J Curncu Ium Pl ann1ng Documen t
1995-96

1996-97

1997-98

1 998-99
Original
Plan Moved to

1998-99
Adjusted to
Fit School
Needs

1999-2000
Moved to

2000 -2001

1999-2000
Mathematics
Assessment
Development
and Essential
Learnings
Review

Science
Assessment
and Essential
Learnings
Review

$7000

$7000

Reading
Assessment
Development
and Essential
Learnings
Review

Social
Studies
Assessment
Development
and Essential
Learnings
Review

$8000

$6000

Reading
Assessment
for Second
Grade and
Assessment
Development
Review and
Training

Communication
Assessment
Development
and Essential
Learnings
Review

$5000

$4000
CWU Science
Workshop
Activities
Development
and Essential
Learnings
Review

$6000

Written
Language
Development/
Implementation
of Writing
Curriculum and
Essential
Learnings
Review

Health/Fitne
s s Assessment
Development
and Essential
Learnings
Review

Arts
Assessment
Development
and Essential
Learnings
Review

$4000

$5000

$6000

Communication
Assessment
and Essential
Learnings
Review Integration of
Reading,
Writing, and
Speaking

Assessment
Activities
Support State
Assessment

$2000

$4000
Mathematics
Support
Assessment
Activities and
Workshops

$3000

Assessment
Activities
Support Math,
Science, and
Writing
Workshops and
Voluntary
State Testing

Science
Assessment
Review

Reading
Assessment
Review

$1000

$1000

Math
Assessment Continued
Support

$4000

Social
Studies
Assessment
Review

$1000

$1000
Assessment
Activities
Voluntary
State Testing

Mathematics
Assessment
Review

$1000

Written
Language
Assessment
Review

Health/
Fitness
Assessment
Review

$1000

$1000
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Assessment
Activities

$2000

Arts
Assessment
Review

$1000

September:
'The fust thing you will need to finalize is the Parent -Involvement Brochure
to include the Learning Center, Parent U, and Parent Meeting information.
When school starts, the teachers send home a note to parents asking them
to sign up for one or more volunteer things like vision screening, P.E.
testing, classroom events, bringing food etc. You need to ask the teachers
for a copy of these lists for your future activities. 'They will be happy to
help you out.

)

Starting the fust two weeks of school you will need to get volunteers for
vision and hearing screening, individual pictures, and the Pacific Science
Center visit. For vision and hearing screening, you will need to contact the
nurse for details and how many volunteers you will need. She will give
you the dates she has scheduled each one on. and the number of parent
volunteers she would like at each session.
Enclosed in the folder is a copy of the Pacific Science Center stuff and last
years schedule of events. Gary will be handling this and will be able to
help with any questions you have.
'Then there will be pictures. Debbie Smith the seer~ will give you a
copy of the informatioµ and that will tell you how many people to call and
when they are needed.
Open House usually always happens in September. You will be busy
helping with the planning and implementing of ideas for that. Passport to
Learning, or Piece of the Pie could. be the 1998' theme, with booths with
each of the different activities etc. at Mt. Stuart, as well as pie for our treat.
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Additional Information:
Stationary and forms for Mt. Stuart are in the cupboards in the office
under the mailboxes.
Examples of bus forms, day off forms, trip forms, etc. will be in the
notebook with an explanation.
Each month the school has a Gotcha Assembly. You are responsible for
making .sure teachers and employees put Gotchas in' the can by the copy
machine, and then you need to be at the assembly to help out. You are an
advocate for the volunteers in the school so promotion ig a BIG thing.
You will be responsible for assisting with the monthly Newsletter that goes
out the first week of every month. You should have stuff ready to go into
these newletters relating to upcoming activities and events. Second., 'Third
and Fourth grades will have major testing going on...you will need to find
volunteer support (parents) to help out at these times.

October:
The Parent Group has its first meeting.
You or a Title I person will be responsible for the Monday Zonely classes
that should start in October. Computer/keyboarding classes should run at
least 3 Mondays - curriculum in the notebook. If you feel that you need
help with these classes, call Cindy Emmons at CWU - she teaches the
computer tech. classes, and they are expected to donate 4 hours for their
each quarter. They help and sometimes I made them responsible for
expanding my curriculum.
If you decide to do the Babysitting Class through the American Red Cross,
you can call Kathy (at the Red Cross number in the phone book) and
arrange it with her for times. We ran right after sch~ol until 4::30 each
Monday, and ran for 6 Mondays to get a total of g hours. She will have
certain criteria for the class - age limit, etc. and you can send permission
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slip/sign up slips home with the appropriate classes.

Lunch Buddies starts in October. You will need. to contact Super I - either
Bill-y or Wade, and. ask if the-y would. like to participate again. The-y were
wonderful and. the kids loved them.
Blankets and. Books Night happens in November. Also, the Parent Group
ma-y consider doing Mt Stuart T-shirts with students art work on them.
Stuff for this is in the Originals File.
Fall Conferences are also in November. This is a time to promote the
Learning Center and. its contents. You might have coupons or ? to get
parents to visit the Center while the-y are here for their conferences.
December is a short month. You will need. to plan ahead. for Januar-y
because it's generall-y a bus-y month.
In Januar-y we begin our second. round. of Computer Classes.

Februar-y is 100th Da-y Activit-y Night There is information in a box in the
back room. and stuff in the Original File and. in the notebook.
Drop Ever-ything and. Read. is reall-y a Librar-y function but we tr-y to
connect with parents in some wa-y.

March
You may need to support the Famil-y Math Night put on b-y Rosl-yn
O'Donnell. This takes a great deal of time and planning.

April
A good time for another Monday Zonel-y class. This last -year we did a
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April

A good time for another Monday Zonely class. This last year we did a
Goop and Gack class for the younger kids.

Conferences is a good time to remind people about the Learning Center
and the activities it sponsors. You may want to have a handout for
teachers to give to parents at conferences.

May

We did a Parent Preview Night the night before the Book Fair. We had ice
cream Dixie cup sundaes, and college students read and acted out stories.
We then did games with book titles which are in the drawer of files.
You may be required to get a couple of volunteers to help out the day of
the Book Fair/Bar-B-Q.
June
Volunteer Luncheon.....You are in charge of this whole thing. You need to
ask all the teachers to make a list of the volunteers that they think they
want to come to the luncheon. Prior to this, you need to have a theme
selected.. prepare invitations, and then decide if you want to mail the
invites yourself, or if you want to make the teachers responsible for the
invites being mailed themselves. 'This may be the best way to go. They
tend to forget to help you out if they aren't made responsible. It
sometimes gets easier to have the teachers do it.
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Agenda
Educational Planning Team (EPT)
Mt. Stuart Elementary School
January 12, 1998

r.

Introductions

2. Minutes/Group Memo from Last Meeting

Action

3. Irene Che!,1ne/sharing her idea about a great
tninKers/science fair .... she would Jil<e our input

Action
Info

4. Udate.s/Briefs
Parent Uniuersity
Curriculum Committees
·First Steps
-Families Count
Pr1rent lnuoluement/new approach
1.Vall<ie Talkies
Life Sl<ills/Summer School-

s.

From the NoL1ember Meeting:
*Discussion/Augmenting Counseling Seruices
?How can the Mt. Stuart Counseling Dept.
meet the needs of the ,"'1t. Stuart
community?
? In your opinion, considering the
Counseling Services, which student,
staff or parent needs require further
attention?
Connie's Job Responsibility List
Committee Set-Up (parents, teachers, Connie)
Question Staff /Link with Mission .Statement and Goals/Prioritize/Plan/Report
*Aide Input/The Schoolwicte Model
*Notes from: Vear Two Schoolwide Goals
How should we be accountable?

Action/EPT

Info
Action

Info
Action

6. New Business:
*Leuy Discussion/Gary
*A K-4 Reading Plan?

Info
Info

7. Requests?:

Adjournment/NeHt Meeting:
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Notes from: Year Two Schoolwide Goals
1. Maintain the current level of remedial help to identified students.
The question was asked: What is this 'level'? The current level was the level of
support students received when our school operated under the Targeted
Assistance model. That meant that students who scored below a certain
number in math and reading were the only students who received special Title
1 assistance. Under the Schoolwide model, all students are eligible to
received assistance.
*Which individuals are responsible for maintaining this level? Anyone who
works. ~vith children should be responsible for maintaining this jeve!.

*Give examples of what should be happening. Anecdotal notes and the use of
the Developmental Continuum.

2. Align the Title 1 Program to the Mission Statement and the Student Learning
Improvement Grant goals.
Ex2mples :

)

·.

*Assessment Information/Benchmark 1
-will use test data to make program enhancements
-use Essential Learnings to focus the goal for children at grace four (in
basic skills and content)
*Mission Statement
-use a variety of teaching approaches
-Project Read
-First Steps/Reading, Writing, Spelling
-Read Right Now
3. Study the need for augmentation of current counseling services at the
building level, and begin implementation of recommendations.
*What kinds of things should a committee to study counseling services at Mt.
Stuart focus on:

-what are the counseling personnel doing now for teachers, students,
parents, etc.?
-what are the objectives of the counseling services now?
-identify goals
*\/I/ho should serve on this committee and what should be the time frame for
study? -parents

-counselor
-teachers
-EPT members
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4. Provide staff training to increase remedial help techniques available?
*Who should benefit from the staff training?
-the students
-All staff, certified and classified, that work with stua'ents
*What sort of training would benefit the classified staff?
-reading techniques, wn'ting process, behavior mgt.. manipulative math
What sort of training would benefit the certified staff?
-integrating curriculum with science and social studies, reading, writing
and spelling processes
*What sort of strategies, programs, practices, etc. will be enhanced or in place
as a result of this training?
-visual math, Opening Eyes, Second Steps, Box It or Bag It, First Steps
5. Begin the study of the integration of curriculum, provide staff training
opportunities and look for implementation opportunities.
*'Who should be doing the study of "integration of curriculum?"
-teachers and staff
*What is the time frame for this study?
-on going, but serious consideration for this year
*\Nhat information should the study provide us with?
-is anybody all ready doing this and which areas are they doing?
-are there any results yet, what?
'
*Does Mt. Stuart's current training provide staff with the information needed to
integrate classroom curriculums? If not, what should be done to achieve this?
-First Steps Writing does this, but staff not trained in this.
-Some teachers may be doing this on their own
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Criteria for. Block Grant Application

1.

Requests must be innovative in nature.

2.

No continuing contracts may be issued as a part of the request.

3.

S<?hools may request a one-year renewal of an innovative program
for possible Board approval.

4.

The Board will receive a report on the project in early spring to
determine if the project should be included in the regular budget.

Application

Process

1.

Grants are initiated and prepared at the building site, with principal
approval.

2.

Grants are submitted to the superintendent for possible Board
approval.
.
.

3.

Building teams present requests for Block Grant funding to the
B~ard for approval.
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Block Grant Application
\
Title of Project: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
School: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1.

Focus of Need

2:

Suggested Solution (Include description of innovation)

3.

Rationale (Why is this the best solution?)

4.

Schedulefrime-1ine

/

5.

Projected Costs

Principal Approval: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date: _ _ _ _ _ __
Superintendent Approval:

Date: _ _ _ _ _ __

(Attach additional pages if necessary).
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Block Grant Application
Title of Project: First steps Spelling Component
School: Mt. Stuart Elementary
1.

Focus of Need
Mt. Stuart staff has adopted the First Steps Reading Continuum .and the
First Steps Writing Continuum. Both of these developmental continua link
assessment to teaching. The third link to the language arts program is the
spelling component. Spelling has been an area of concern in the C.T.B.S.
fourth grade state tests and continues to be an area of student performance
that needs improvement.
·

2.

Suggested Solution (Include description of innovation)
The spelling component is a natural bridge in the First Steps reading and
- writing program. First Steps has a teacher resource guide rhat will help
teachers better evaluate individual children as to their academic
development in the area of spelling.

3.

Rationale (Why is this the best solution?)
The District and our building.... have done trainin£.... in rhe areas of "writer's
\Vork shops", the First Step Writing Continuum, and the First Step Reading
Continuum. All three types of training are based on assessment that tracks
student progress on a developmental continuum.·· First Step Spelling has
assessment of student progress on a developmental continuum of spelling
and fits nicely with the other programs.

4.

Scheduleffime-line
Adding the spelling component as we have Judy Backlund and Jacque
MacGregor train our staff in First Steps reading and writing is a logical
linkage of materials and training. Judy and Jacque are trained for all three
areas.

5.

Projected Costs
The teacher resource books (2 manuals for each teacher) will be Sl159.93 .
This purchase is consistent with the Mt. Stuart School five year building
plan.

Principal Approval:

Date:

Superintendent Approval: _ _ __,_p_1_4_9_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date:

BLOCK GRANT APPLICATION

Title of Project:

Families Count: Family Math Night
School:

Mt. Stuan Ek'."'~entary

1. Focus of 0eed:

Parents of r.lt. Stuart Elementary students lack familiarity \\1th the \Vashington Seate Essential Academic
Learning requirernencs (EALRs). Parents must be familiar with the EALRs if they are to interprefresults of
the new state tests and future district report cards and if they are to assist their children in learning
mathematics at home.
2. Suggested Solution (include description of innoyation):

Goal: Introduce parents of Mt. Stuart Elementary students to the Washington State Essential Academic

Learning Requirements (EALRs) for mathematics using a Ii.On-threatening, hands-on approach \Vhich would
enable parents to facilitate the learning of mathematics at home.
Objectives: Parents \Yho participate in Families Count \Vill be able to:
1. recognize the EA.LR components for mathem2.tics;

2. use packaged actiYities from the Mt. Stuan Leaming Ce:i.ter to practice specific skills ·with their
children.
Approach: Mt. Stuan Elementary School \.Vill host "Families Count," a family marh night for families with

children pre K-5 that features activities related to the EALRs. Parents \vill be introduced to a number of
activities and will ha\·e the opportunity to check out the activities through the Mt. Sillart Leaming Center for
use at home. Each aci:ivity will be linked to a specific math component of the EALRs.
Central \Vashington University pre-service teachers, unde: the direction of Jan Rizutti, will receive 3.5
hours of training in the EALRs and the selected math activities. These pre-service teachers will assist in
guiding parents and students through the activities and in explaining their relation to the EALRs and
answering questions.
3. Rationale (why is this the best solution?):
This project ,vill introduce parents to the EALRs for math in a non-threatening, hands-on approach. Parents

of Head Start students will be included. Parents will be able to check out materials from the Mt. Stuart
learning Center, thereby promoting an existing program. The use of Central Washington University studencs
will strengthen ties between the school and the University. Finally, once materials are prepared, the program
can be used by ocher schools or in future years wich minimal additional costs.
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The project meets the following goals:
District Goals:
CJ
CJ
CJ

Report to parents.
Student achievement.
Parent participation.

Aft. Stuart lvlission Statement:

o Provide a safe environment \Vhich ensures our physical safety, emotional well-being, and
encourages intellectual risk-taking.
CJ Value the unique qualities of each learner and facilitate learning through a variety of teaching
approaches and meaningful curriculum.
CJ Celebrate diversity while fostering a sense of community.
o Support each other as \Ye continue to acquire knowledge and skills that inspire confident and
creative participation in a changing society.
Title I Goals:
CJ Maintain the current level of remedial help to identified students.
CJ ~ign the Title I progranJ. to the Mission Statement and the Student Leaming Improvement Granr
goals.
4. Scheduleffimeline:
October

I l'iovember

I

.

December I Januarv

Feb rua.rv

'

r-.farch

April

May

June

Preparation of Materials
Training of Pre-service Teachers
-

J

' - - - - ---Families Count

~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~
Activities Available for Checkout
Evaluation

5. Projected Cost:
Manipulatives
Storage Containers
Misc. Materials
Graphics
Personnel
Prizes
Sub total
Matching Funds"'
Balance

S 250
200
250
750
1500
50
3000
1500
Sl500

* Kathy Hardison has agreed to support this project by providing $1500 in Title I funds.

Principal Approval: ____________________ Date: - - -- - - - -- - - Superintendent Approval: ---------PL.....1..1x.5.1. . ______Date: - - - - - - - - - - -

Mt. Stuart Curriculum Development Model
Background:
In response to Washington State HB 1209 and the State Essential
Learning Requirements, Mt. Stuart ·Elementary took a close look at its
curriculum and how it was being developed to help children meet the new
requirements. As the staff developed new curriculum, a pattern formed.
Specific, sequential steps were taken in producing successful staff
training, curriculum resources, and assessment tools.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Mt. Stuart chose to use its Student Learning Improvement Grant
(S.L.I.G.) monies to focus on curriculum development.
•

The school-community developed a five year curriculum plan,
focusing on the areas which were being tested first by the State math, writing, and reading.

•

Each of the curriculum areas was broken down into one year
segments. During that year, staff members identified resources
and in-service training to improve teacher's knowledge in that
particular content area.

•

Staff members were identified to reflect on resources, find or ·
develop assessment tools, report back to and/or train staff
members, and monitor the development o_
f the programs.

•

The ultimate goal was to produce assessment tools and train
teachers to use them in order to help students succeed in meeting
the Benchmark Requirements on the State Essential Learnings Test.

Possible Funding Form:
•
Student Learning Improvement Grant (S.L.I.G.s); provided by the
State of Washington
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Examples of Curriculum Development Model:
•
Mt. Stuart Curriculum Development Model - Flow Chart (p 154)
•

Mt. Stuart Five Year Essential Learning Curriculum Development Plan
(refer top 139)

For More Information, See:
•
Gary Ristine, Principal
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400

/
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Examples of Curriculum Development Model:
•
Mt. Stuart Curriculum Development Model - Flow Chart (p 154)
•

Mt. Stuart Five Year Essential Learning Curriculum Development Plan
(refer to p 139)

For More Information, See:
•
Gary Ristine, Principal
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 st., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
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Mt. Stuart Curriculum Development Model - Flow Chart
Develop Curriculum
Plan

*

* Use a need assessments
or test scores to
identify starting points

*

Reflection
(Step 1)

Representation

Long term - 3-5 years

Identify 2-3 staff
representatives (reps)
who have
knowledge/training in
the area(s) being
developed.

* Entire

staff participatior
is needed in development
and follow through

* GOAL: What do you want

-

kids to know/be able to
demonstrate as a result
of the curriculum/staff
development?

* What additional training
do the representatives
need?

* Do reps. need to contact
a consultant?

Reflection
(Step 2)

*

Develop timeline and
budget funds for
rep. training,
identification, and/or
development of
resources and staff
training.

* Keep staff informed and
ask for assistance
during Reflection Steps
1 and 2.

*

What assessment
techniques are
available? Identify
resources and ask staff
to help you

Keep encouraging staff
and providing support.

*

Provide funding and time
for reps. to meet
w/teachers individually
or by grade level to
continue working with
staff to develop and
update curriculum
resources and
assessment materials.

*

Monitor and revise
assessment techniques.

*

Be will to continue
allocate funding and
representatives to
up~ate and revise
2-3 years after
beginning.

in;.,
service/training in
curriculum and
assessment
materials/techniques
during staff meetings
and.1 /2 sessions if
funding allows.

knowledge level of
specific curriculum
area?
What resources are
available?

*

* Provide

* What is the staff's

*

Follow-Up

Reporting

* Bring in a consultant if
needed.

*

Work with staff to
identify and develop
assessment tools.

* Develop a scope and
sequence.
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Parent Involvement Surveys
Background:
It is important to create a school-community environment in which
parents and community members feel welcome immediately upon entering
the school. Issues such as knowledge of programs, involvement
opportunities, directions, and distribution of correct information are
critical. Friendliness and attentiveness are also important elements of a
first impression.
Schools must constantly monitor their climate. Do they cater to and
provide for the needs of all clientele that walk through the front door?
How do people that work outside the school perceive the schoolcommunity that they walk into?
Another issue is how parents and community members feel about a
specific program or event that they have attended. Did they feel
welcome? How useful was the knowledge that they gained? These
questions are important for reflection and development of schoolcommunity programs.
Sometimes staff are desensitized to these issues simply because
they are at the site every day. Parent and community surveys are an
important source of information. They provide critical feedback about the
various facets of the school-community. The information can serve to
provide a different perspective and thus schools to better service the
needs of all members of the school-community
Program Activities/Components:
•
Send surveys out to parents three times per year - once at the
beginning, one time at the mid-way point, and again at the end. of the
year
•

Distribute surveys to businesses and community support groups.
This can be prefaced and followed up with discussion involving
school representatives and the various community groups

•

Review the surveys with the action team or cite-base team

•

Utilize the surveys to adjust current goals and plan future goals
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• Keep an open mind and remember - it's ultimately for the children!
Possible Funding Form:
•
General School Fund
•

Student Learning Improvement Grant (S.L.I.G.s); provided by the
State of Washington

•

School District Block Grant Funding, provided by
the State of Washington

Examples of Parent Surveys:
•
Schools That Say Welcome Survey (refer to p 77)
•

An Inventory of Present Practices of School-Family-Community
Partnerships (refer to pp 78-81)

•

Survey to Assess the School's Climate (refer to pp 82-83)

•

Mt. Stuart Parent University Survey (refer to p 84)

•

Now See This - A Survey for staff members (refer top 85)

•

SO Ideas for Parental Involvement (pp 86-88)

For More Information, See:
•
Batey, c. s. (1996). Parents Are Lifesavers: A Handbook for Parent
Involvement io Schools, Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, Inc. p. 12,
p.81

•

Epstein, J. L. (1997). School, family, and community partnerships:
Your handbook for actjon.(p. 100),Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press,
Inc. p. 36, p. 123

•

NEA Teacher-to Teacher Books, (1996), Building Parent
Partnerships. (p. 92), NEA Professional Library, P.O. Box 509
West Haven, CT 065169904, 1-800-229-4200
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FORM 4
COMMUNICATION
The Learning Center
Parent University
Families Count: Family Math Night
Parent Contract/Project Learning
100 Day Celebration
Books and Blankets
"Betcha Can't" Sciencing Night
Storytelling
Storytelling Night
Museum In A Trunk
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The Learning Center
Background:
As a part of school-parent and community involvement, it is critical
to increase the availability of parent resources. At Mt. Stuart Elementary,
the Title I room was turned into a place for the school-community. The
Learning Center was established to offer a variety of opportunities to
encourage parents and their children to learn together. This special place
is open in the evenings and at various times during the week.
The Learning Center is stocked with a number of resources and books
which parents and their children may check out for use at home. Several
computers and software are available to parents and students. The Center
also sponsors many family-oriented activity nights throughout the year.
After school, classes such as typing and babysitting are also offered.
Students at Mt. Stuart use the Learning Center as a Publishing and
Resource Center throughout the school day. Teachers schedule times for
their students to use the Center's computers to publish their work. The
Title I staff and Parent Liaison Coordinator help.to run the center before,
during, and after school, as well as on evenings at various times
throughout the year.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Title I Resource Room converted into an Enrichment Center
•

Operated by Title I Staff and Parent Liaison Coordinator

•

Exciting and appropriate books and games available for check out

•

Computer center and software available to all children and parents

•

Open during school and on selected evenings, weekly

•

Sponsor of various family oriented activities (see Books and
Blankets or 100 Day Celebration) throughout the year

•

Focuses on school-parent and community involvement

)
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Possible Funding Form:
• Title I Federal Funding

Student Learning Improvement Grant (S.L.I.G.s); provided by the
of Washington
•
School District Block Grant Funding, provided by
the State of Washington

State

Examples of The Learning Center:
•
Ellensburg School District No. 401. Annual Report (pp 160-1 61)
•

"Many Faces of the Learning Center" information sheet (p 1 62)

For More Information, See:
•
Judy Backlund, Title I Specialist
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
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ANNUAL REPORT - MT. STUART ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Learning Center
On of Mt. Stuart's school-wide goals for the first year state:
Increase the availability of parent activities for Mt. Stuart parents. The
Learning Center's programs have significantly increased the availability
and the variety of parent activities for Mt. Stuart parents .
. We know that kids and parents who use the Center do so
enthusiastically and come back often. There is no hard data to show that
the children who use the Learning Center's programs with their parents
are more successful in school, but we hope to gather that information and
believe it will support the value of the Center. Since we opened in
January we average twelve to twenty parents a week who use the Center.
The Learning Center's regular hours are Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
from 3:00-4:30 and Tuesday evenings from 6:00-7:30.
The majority of the families who use the Center work with their
children on the computers' learning activities. They also play games,
draw, read together or try out one of our monthly theme-related activities
in a supportive atmosphere. Parents who use the Learning Center also
enjoy talking with other parents and discussing home-work and other
concerns with the Learning Center Staff. The Center is stocked with a
number of resources and books which parents and their ·children may check
out for us~ at home.
The Learning Center also operates Mt. Stuart's Publishing. Center
during school hours. Teachers schedule times for their students to use the
Center's computers to publish their work. Students are assisted in the
Learning Center by Title I staff and parent volunteers. They are guided by
the Parent Liaison Coordinator who also runs informal computer how-to
mini-lessons for Mt. Stuart's students using the Center.
In April the Learning Center began its Lunch Buddy Program to
further connect parents and kids. Every other Friday, during the children's
lunch hours, parents are invited to have lunch with their child in the
Center. Tables are covered with student-made place mats, the music is
playing, and a variety of activities are set out. When parents and kids
finish eating, they spend the remainder of the time in learning activities
together. On the first Friday, forty-eight people attended and last Friday,
forty-five attended. We are especially pleased with the number of dads
who attend the Lunch Buddy program with their children.
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.The Learning Center also sponsors other parent-oriented activities.
In February we sponsored Blanket and Books·, a family read-aloud night.
One hundred and thirty-one people attended this successful event. Then on
May 13, the Learning Center will be sponsoring a summer fair prior to the
parent meeting. The fair will be open to all parents in the district and
will feature representatives and information on community summer
programs for kids. Plans for next year include: 1. extended Learning
Center hours: 2. computer mini lessons for parents and kids, including use
of the internet; 3. a corporate lunch buddy program.
A variety of opportunities are provided through Mt. Stuart's Learning
Center to encourage parents and their children to learn together. It is
possible to reach out to parents in these ways, in part, because of the
Parent Liaison Coordinator who has been on staff since January. We are
looking forward to beginning the 1997-98 school year with parents and
teachers working together in a partnership that will help a child achieve
success. The Mt. Stuart Learning Center is contributing to that success.

)

)
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In process, a Lunch
Buddy program \Yith

communitv rnlunteers
from Sup;r 1 Foods.
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Parent University

J

Background:
Techniques and vocabulary in math, writing, and reading have
changed since most parents have been in elementary school. Because of
these changes, many parents are unsure of how to help their children with
studies at home. Many schools ·make a great efforts to keep parents
apprised on what is happening at school in the form of newsletters,
conferences, and telephone calls. Yet, there is still a need to help educate
parents in how to help their children at home, while familiarizing them
with the language and methods teachers would use at school. Parent
University Classes can be used to help introduce and inform parents about
the Essential Learnings, the new state assessment system.
Parent University was designed to increase the participation of parents in
the educational process of its students. Throughout the year, free classes
are offered to anyone wishing to help students. The classes are designed
to be interactive, fun, and informative.
.
Parent University is set up similar to staff development. A _list of
classes, with descriptions, are sent out to parents on a quarterly basis.
Classes are offered on everything from reading, writing, homework, math,
and crafts to science experiments that parents can work on in their own
kitchen. Initially, staff members at the school-site teach the hour-long
classes. As the program grows, staff and community members are
solicited to teach the hour-long classes.
At Mt. Stuart Elementary, Parent University has enjoyed a high
degree of success. Parents have attended classes on a variety of topics.
Evaluations of the classes have revealed that parents are: having fun,
learning useful ideas and techniques to use at home, feeling more up-todate on the current developments and instructional techniques in
education, and are actually taking what they are learning and applying it
at home with their child/children.
As Parent University has progressed, the school-community at Mt.
Stuart Elementary has searched for ways to have even more parents and
community members attend classes. One suggestion included having
parents co-teach a class with the teacher or community member. Parents
have a vast array of knowledge in specific academic and technical areas.
Those parents, can provide a wealth of knowledge and enrichment to the
class that is being taught.
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It is believed that more parents would be willing to attend if they
knew that the class was going to be taught by a fellow parent. The
camaraderie and common connection would make parents more willing to
take risks and attend classes.
Included in the issue of increasing parent participation is the idea of
turning some class offerings into a topic-oriented series. For instance,
instead of attending a one-shot class, on manipulative math for example,
Parent University would offer the manipulative math class for a twoweek period. The first week would include a teacher and parent coteaching concepts and ideas on manipulative math. Parents would then
participate in various activities. They would then learn to present an
activity on their own. On the second week, they would bring their
child/children with them. The parents and child/children would then go
through some activities with the co-teachers. The parents would
ultimately work with their child, together, on learning/demonstrating a
concept, to each other, through a lesson or game format.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Classes offered free of charge
•

Daycare and snacks are provided

•

Class durations range from an hour to one hour and one-half

•

Offer classes on a variety of informative (i.e. Washington State
Essential Learning Requirements or State Benchmark Tests),
academic, and social topics

•

Determine if the classes are better suited for one-shot periods or
extended series-oriented

•

Teachers and community presenters may co-teach with a parent

•

Offer classes on week nights and/or weekends

•

A list of class descriptions are sent out to parents on a quarterly
basis. Reminders letters are sent out as class dates approach
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•

Parents register for classes, in advance, at the school office

•

Presenters are paid

Possible Funding Form:
•
Student Learning Improvement Grant (S.L.I.G.s); provided by the
State of Washington
•

School District Block Grant Funding, provided by
the State of Washington

Examples of Parent University:
•
Class offerings and reminder letters (refer to pp 11 7-1 20)
•

Parent Evaluation Form (refer to p 121)

•

Parent University Mini-Grant Application (refer to pp 1 22-1 24)

•

•

Parent University Progress Report to Ellensburg School Board
(refer to p 125)
Class Development Form (refer top 126)

For More Information, See:
•
Jacque MacGregor
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400

•

NEA Teacher-to Teacher Books, (1996),
Partnerships. (p. 26)
NEA Professional Library
P.O. Box 509
West Haven, CT 065169904
1-800-229-4200
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Building Parent

Families Count: Family Math Night
Background:
Many parents have a conceptual understanding of mathematics that is rote
and procedural in nature. Mathematics, in most schools, is now being
taught in logic-based, hands-on fashion. Families Count: Family Math
Night was developed to introduce parents to newer mathematical
approaches and the Washington State Essential Learning Requirements
(E.L.R.s) in Mathematics through a non-threatening, hands-on approach.
Students, parents, and siblings attended Family Math Night. They enjoyed
math activities for children in grades pre K-8. The games and activities
related to the Washington State E.L.Rs. At the end of the evening and
throughout the year, parents could check out the games through the Mt.
Stuart Learning Center.
.
During Family Math Night, activity centers were operated by Central
Washington University pre-service teachers (teacher candidates currently
enrolled in a math education course). The pre-service teachers guided
parents and students through the activities, explaining their relation to
the E.L.R.s and answering questions. They received 3.5 hours of training in
the E.L.R.s and the selected math activities from Rosalyn O'Donnell, a
Grade 5 teacher at Mt. Stuart, prior to the math night.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Provided a night for families to engage in math-oriented activities
and games
•

Heavily promoted and families of elementary school-aged children
were targeted for attendance

•

Games based on the Washington State Essential Learning
Requirements

•

Money received through Ellensburg School District Block Grant
Funding and Title I funds to purchase and produce materials

•

Activities organized in kits that included E.L.R. information, simple
instructions, and materials
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•

Community involved by having pre-service teachers produce and
teach the games

•

Games re-usable and placed into ready-made kits for other schools
to rent and use

•

Additional copies of each game kit made available to parents
check out in the Mt. Stuart Learning Center

for

Possible Funding Form:
•
Title I Federal Funding
•

School District Block Grant Funding, provided by
the State of Washington

Examples of Families Count: Family Math Night:
•
Block Grant Application form for Families Count: Family Math Night
(pp 168-169)
•

Mt. Stuart's Families Count: Family Math Night - Brochure
{pp 170 - 173)
For More Information, See:
•
Rosalyn O'Donnell, Grade 5 teacher
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 1 5 St., Ellensburg, WA 98926

{509) 925-8400
•

Whiteford, T. (1998, May). Math for moms and dads .

Educational Leadership, 64-66.

)
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BLOCK GRANT APPLICATION

Title of Project:

Families Count: Family Math Night
School:
:t-.'ft. Stuan Ele~~emary

1. Focus of X eed:

Parents of ~Ir. Stuart Elemencary srudents lack familiarity \.\.ith the Washington Stare Essential Academic
Learning requirements (EALRs). Parents must be familiar with the EAL Rs if they are to interprefresl!.lts of
the new s7ate tests and future district report cards and if they are to assist their children in learning
mathemc.~ics at home.
2. Suggested Solution (include description of innovation):
Goal: Irn:-oduce parents of Mt. Stuarr Elementary srudents to the Washington State Essential Academic

Learning Requirements (EALRs) for mathematics using a non-threatening, hanc!s-cn approach \Vhich would
enable pa:·ents to facilitate the learning of mathematics at home.
Objectives: Parents who participate in Families Count \'vill be able to:
1. recognize the EA.LR components for mathematics; ·

2. use p2.-:kaged acriYities from the Mt. Stuart Leaming Ce:i.ter to practice speciiic skills with their
chilc:-en.

Approcu:h: \-It. Stuart Elementary School will host "Families Count," a fa.mily marh night for families with
children Fe K-5 that features acu\·ities related to the EALRs. Parents \.Vill be imrodaced to a number of
accivicies and will ha,·e the opportunity to check out the activities througn the Mt. Sruart Leaming Center for
use at home. Each ac-ivit) will be linked to a specific math component of the EALR.s.
Central \\·ashington University pre-service teachers, unde:- the direction of Jan R.izm-i, \Vill recei\·e 3.5
hours of training in the EALRs and the selected math activities. These pre-service te2.chers will assist in
guiding parents and students through the activities and in explaining their relation to the EALRs and
ans,vering questions.
3. Racion:llc (n·hy is this the best solution?):
This proj ect will introduce parents to the EALRs for math in a non-threatening, har.cis-on approacl1. Parents
of He::i.d Sc~ sni<lems will be included. Parents will be able to check oµt materials f.:-om the i\[t. Su.1:1rc
learn in~ Center. thereby promoting on existing program. The use of Central Washingwn University students
\\'ill scre:.~chen ties between the school and the Universtty. Finally, once materials are prepared, the program
can be used by ocher schools or in fu ture years with minimal additional costs.
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The project meets the follo\ving goals:
District Goals:
a Report to parents.
a Student achievement.
a Parent participation.
Aft. Smart }.,fission Statement:
o Provide ::i. s::i.fe environment which ensures our physical safo~y, emocic:12.l well-being. and
encourages intellectual risk-taking.
a Value the unique qualities of each learner and facilitate learni:-;.g l1Io1.:{1::. \·ariety of teaching
approaches and meaningful curriculum.
a Celebrate diversity \vhile fostering a sense of community.
o Suppon e::i.ch ocher as we continue to acquire kno\~·ledge anc s'.(ii!s th::.~ !:-:spire confidem a.nd
creative participation in a changing society.
Title I Goals:
a Maintain the current level of remedial help to identified stuc:e:m.

a .:\}ign the Title I progran]. to the Mission Statement and the S.lldent Le~~ng Improvemem Grant
goals.
4. Scheduleffimeline:
October

1\0\·ember

I

December

I

January

Februury

i\forch

.-\:-ri !

June

Preparation of ?vfacerials
Trainin2: of Pre-service Teachers

-

I___------,--------------------

Fan1ilies Coum

Acri·:i;:ies A. ·;2.::::- :e for Checkout

5. Projected Cost:
Manipulati ves
Storage Containers
Misc. Materials
Graphics
Personnel
Prizes
Sub total
Matching Funds"'
Balance

S 250
200
250
750
1500
50

3000
150()
S150Q

*Kath:: Hardison hJs u~reed co support this project by providing S 1500 in Title I 5.mds.

\ Principal Approval: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..._Date: - - - - - - - - - - - -

Superintendent Approval : __________p"""--'1"""6"'"'9_ _ _ _ _ _Date : - - - - - - - - - - - -

.....

You Are Cordially Invited to ...
Games!

Snacks[

ExcitementI
Door Prizes!

}lath fun!

C0
i

"I:

"~

·. 1·
•

.

~
"
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. .:·
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A family Math Night
Tuesday, March 3, 1998
6:30 - 8:00pm
Mt. Stuart Elementary
50 games designed for students in preschool through 8th grade
A hands-on approach to learning math using calculators, dice, cards, toys, and games
Every game is based on the Washington State Essential Learning Requirements
Special math snacks will be served to everyone
Childcare will be available for young children
Lucky participants will leave with door prizes
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What's it all about?
Many of the parents of our students lack familiarity with the Washington State Essential Academic
Learning Requirements (EALRs). Parents must be familiar with the EALRs if they are to interpret
results of the new state tests and future district report cards and if they are to assist their children in
learning mathematics at home.

.
- .
'- · _;- S"-'.=~;~;:-_!;C SJ ~~:1 Jr. :
Our goal is to introduce the parents of our students to the Washington State Essential Academic
Learning Requirements (EALRs) for mathematics using a non-threatening, hands-on approach. We want
to enable parents to facilitate the learning of mathematics at home.
Parents who participate in Families Count will be able to:
1. recognize the EALR components for mathematics;
2. use packaged activities from the Mt. Stuart Learning Center to practice specific skills with their
children.

-

•_i _:_; ·

.

~-~:}:):"",)&.: ::.

Mt. Stuart Elementary School will host "Families Count, ' a family math night for families with children
Pre-K-8 that features activities related to the EALRs. Parents will be introduced to approximately 50
activities and will have the opportunity to check out the activities through our Learning Center for use at
home. Each activity will be linked to a specific math component of the EALRs.
Central Washington University pre-service teachers, urider the direction of Jan Rizzuti, will receive 3.5
hours of training in the EALRs and the selected math activities. These pre-service teachers will assist in
guiding parents and students through the activities and in explaining their relation to the EALRs and
answering questions.

This project will introduce parents to the EALRs for math in a non-threatening, hands-on approach.
Parents of Head Start students will be included. Parents will be able to check out materials from our
Learning Center, thereby promoting an existing program. The use of Central Washington University
students will strengthen ties between the school and the University.

-:-:i:: ;:::::ig::-2::;·. c2.: be c:~e~ :i:: o::~-=: ~::i-:-'Ji: with the payment of a nominal fee to cover the maintenance of
the activities and replacement of consumable materials. Staff training in the execution of the program
will be made a\'ailable for any school wishing to host their own Families Count event. Anyone wishing .
anv. additional information should contact Rosalvn
. O'Donnell at Mt. Stuart Elemenrarv. at 925-8400.
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What are the activities?
1. Number Sense

10 Black Dots ..... .... ......... ....... ... .. .... K-2
All Decked Out ... .. ................... ... .... P-1
Bigger and Smaller .... ....... .. ............. P-1
Four's a Winner .. .. .. ....... ..... .............. 3-7
Fraction Kit Games ...... .. ......... .......... 3-7
Junk Box Sort ..... .. ... ......... ........ ....... P-2
Nimble Calculator ............................ 1-8
Salute ............... .... ...... .... .... ... .. ........ .4-8
Spill the Beans .... .............. .. .... .. .... .. .. 2-4
The Thoughtful Calculator ..... ... ...... .. 4-8

4. Probability and Statistics
Bag of Balls ......... ............................ 1-3
Be;n Bags .... ....... ............................ K-3
Fair Sp~er ...................................... 1-6
How Long is a Name? ........ .............. 4-8
How Long? HO\,v Many? .................. 3-5
Pig .... ..... ... :............. .. .. ............. ........ 3-8
Probability Spin ........_. .. ... ........ .... ..... 4-8
Roller Derby ................................... . P-7
Rolling Records .............................. K-6
Shake Those Beans ......................... K-3

2. Geometric Sense
Coordinate Tic-Tac-Toe .. .... .. ... .. ...... 4-8
Create a Puzzle ... .. ... ... ..... ................ P-3
Origami ......... .. .. ... ..... .. ..... ....... ......... 4-8
Pattern Blocks .......... ....... ............ .... P-2
Pentomino Checkers .. ............ .... .. ...... 3-6
Picture This! ... .. ...... ............ ............ .. 3-6
Shape Lotto ............ .......... .. ..... ........ P-1
Shape Race .. ... ... ................. .... ....... .. P-1
Simple Symmetries .... .. ..... ..... ...... .... P-3
Tangrams ............. ............ ... .. ..... ..... .4-8

5. Algebraic Sense
Hundred Chart I:)esigns ........... ....... K-7
In and Out Tables .. ........ .. ........ ;.. ... ... 4-8
Number Tic-Tac-Toe ............... ........ 3-8
Odd or Even? ...... ......... .. ......... ......... P-2
Operation Rummy .. ...................... .... 4-8
Palindromes ......... ... .... ..................... 3-8
Paper Chains .............. ........... .. ...... .. . P-2
Playing Card Patterns .. .......... .... ... .... P-1
String a Pattern ........... .............. ....... P-1
What's Next? ............. ........... .... ....... P-2

3. Measurement
Box It Up! ....................... .. .. ......... .... 3-7
Centimeter Rodeo ... ................ .......... 3-6
How Big is Your Foot? ...... .. .. .. .. ...... P-4
Land Before Time .............. .. .. .... ... .... 3-6
Make a Shape ........ .. ............... ... .. ... . K-3
Measure for Pleasure .. ... .. ...... ..... .. ... P-2
Paying the Price ...... ... .. ....... ....... ..... .. 1-6
Perfect People ........... .......... ..... .... ..... 2-7
Race for 100 ...... ..... ... .. .. .. ......... .. .. ... K-3
Ribbon Measuring .... .............. ......... P-2

._..
II

O'

+

x
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The Essential Academic Leaming Requirements

fV1athernatics
1.

The student understands and applies the concepts and procedures of mathematics.
To meet this standard. the student will:
0 Understand and apply concepts and procedures from number sen~e
0 Understand and apply concepts and procedures from measurement
0 Understand and apply concepts and procedures from geometric sense
0 Understand and apply concepts and procedures from algebraic sense

2.

The student uses mathematics to define and solve problems.
To meet this standard, the student will:
0 Investigate situations
0 Formulate questions and define the problem
0 Construct solutions

3. The student uses mathematical reasoning.
To meet this standard, the student will:
D Analyze information
D Predict results and make inferences
D Draw conclusions and verify results

)

4. The student communicates knowledge and understanding in botb everyday and mathematical
language.
To meet this standard, the student will:
D Gather information
D Organize and interpret information
0 Represent and share information
5. The student understands how mathematical ideas connect to other subject areas and real-life
situations.
To meet this standard, the student will:
0 Relate concepts and procedures within mathematics
D Relate mathematical concepts and procedures to other disciplines
0 Relate mathematical concepts and procedures to real-life situations
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Parent Contract/Project Learning
Background:
Parents want to know what their child is doing at school. However,
they don't always have the opportunity or take the time to interact with
their children on school-oriented activities. One way to involve parents in
their child's learning is through Parent Contracted Learning Projects. A
thematic unit or independently selected project (i.e. a science concept
demonstration or teaching a lesson on how a bill becomes a law) is
assigned by the teacher.
The teacher then sends home a note providing information about the
requirements of the project or study, along with a time-line. A parent
participation and responsibility section is built into the guidelines giving parents suggestions on ·how to help, but not perform the project for
the child.
In the contract, the parent agrees to participate, with their child, on
the project. Some contracts may have a co-evaluation rubric which
allows the child and parent to evaluate each other's individual and team
participation throughout the project. Other contracts may have parents
and students rate the project and/or presentation together (I tend to send
home video-tapes of the home-project presentations).
The payoff comes at the end of the project. The children can produce
invitations for parents, siblings, and school-community members to come
celebrate with them while they present their projects. The evening can
begin with a pot-luck and social time. The rest of the evening allows for
the children to set up and share their_projects.
Parents have enjoyed participating with their children on these
projects. They provide an opportunity for growth, understanding, and
interaction between parents and child. What's most important, they both
learn (much more than academically) from the experience.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Have a parent meeting at the beginning of the year which focuses on
Parent Contract/Project Learning Assignments.
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•

Give very clear expectations about: participation expectations,
evaluation procedure for the project, and specific types of projects
which will be assigned throughout the year.

•

Show examples/video tapes of previous projects, and the reactions
of the parents and child/children to the assignments.

•

Provide reasonable notice before the project begins.

•

Research information to be made available to parents (books,
video-tapes, and tips/strategies on how to help students with the
project)

•

Provide support and encouragement through notes, phone-calls, and
open-door policies at school.

•

Allow format for students and parents to co-evaluate participation
and project-outcomes.

•

Celebrate as a school-community.

Possible Funding Form:
•
No funding is no necessary
Examples of Parent Contract/Project Learning:
•
Primary grade-level sample project contract (pp 1 76 -1 79)
For More Information, See:
•
Matt Chase or Jacque MacGregor
Mt; Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
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Home Study Project #1
September/October 1996
What is a home study project?
Well, it is exactly that ... a project that is done at home that goes
along with the theme or unit that we are studying at school.
When are the projects due and how often do we have to do this?
Projects are assigned and due towards the end of each unit or theme.
Projects are generally assigned 2-3 weeks prior to the due date. We give
you plenty of time and lots of warnings so you and your child can do a
quality job on the project.
What is quality?
Well, the parents responsibility is to help your child, so that they
meet the requirements for each project. Most projects require discussion,
preparation and presentation help from the parents. We know this sounds
like a lot, but it really isn't much at all. Each assignment will have a
check list for you and your child to follow. Just do what it says and you'll
be turning in a quality project.
Is it required?
Of course we can't force anyone to do anything, but your child will
be sharing his/her project with the class, the school and with other
parents during project presentation nights. Each chil.d need to feel like
they belong and that they are doing their part. Your help in this process is
critical. If you need extr;:i help, let us know. Teresa and Jacque are here
for you and your child.

*On the next few pages, the first home stud1.:3 project
will be described, a checklist will be provided and a
note which will require 1.:3our signature will be
attached. Happ1.:3 creating, discussing, sharing and
GOOD LUCK!
Positivel~, Jacque an~ Teresa
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r'rOJect
September/October 1996

# I

What is it?
An "All About Me Box"
When is it due?
September 30th, 1996
What is it?
Just a vel'1j cool box!
What do we need to make it?
1 empty box (larger than the size of 1::1our child
hand)
Wrapping Paper (~ not to make it too b~)
Paint, or some wag to ~ow his/her handprint · · . · . . . : .: .
Photographs of the child
·
Assorted collage materiak
Glue
Scissors
Markers/Pens

How?
I. Help your child cover the box with wrapping paper.
2. Have your child print their name on the side of the box.
3. On another side of the box. help your child make a handprint using
paint....or what-ever.
4. Finish decorating the remaining sides of the boxes using
photographs and colla.ge materiili. The decorations ~ould reflect interests
and aspects of the child's personalitg, family, etc.

Home ~tudy ProJect #1
September/October 1996

Use this checklist to help ~OU sta~ on track ..
Follow the directions.
_Make sure the writing on your project is legible.
(you can use a computer if you want)

Be creative
_Make sure all taping and gluing is done neatl~
_Work side by side with an ad.ult in your family.
_Turn it in b-y September 30, 1996

_Be available for open house night (date to be
determined) to listen to 1.:3our child. and other children
present their projects.
_Do your best!
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~Luay ~roJect #1

September/October 1996

)

Dear Jacque and Teresa,
We understand our responsibilities concerning the At Home
Study Project. We will do our best to complete this on time. We
have already had a chance to discuss what we mig_ht put on the
"All About Me Boxes" and we are charged up ~nd ready to go!
Sincerely,

Student's Name

Parent's Name
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oo Day Celebration

Background:
A fairly traditional school celebration day in elementary schools is
the 100th Day Celebration, celebrating 100 days of school completed.
Although ·teachers at Mt. Stuart had been celebrating the day with their
students in class, it was decided to continue this celebration into the
evening and invite families to continue joining in the Celebration. It
became one more way to promote Mt. Stuart Elementary as a Community
of Learners.
Program Activities/Components:
•

Utilizing ideas from teachers and the 100th Day Web Site, a variety
of activities all relating to the number 100 were developed. This
family night was planned and coordinated by the Learning Center
staff.

•

A totat of 18 stations were designed. Students from one of CWU's
Education classes were trained in how to work with parents, manage
kids, and run their particular 100th Day Celebration Station.
Working in pairs, education students were responsible for each of
the 18 stations.

•

As with the other family night activities, participation was
encouraged through exciting and informational flyers being sent
home, advertising posters on the walls, and getting the kids excited
about the night during lunch time and classroom mini-presentations.

•

The 100th Day Celebration ran from 6:45 until 8:00. Besides the
stations the night included door prizes and snacks.

Possible Funding Form:
•
Title I Federal Funding
Examples of 1 00 Day Celebration:
•
Mt. Stuart Elementary Newsletter Update for February
(refer to pp 66-67)
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For More Information, See:
•
Judy Backlund
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400

/ )
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Books and Blankets Night
Background:
Books and Blankets is a program for Mt. Stuart families. It was
developed to: 1. encourage parents and kids reading together, 2. foster
the love of books, 3. give parents suggestions for reading with and to their
children, 4. provide activities for parents and kids to do before, during and
after reading with their children, 5. connect the community with Mt.
Stuart, and 6. foster the relationship between Mt. Stuart and the parents.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Decide on a night for the event, preferably in the fall or winter.
•

Invite teachers and community members to participate. Teachers
may run mini-workshops or information booths· on various activities,
etc. related to books and/or reading. Community members are
invited to read their favorite children's book to groups of parents
and youngsters. Individuals such as the Superintendent, School
Board President, the Mayor, a Policeman, etc. are just some of the .
individuals that could be readers. Also, invite the local public
library to sign pe~ple up for library cards.

•

Design and send a flyer home inviting the families. Start early
(6:45) and end by 8:00 so that parents feel that their children will
not be up too late. Be specific about the time, place, etc. on the
Flyer. Be sure to mention that there will be snacks.

•

A key component for any event is to excite the kids about it. Plan to
visit classrooms, speak at an assembly or during lunch to tell the
kids about what the event will entail and to encourage them to
attend. At the same time place a variety of enticing flyers around
the school. For Blankets and Books, we tell the children to bring
their favorite blanket and stuffed animal.

•

For Blankets and Books we also invite local high school students,
from a drama class, to dress up as story book characters, (ie.
Cinderella) and to walk around during the first half of the program
just talking with kids, signing autographs etc.

)
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•

The night of Blankets and Books, we have a "greeter". This person
welcomes families and gives directions. Posters and signs inform
people as to what is happening.

•

From 6:45 until 7:15, parents visit the reading/books information
booths and/or mini-workshops run by teachers and/or volunteers. At
this time the high school student book characters are milling around.
Between 7: 1 5 and 7:30 the large group goes to different areas to
hear the stories read by community members. As these get done
families group on their blankets to read stories together until 8:00.
We have large baskets of books scattered throughout the room.
Around 7:50, the high school students, still in costume, bring around
warm chocolate chip cookies to each family.

Possible Funding Form:
•
Title I Federal Funding
Examples of Books and Blankets:
•
Books and Blankets information sheets (pp 184-186)
For More Information, See:
•
Judy Backlund
Mt. Stuart Elementary, .(Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 1 S St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
·
(509) 925-8400
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. BLANKtr5
~--, and
BOOk5
Mr. STUART'S FJ\._l\lIILY READ -AL9UD NIGHT
FSBRUA.iY 11, 6:30-7:30 PM

SOUTH POD
(Program is geared for K-3 parents and kids, however families with
kids through grade 5 will enjoy the evening.)

~

51'{[fatk P~tVIE.w Of rt-it ~IG+-+r/

~6:30 - 6:45
GRAZING....Tables will be set up displaying:
-Ideas for raising kids who love to read
-How to help your child be successful at reading
-Lists of great read-aloud books for all ages
-Information on what your child should know and
be able to do in the area of Read~g
:¥During this time your children can chat with some SPECIAL
CHARACTERS who have jumped out of books for the night!
:¥6:45 - 7:00
SPECIAL GUESTS, including School Board
Members, will read their favorite children's stories to us.
:¥7:00 - 7:30
CUDDLE UP AND READ-Basketg of books will be
on hand for you and your children. As a family, choose a couple of
books, find a spot to spread your blanket and read together.

*v\Thile you're readi~g, Book Characters will bring around
plates of warm cookies for your familg.
iwo v,ta! 1ngred1ents for creating great reader .s rov and rovr ctv1d_P..ead1ng rogether/
f

~

-~ --~,- I

4!

Parents: This is our jarent Group Meeting for February
See You Thete! Sara Wolfe, President

I

ib - •

ff/,

I
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'Dear Parent
One of the most i1nyortant sfi{{s your cfiiGi wi{{ ever have is
the ability to read. rffie stories we rea4" and hear wi({oyen doors
to areat ideas; unlimited information; and rich, fol{ lives.
Yes, readirtt] is tauafit in ;cfioo(, Gut studies show that
f a11iiUes are an essentiafyart of tfiis feafnine yrocess, too. 'ln
other words, readinB with your cfii(d at home, you can make a
trreat difference.
·

ry

'Tak-ft~J}'art in the 'Mt. Stuart '&.ad 'A{oudrJfiafit, and the

Library's 'R£ad-a-thon Pro3rani are just two ways tl1!lt you can
read to arul with your cfii(dren at home. just 15 1ninutes a day
of readint3 with a cfi-i(d can mean imyroved fearnir't] thro·uefiout
sclwo( ana a (ifetime of enjoyment and syecia( memories.
6 'M'ASO'NS 'TO 'M'A1J 'TO§!£rf']{!£'R.:

Reading together builds a lifelong bridge.
Reading with children sends _a positive message: I want
to spend time with you. A child will carry that
message forever.
Reading and storytelling build word power-the
power to comnunicate.
Reading with a child is fun. You can be silly or
sad or serious - together.
Reading aloud promotes good listening skills.
Good listeners are good learners.
Reading stretches imaginations, introduces new
ideas, and encourages independent thinking.
Reading at home gives your child an advantage in
school. Children become better readers by reading.
rffie 'Mt. Stuart Staff
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BLANK£i5 AND BOOk5
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Dear Parents and Teachers,

"O
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We have scheduled this years "Blankets and Books" night
for November 13th from 6:30-8:00.
On this night we invite you to bring your favorite blanket,
stuffed animal, and a favorite book or two.
Besides informally sharing some additional ways to help
you help your kids enjoy reading, the Book Doctor will be on
hand to write up book prescriptions, and you can even have a
poem written about you. WOW! Me?
We will also be treated to read-alouds by Gretta Merwin,
Superintendent of Schools, Anita Boyum. current School Board
President, Eileen Barker, former School Board Member, Gary
Ristine, Mt. Stuart Principal, and Matt Chase and Carla Ketchum,
two Mt. Stuart teachers.
Plus, appearing again this year will be storybook characters,
who have stepped right out of books to talk with the kids and sign
autographs.
Join in the fun and bring your family, blankets, teddy bears
and books. We will furnish you with a space to spread your blankets,
book related activities. an opportunity to read with your family and
warm cookies to make you smile.
This is a very special evening, and we look forward to seeing
you there.

«d

"Betcha Can't" Sciencing Night
Background:
"Betcha Can't" Sciencing Night was developed to provide a family
night activity that focused on promoting science in a fun way. The focus
is on providing parents and children with a variety of science-based
activities that are challenging to perform because of the principles of
science. It's the challenge, of course, that keeps them coming back for
more.
Program Activities/Components:
•
This family night is possible because of a partnership between Mt.
Stuart and Central Washington University. A number of education
students from CWU are trained in running one of the science
stations, relating to parents, and managing children.

•

A variety of science activities are chosen. An eye-catching flyer is
designed and sent home to the parents. Posters, promoting the event,
are placed in the halls. In the days preceding the event, the children
are given mini-presentations (less than 5 minutes) about the
"Betcha Can't" Night.

•

On "Betcha Can't" Night, there is a greeter who gives the
parents and kids a children of the stations and explains the
itinerary. They encourage families to sign up for a science-relate
door prize. Throughout the evening, parents and children move from
station to station. Every 1 5 minutes a prize is awarded. The event
runs from 6:45 until 8:00.

)

Possible Funding Form:
•
Title I Federal Funding
Examples of Betcha Can't Sciencing Night:
• No formal information is available at this time

For More Information, See:
•
Matt Chase
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926 (509) 925-8400
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Storytelling
Background:
T~e ability to re-tell stories is a much needed skill and is a
developmental stepping stone in both Reading and Oral Communication.
Storytelling is also a lost art. At Mt. Stuart, we wanted to support the art
of storytelling, from an academic as well as a cultural sense, by
reopening parents and student's eyes and ears to the joy of storytelling.
The name of the night was: "Tell Me A. Story .... "
Program Activities/Components:
•
Enlist those teachers and media persons in your school who enjoy
telling stories. Invite them to participate by telling their favorite
story. We had three teachers who told stories.

•

Contact local storytelling groups, inform them of your Storytelling
Night, and ask them if they have any members who would like to
participate. We had three community individuals share their stories.

•

As with our other family nights, we sent flyers home, hung posters
around school and briefly shared the exciting details of the night ·
with the kids.

•

The event lasted from 6:45 until 8:00 PM. When people arrived the
fights were dimmed and a candle burned against a fanciful backdrop.
Each storyteller was introduced and in partly dimmed lights told
their stories.

•

At the conclusion of the storytelling parents visited resource tables
which contained storytelling activities and starters that parents
could use at home to begin or enhance storytelling in their families.

•

Refreshments were also served.

Possible Funding Form:
•
No funding is no necessary
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Examples of Storytelling:
• "Tell Me A Story" notice (p 190)
For More Information, See:
•
Judy Backlund
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
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After the stories are told, please vi sit one or more of our six Storytelling
Stations. Through hands-on activi ties and directions you'll experience and
find out more about the power of storytelling and how it can enrich your
children's lives and help to guide them to become more capable and
successful participants in their world.

i
I,,

Museum in a Trunk Night
Background:
Because of Mt. Stuart's partnership with Central Washington
University, we will be given the opportunity to pilot the Museum in a
Trunk Program developed by Central's Anthropology Students. The CWU
students have designed a number of trunks complete with items and
activities that children would experience if they visited one of many
museums. During a family night the trunks would be available so that
parents and children would receive a hands-on learning experience.

Program Activities/Components:
•
While the trunks, their contents, and activities have been developed
by the students and professors at Central Washington University, it
is the collaboration efforts between CWU and Mt. Stuart that will
make this family night a success.

•
)

Mt. Stuart will be in charge of advertising the Museum in a Trunk
Program to our parents and kids

Possible Funding Form .
•
Funding needs and sources have not yet been determined
Examples of Museum In A Trunk:
•
There are no exampl'es at this time
For More Information, See:
•
Judy Backlund
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
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FORM 5
Decision Making
Mt. Stuart Site-Based Model (A Description of the Educational Planning Team)
Mt. Stuart Curriculum Based Development Model
Hiring Practices
District Levy Committee
School Community Surveys

'
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Mt, Stuart Site-Based Model;
A Description of the Educational Planning Team
Background:
The Mt. Stuart Educational Planning Team (E.P.T.) is a site-based
team. It was established to focus and make decisions on instructional and
family/community involvement opportunities. Ideas involving schoolwide instructional issues and requests go before the E.P.T. The E.P.T.
serves as source of feedback and input. All issues are discussed and
reflected upon. E.P .T. members then disseminate the information to the
rest of the staff.
Ultimately, the school as a whole, provides input into and helps
make decisions. The E.P.T. serves as an important means of ongoing
communication, a built-in monitor of how well the school is staying
focused on its established philosophy and goals. The team consists of
representatives from the entire school-community. The E.P. T. follows a
similar model as that of the Comer Model (included in this manual).
Program Activities/Components:
•
One meeting per month
•

The E.P.T. monitors, guides, and supports the School-Wide (Title I Model) program.

•

Promotes the school mission

•

Helps construct, assess, and adjust the school-wide goals.

•

Makes decisions regarding instruction and allocation of resources
for instructional purposes ( oversees funding requests and
implementation of programs such as the First Steps Resource
Material and Training Requests). Funding and instructional decisions
are made on Student Learning Improvement Grant (S.L.I.G.) money,
District Block Grant Moneys for new and innovative projects, and
Title I activities.

•

Prioritizes, communicates, and ensures quality programming.
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•

The Mt. Stuart E.P.T. consists of the building administrator, four
teachers from various grade levels, specialists ( one counselor, a
special education teacher, and a media specialist), an aid, four
parents, one community member, and one Central Washington
University representative.

•

As of yet, term limits for representatives have not been established.

Possible Funding Form:
•
Title I Federal Funding is used to provide snacks
For More Information, See:
•
Epstein, J. L. (1995, May). School/family/community partnerships:
caring for the children we share. Phi Delta Kappan, 76 (5), 701-712.

•

Epstein, J. L. ( 1997). School, family, and community partnerships:
Your handbook for action,(p. 100).Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press,
Inc.

•

Ramirez-Smith, C. ( 1996, January). Stopping the cycle of failure: The
comer school. Educational Leadership, 54 ( 1), 14-18.

Examples of Educational Planning Team (E.P .T .)
•
The Mt. Stuart Educational Planning Team Model - Flow Charts I and
ll(pp131-132)
•

Mt. Stuart Mission Statement (refer to p 133)

•

Mt. Stuart's School-Wide Title I Program (A Summary)
(refer top 134)

•

Mt. Stuart Yearly School-Wide Goals, Years I, II, and Ill
(refer to pp 135-138)

•

Educational Planning Team Agenda (refer to pp 144-146)

•

Block Grant Criteria and Application Process Form, Block Grant
Application, and Sample Proposals, (refer to pp 147-151 )
p·1,94.
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Mt. Stuart Curriculum Development Model
Background:
,
In response to Washington State HB 1209 and the State Essential
Learning Requirements, Mt. Stuart Elementary took a close look at it
curriculum and how it was developing to help children meet the new
requirements. As the staff progressed in curriculum development, a
pattern formed. Specific, sequential steps were taken in producing
successful staff training, curriculum resources, and assessment tools.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Mt. Stuart chose to use its Student Learning Improvement Grant
(S.L.I.G.) monies to focus on curriculum development.
•

The school-community developed a five year curriculum plan,
focusing on the areas which were being tested first by the State math, writing, and reading.

•

Each of the curriculum areas was broken down into one year
segments. During that year, staff members identified, resources,
and in-service training to improve teachers knowlege in that
particular content area.

•

Staff members were identified to reflect on resources, find or
develop assessment tools, report back to and/ or train staff
members, and monitor the development of the programs.

•

The ultimate goal was to produce ass~ssement tools and train
teachers to use them in order to help students succeed in meeting
the Benchmark Requirements on the State Ess,ential Learnings Test.

Possible Funding Form:
•
Student Learning Improvement Grant (S.L.I.G.s); provided by the
State of Washington
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Examples of Curriculum Development Model:
•
Mt. Stuart Curriculum Development Model - Flow Chart (p 154)
•

Mt. Stuart Five Year Essential Learning Curriculum Development Plan
(refer to p 139)

For More Information, See:
•
Gary Ristine, Principal
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 st., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
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Mt. Stuart Curriculum Development Model
Develop

*

*

Curriculum
Plan

Representation

*

Use a needs assessment
or test scores to
identify starting points.

Reflection
(Step 1)

Identify 2-3 staff
members who have
knowledge/training in
the area being
developed.

* GOAL: What do you
want kids to know/be
able to demonstrate as
a result of the
curriculum/staff
development?

Long term - 3-5 years
---1

*

Entire staff
participation is needed
in development and
follow through.

Flow Chart

*

What additional training
does the
representatives need?

* Do reps. need to contact
a consultant?

Reflection
·cstep 2)

*
*

*

*

)

Develop a timeline and
budget funds for
rep. training,
identification and/or
development of
resources and staff
training.
What is the staff's
knowledge level of
specific curriculum
area?
What resources are
available?

*

What assessment
techniques are
available? Identify
resources and ask staff
to help you.

*

Develop a scope and
sequence.

Follow-Up

Reporting
Keep staff informed and
ask for assistance
during Reflection Steps
1 and 2.

*

Provide
inservice/training in
curriculum and
assessment
materials/techniques
during staff meetings
and.1 /2 sessions if
funding allows.

*

Bring in a consultant if
needed.

*

Work with staff to
identify and develop
assessment tools.

--
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*

Keep encouraging staff
and providing support.

*

Provide funding and
time for reps. to meet
w/teachers individually
or by grade level to
continue working with
staff to develop and
update curriculum
resources and
assessment materials.

*

Monitor and revise
assessment techniques.

*

Be will to continue
allocate funding and
representatives to
update and revise
2-3 years after
beginning.

Hiring Practices
Background:
Most people will agree that teachers are the most critical
component of the school. Their efforts, interactions with students, and
teaching practices have the capability of leaving a lasting impression on
children. When teachers are hired into a school, a great deal is at stake.
Thus, if there is true belief in the school-community, parents should be
involved in the interview process. Parents may have background
knowledge and insights which can be helpful in considering a candidate
meets the needs of the school-community. However, the ultimate
decisions must be made by the staff and the principal, together, on issues
such as criteria, screening and the final decision.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Identify a parent/parents who can help with the interview process.
Make them aware that all final decisions will be made by the staff
and the principal
•

Parents can make suggestions for criteria as well as help with the
screening process

•

Parents can make suggestions for interview questions

•

Ask a parent/parents to sit in on the interview and ask questions
(scripted or follow-ups). It might be best to have a parent whose
child/ children has been or will be in the grade for which the teacher
is interviewing

Possible Funding Form:
•
No funding is no necessary
Examples of Hiring Prac·t ices:
•
There are no examples available at this time
For More Information, See:
•
No formal information is available at this time
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District Levy Committee
Background:
Tax dollars are crucial to district operations and programs. It is
necessary to rally community support for levies and bonds. Having the
community involved from the first stages of the levy planning is a must.
The district should advertise the meetings, several weeks in advance, and
encourage the participation of all school and community members.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Invite school and community members to begin meeting several
months before the levy/bond goes up for vote.
•

Have a community member(s) serve as the facilitator.

•

The first 2-3. sessions are used for discussion and to make
suggestions/adjustments on the funding categories. The budget
director begins by going through each category and answers
questions/makes clarifications. The committee then walks through
each category, step by step - asking questions, making suggestions,
and adjusting funding categories.

•

The bond/levy proposal should be firmed up by the third or fourth
meeting.

•

The bond/levy proposal is then published. The Ellensburg School
District lists specific categories, the items/labor which will be
purchased, and the requested dollar amount. District and community
representatives are then mobilized to spread the word throughout
the community.

•

The ensuing meetings are used to discuss logistics such as
distributing proposal fliers, distributing signs, and contacting
media.
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Possible Funding Form:
•
District Levy Campaign Contributions are used for publicity

\

Examples of District Levy Committee:
•
There are no examples available at this time
For More Information, See:
•
No formal information is available at this time

)
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School Community Surveys
Background:
It is important to create a school-community environment in which
parents and community members feel welcome immediately upon entering
the school. Issues such as knowledge of programs, involvement
opportunities, directions, and distribution of correct information are
critical. Friendliness and attentiveness are also important as first and
lasting impressions.
Schools must constantly monitor their climate. Questions should
include: Do we cater to and provide for the needs of all clientele that walk
through the front door? How do people that work outside the school
perceive the school:..community that they walk into?
,
Another issue is how parents and community members feel about a
specific program or event that they have attended. Did they feel
welcome? How useful was the knowledge that they gained? These
questions are important for reflection and development of schoolcommunity programs.
Sometimes staff are desensitized to these issues simply because
they are at the site every day. Parent and community surveys are an
important source of information. They provide critical feedback about the
various facets of the school-community. The information can serve to
provide a different perspective and thus help schools to better service the
needs of all members of the school-community.

Program Activities/Components:
•
Send surveys out to parents three times per year - once at the
beginning, one time at the mid-way point, and again at the end of the
year

)

•

Distribute surveys to businesses and community support groups.
This can be prefaced and followed up with discussion involving
school representatives and various community groups

•

Review the surveys with the action team or cite-base team

•

Utilize the surveys to adjust current goals and plan future ones
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•

Keep an open mind and remember - it's ultimately for the children!

Possible Funding Form:
General School Fund

•

Student Learning Improvement Grant (S.L.I.G.s); provided by the
State of Washington

•

School District Block Grant Funding, provided by
the State of Washington

Examples of Parent Surveys:
•
Schools That Say Welcome Survey (refer top 77)
•

An Inventory of Present {Practices of School-Family-Community
Partnerships (refer to pp 78-81)

•

Survey to Assess the School's Climate (refer to pp 82-83)

•

Mt. Stuart Parent University Survey (refer to p 84)

•

Now See This - A Survey for staff members (refer top 85)

For More Information, See:
•
Batey,
(1996). Parents Are Lifesavers: A Handbook for Parent
fnvofyement io Schools, Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, Inc. p. 12,

c. s.

p.81

•

Epstein, J. L (1997). Schoof. family, and community partnerships:
Your handbook for actjon.(p, J00).Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press,
Inc. p. 36, p. 123

•

NEA Teacher-to Teacher Books, ( 1996),. Building Parent
Partnerships. (p. 92), NEA Professional Library, P.O. Box 509
West Haven, CT 065169904, 1-800-229-4'200
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FORM 6
Volunteering/Parent
Representation
Parent Liaison Coordinator
Leadership Mt. Stuart - Public Relations Program
Lunch Buddies
Books and Blankets
Radical Readers
Bulletin Board Club
America Reads Program
Service Learning Programs
Educational Planning Team
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Parent Liaison Coordinator
Background:
The role of the Parent Volunteer Coordinator is to bridge the gap
between the school and the community. A coordinator designs, develops,
and oversees school-community programs and activities. The job also
entails contacting volunteers to help with school and classroom needs.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Coordinate with teachers to seek out areas where volunteers can
help out in the classroom

•

Keep staff aware of ways in which people are willing to help out at
the school

•

Develop and oversee school-community programs

•

Facilitate centers, programs, and learning opportunities, at the
school, (i.e. Mt. Stuart Learning Center and Second Step for Parents Violence Prevention) for families.

•

Make personal contacts with parents and community members making them aware of the various programs and opportunities to be
involved in the school community.

•

Coordinate ·the public relations effort for the school.

•

Note: Mt. Stuart Elementary pays its Parent Liaison Coordinator out
of Title I Funds. Other schools have a coordinator who is strictly a
volunteer.

Possible Funding Form:
•
Title I Federal Funding
•

Student Learning Improvement Grant (S.L.I.G.s); provided by the
State of Washington

p-204-
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•

School District Block Grant Funding, provided by
the State of Washington

•

Volunteer Basis

Examples of Parent Liaison Coordinator:
•
School Year Programming and Planning Time Line
(refer to pp 92-95)
•

Introductory to Teachers (refer to pp 96-97)

•

Reminder Letters Informing Teachers About Parent Volunteers
(refer top 98)

•

Volunteer Letter. and Packet (refer to pp 99-101)

•

Notice to Previous Year's Volunteers (refer to p 102)

•

Request for Volunteer Help (refer to p 103)

For More Information, See:
Batey, c. s. (1996). Parents Are Lifesavers: A Handbook for Parent
Involvement io Schools, Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, Inc.
•

Ramirez-Smith, C. (1996, January). Stopping the cycle of failure: The
comer school. Educational Leadership, 54 (1 ), 15.

•

Judy Backlund
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 1 5 st., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
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Leadership Mt, Stuart:
Public Relations Programs
Background:
Keeping the community aware of programs and activities on a
consistent basis is a key component in gaining support and involvement.
Typically, the community hears about a school through a newspaper
clipping on a special activity night or during levy time. When people are
not made aware or do not understand what is taking place at a school, it is
sometimes difficult to rally support and community involvement. As hard
as they try, the Parent Liaison Coordinator and community representatives
from the community cannot disseminate information on all of the great
activities taking place at a school.
The Public Relations Program is designed to solicit support and keep
the community informed on a consistent basis. Knowledge is power, and
the more the community knows about the school the more they will be
willing to offer support.
Program Activities/Components:

•

What's Happening at Your School - ad io the newspapers - Monthly,
the school takes out an ad in the local newspaper. The ad lists
current projects and activities taking place school-wide. Mention
upcoming events and involvement opportunities are provided along
with a brief message welcoming the support of the community
through volunteering, committee participation, and business
sponsorship. Contact numbers are provided. Thank you notes to
volunteers/sponsors can also be placed in the ad. All or some of
these components can be placed into a small advertisement.

Speaking Out - Establish small groups of staff members, students,
and parents/volunteers to go out to businesses, community clubs
etc. and speak about ( current) "Hot Programs" taking place at the
school. Small groups will contact and make brief presentations to
community members. Through this program, the school. actually
takes on a face.
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Community members have the opportunity to ask questions, gain
valuable information about the school, and receive a personal
invitation to participate i~ their school-community. Each business
or community club should be visited at least two times per year.

,, )

•

Welcome to Your School - A School Tour - At selected times
throughout the school year, invite community and business groups to
tour the school. Begin the day with a presentation of current
programs that are taking place in the school (i.e. focus on the State
Essential Learnings, give them a sample Benchmark Test, etc.). Give
the guests a briefing on what they can expect with regard to
classroom activities and instruction ( a classroom does not look the
way it did when they were students).

•

Send the guests into several classrooms for brief ( 10-1 5 minute)
visits. A parent volunteer or school representative (host) can
escort small groups of visitors. The host should have in-depth
knowledge of the classrooms and teachers being visited. The hosts
can then answer any questions, speak to various perceptions of the
guests, and encourage them to participate. If possible, time should
be arranged for the guests to meet with the staff members at a
reception or debriefing.

•

Just Ask - Business/Corporate Sponsorship of Learning Activities The Just Ask Program was a suggestion by the community
representative on Mt. Stuart's Educational Planning Team (E.P.T.).
The community representative has taken the lead in contacting
businesses to formally "sponsor" Mt. Stuart students. Businesses
agree to financially sponsor activities such as field trips and extra
supplies for school-wide and classroom programs. Through building
up a "sponsorship", within the school-community, several additional
learning experiences can be offered to children. Members of the
E.P.T (by taking suggestions from the school-community) have
developed a list of extra learning opportunities for students. This
"Just Ask" list is submitted to the community representative.
Connections are then made to campaign for sponsorship.
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Possible Funding Form:
Newspaper Adds and materials for the School Tour can be funded by:
•

General Fund

•

Title I Federal Funding

Examples of Leadership Mt. Stuart Public Relations Programs
•
There are no examples available at this time
For More Information, See:
•
Judy Backlund
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
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Lunch Buddies
Background: .
At Mt. Stuart, the importance of creating partnerships between the
school and community is understood and valued. It is known that
surrounding children with a community made up of adults who care about
them goes a lone way toward helping them be more successful in school.
Recognizing the valuable resources we have in our community's adults, Mt.
Stuart has sought assistance in supporting kids through the lunch Buddy
Program. The Program provides positive adult attention over a lunch hour.
It is a great time for a youngster to be provided with caring and undivided
attention.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Any student may sign up or be signed up for the Lunch Buddy
Program.
•

Adult volunteers from a community business or businesses are
individually paired with a selected student from Mt. Stuart. During
the 1997/98 school year, Super 1 Foods was the sponsor at Mt.
Stuart. Employees and management from Super 1 were Lunch
Buddies throughout the school year. The Parent Liaison Coordinator
continues to contact businesses and community members in an
effort to gain new sponsorships.

•

Parents are also encouraged to be a Lunch Buddy to their child.

•

One or two Fridays per month, during the lunch hour, volunteers and
parents come to Mt. Stuart to have lunch with their buddy/child in
the Learning Center. The volunteers/parents may bring a sack lunch
or may purchase lunch. Some even bring in burgers, pizza, or other
food as a special treat.

•

After lunch, the Lunch Buddies read, play computer games, or engage
in many of the other activities provided by the Learning Center.

Possible Funding Form:
•
No funding is necessary
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Examples of Lunch Buddies:
•
Community Introduction Letter (p 211)
•

Letter to a Corporate Sponsor (p 212)

•

Parent Notice (p 21 3)

For More Information, See:
•
Judy Backlund
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
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Dear Community Friends,
We at Mt. Stuart know the importance of creating partnerships between
school and community. We also know that surrounding kids with a
community made up of adults who care about them goes a long way
towards helping them be more successful in school. Recognizing the
valuable resource we have in you as caring adults, we are seeking your
assistance in supporting kids. We invite you to take part in our Lunch
Buddy Program once or twice a month on Fridays.
MT. STUART LUNCH BUDDY PROGRAM
WHAT:

Community Lunch Buddies are volunteers who spend one to
two Friday lunch hours a month with a student.

WHO:

Adult volunteers from a community business who will
individually be paired with a selected student from
Mt. Stuart.

WHY:

'vve

HOW:

One or two Fridays a month, during the lunch hour, you will
cqme to Mt. Stuart to have lunch with your buddy in the
Learning Center. After lunch you may read with your
student, play computer games or any of the other activities
we have out. It is a time for a youngster to be provided with
caring and undivided attention.

have students at Mt. Stuart who need positive adult
attention over a lunch hour. In other schools where similar
programs are in place noticeable changes have been seen in
students' behavior and their desire for academic learning.

For two Fridays a month last year Mt. Stuart operated the Lunch Buddy
Program for kids and parents. Unfortunately there were so many kids
who needed that special one-on-one attention, but had no one to join
them for lunch. The Community Lunch Buddy Program is a much needed
extension of this successful program. It only requires people like you
who are willing to give some time and attention to a youngster who
wishes to succeed.
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WELCOME SUPER 1
YOU ARE A VERY IMPORTANT ADDITION TO THE MT. STUART
LEARNING COMMUNITY

THINGS TO REMEMBER:
1. PLEASE SIGN-IN ON OUR BUDDY SIGN-IN SHEET IN.THE LEARNING
CENTER. WE NEED TO KEEP TRACK OF YOUR VOLUNTEER HOURS WITH KIDS.
2. WHEN YOU ARRIVE PLEASE PUT ON YOUR PERSONALIZED BUDDY
BADGE. THIS HELPS EVERYONE KNOW WHO YOU ARE AND WHY YOU ARE
HERE. THIS ASSISTS US WITH BUILDING SECURITY AS WELL.
3. YOUR BUDDY HAS A SPECIFIC LUNCH HOUR. THE STUDENTS WILL
LOVE THIS TIME AND TRY TO EXTEND THEIR TIME WITH YOU. WE WILL BE
THERE TO HELP REMIND THEM WHEN IT IS TIME TO RETURN TO THEIR CLASS.
4. WE WILL HAVE THE LEARNING CENTER SET UP LIKE A MINI DINING
ROOM. ALL THAT IS NEEDED IS YOU AND YOUR BUDDY AND OF COURSE
LUNCH.
5. YOUR STUDENT WILL EITHER HAVE A SACK LUNCH FROM HOME OR
THEY WILL BRING IN A CAFETERIA LUNCH. YOU MAY BRING YOUR OWN SACK
LUNCH OR PURCHASE A CAFETERIA LUNCH FOR $2.50"' IF YOU CHOOSE TO
BUY A CAFETERIA LUNCH LET US KNOW BEFORE 9AM THAT MORNING SO
THAT WE MAY ORDER ONE FOR YOU.
6. YOU CANNOT TAKE YOUR STUDENT OUT TO LUNCH DUE TO LIABILITY
REASONS, BUT, IF YOU ARE EVER SO INCLINED, BRINGING A BURGER OR
PIZZA IN FOR THE BOTH OF YOU IS A THRILL FOR YOUR STUDENT.
7. THE STUDENTS KNOW THE SCHOOL RULES. SOMETIMES IT MIGHT BE
NECESSARY TO REMIND THEM THAT THEY CAN HELP YOU KNOW THE RULES
BY OBEYING THE RULES. IT IS A PRIVILEGE TO HAVE A BUDDY AND THEY
DON'T WANT TO RISK LOSING YOU.
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Books and Blankets Night
Background:
Books and Blankets is a program for Mt. Stuart families. It was
developed to: 1. encourage parents and kids reading together, 2. foster
the love of books, 3. give parents suggestions for reading with and to their
children, 4. provide activities for parents and kids to do before, during and
after reading with their children, 5. connect the community with Mt.
Stuart, and 6. foster the relationship between Mt. Stuart and the parents.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Decide on a night for the event, preferably in the fall or winter.
•

Invite teachers and community members to participate. Teachers
may run mini-workshops or information booths on various activities,
etc. related to books and or reading. Community members are invited
to read their favorite kid's book to groups of parents and kids.
Individuals such as the Superintendent, School Board President, the
Mayor, a Policeman, etc. are just some of the individuals that could
be readers. Also, invite the local public library to sign up people for
library cards.

•

Design and send a flyer home inviting the families. Start early
(6:45) and end by 8:00 so that parents feel that their children will
not be up too late. Be specific about time, place, etc. on the flyer
and also include that there will be snacks.

•

A key component for any event is to excite the kids about it. Plan to
visit classrooms, talk at an assembly or during lunch to tell the kids
about what the event will entail and to encourage them to attend.
At the same time place a variety of enticing flyers around the
school. For Books and Blankets, we tell the kids to bring their
favorite blanket and stuffed animal.

•

For Books and Blankets, we also invite local high school students,
from a drama class, to dress up as story book characters, (ie.
Cinderella) and to walk around during the first half of the program
just talking with kids, signing autographs etc.
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•

The night of Books and Blankets, we have a welcoming person to give
directions, we have posters and signs up informing them as to what
is happening, and we start on time.

•

From 6:45 until 7:15 parents visit the reading/books information
booths and/or mini workshops run by teachers and/or volunteers. At
this time the high school student book characters are milling around.
From 7: 15 to 7:30 the large group goes to different areas to hear the
stories read by community members. As these get done families
group on their blankets to read stories together until 8:00. We have
large baskets of books scattered throughout. About 7:50 the high
school students, still rn costume bring around warm chocolate chip
cookies to each family.

Possible Funding Form:
•
Title I Federal Funding
Example of Books and Blankets:
• Information Sheets (pp 184-186)
For More Information, See:
•
Judy Backlund
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
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Radical Readers
Background:
Reading is an essential skill for any person. It is important for the
school-community to foster reading as a fun, informative, and essential
part of life. One way to get the point across to children is through
modeling. Most children love to be read to by adults. Adult role models
have the opportunity to make reading fun and interesting. Radical Readers
is an idea to involve community members as role models. The Radical
Readers share their favorite children's stories as well as information
about themselves.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Identify interesting leaders and role models within the community.
Try to select people with a variety of experiences and areas of
interest (i.e. the principal, a grandparent, an explorer, an inventor,
an athlete, a local business person, etc.).
•

Every two weeks, a Radical Reader is asked to come in, one day
a week before school or during the lunch hour. The Reader brings
their favorite children's story. S/he describes why the story is
important to him/her and then reads it. Afterward, the Reader
shares a bit about themselves, answers questions, and may
even
engage the children in a short activity or lesson (i.e. when a U.S.
Congressman visited one school, he read a story about the
importance of community, and then engaged the children in an
activity making a bill become a law).

•

A large, comfortable area such as the library or a Learning Center
should be used for the reading.

•

Any child, who desires, should be allowed to attend. They will sign
up, in advance, and be given a pass to enter the school before classes
or during the lunch hour.

•

Potential Radical Readers should be contacted several weeks in
advance, by the Parent Liaison Coordinator. A reminder notice can
then be sent one week before the date on which they read.
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•

Advertise the program by soliciting newspaper coverage and
contacting local community groups.

Possible Funding Form:
•
No funding is no necessary

Examples of Radical Readers:
•
There are no examples available at this time
For More Information, See:
•
Matt Chase
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
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Bulletin Board Club
Background:
For the folJowing reasons, the Mt. Stuart Bulletin Board Club was
established:
1.
Mt. Stuart is full of bulletin boards
2.

Teachers often do not have the time to create their
bulletin boards or organize their students to do so

3.

Bulletin boards are often the voice of the school

4.

Fifth grade students enjoy extra school related responsibilities

Program Activities/Components:
•
Mt. Stuart teachers were polled as to their interest in having a
Bulletin Board Club. The response was positive.
•

The program was supervised by an adult volunteer.

•

Fifth grade students were informed of the Club which takes on and
or changes members quarterly. Those who were interes_
t ed filled out
applications and interviewed for a position in the Club. Five
students were chosen.

•

The Club members met twice a month on Monday afternoons. For
the first month, the students were taught bulletin board techniques.

• A call was put out to classroom teachers, specialists, and the front
office staff as to their need for bulletin boards. Topics, ideas, and
dates of completion were discussed.
•

A schedule was developed and the Bulletin Board Club members went
to work.

•

Throughout the year, the members also created posters etc. for
special event nights.
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Possible Funding Form
•
Funding needs and sources have not yet been determined
Examples of Bulletin Board Club:
•
Art Alive Club (p 220)
For More Information, See:
•
Judy Backlund
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 15 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400

\
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Mt. Stv1art avid tfu Art ·oepartmevit at Cev,tral Wasviviatrm lAVJiversit~
are startiviq a ,cl!Ab called ART ALIV~
,·
J

P1.1irr.mse Trt2 ov1roose of trie cltAb is to:
· *Teac~ Mt, St1,,1art ~ids more aboliit desiqvi, color avid tv.e how-tos
of creativiq art pieces for tm Mt. Stv1art comm1t1viit~. W<2 wiil beqivi b~
cre?ativiq bv1lletivi boards avid wall art for tfu sc0oo[
*Clve Art Edv1catiovi stv1devits from Cevitral tfu opportv1viit~
to wortf<_ ivi a sc~ool settiviq wit~ elemeY1tar~ stv1devit.~ ., , ..
*Ma1<-e 01;1r waifs avid falls 01eY1 more an1sr1ca1lv1 ai1ve.
.

J

1Nf:o is t0.e Cl!Ab. Forr.
IViitiall~ Art Alive is for iviterested Fift~ Grade stv1devits.
W0ieYJ will t0.e C!vtb meetr.
T0ie clv1b will meet ever~ Wedviesd01 from 3:qo-4DO i:,i tr.e LearYJiviq
CEYJtEr avid West WiYlq area. T~re is vio travisportatiovi provided so
~0111 will 0.ave to_wal~ or be pic~ed v1p b~ pareYJts.

W0.at will c!v1b members dor:
Eac~ Wedviesda~ ~o!A will meet wit~ KeY1dra, Cvris avid Erivi, tvt2
CeYJtral Art Stv1devits. avid will create bv1!letivi boards for teacrers, t0.e
viails, walls, etc.
IF '/()!;1 ARE INTERESTED IN APPLYING TO BE A MEMBER OF THIS CLLt1B
RETIJRN TH!S FORM BY T!AES. OCT. 13. FlRST MEETING 15 OCTOGER 2 1,
Name

-------------------------------------- -

Pnovie Nv1r11b<2r:_______________ Address:
Par12vit' s Siqviatv1n2 ____________________________ _
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America Reads Program
Background:
America Reads is part of a national program designed to support all
children in learning to read. In our community, Central Washington
University received a Federal Grant to pay Work Study Students to tutor
children in reading. These Work Study students needed to be Education
Majors, and were required to take core classes, one of which was a
reading foundations class. Retired Senior Volunteers (RSVP), who were
interested in helping young children tearn to read, were independently
recruited. Students were selected at the University. Students and RSVP
volunteers were trained in tutoring techniques by a CWU Education
Department faculty member and a Mt. Stuart teacher. From that point on,
Education students and RSVP volunteers were assigned to work with
children in small groups or one on one specifically in the area of reading.
This is just one more example of the school-community working together
for children.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Each quarter CWU Education students, qualified to work in the
program, are assigned an elementary school. They, along with RSVP,
work through the Parent Volunteer Coordinator to schedule and
service children .. show up at each elementary school with their
schedules. The Coordinator takes each of their schedules and talks
with interested Mt. Stuart teachers to make a match that works for
the children, the Education students/RSVP volunteers, and the
teacher.
•

The Parent Liaison Coordinator maintains a file for each of the
students, and works to support the America Reads Students and
Volunteers in their tutoring duties. The Coordinator also fields any
questions or concerns by either the teachers or the
Students/Volunteers.

Possible Funding Form:
•
The Federal America Reads Grant and the School each provide funding
support for the Education Students. The local RSVP Program
supports the RSVP volunteers in the form of mileage or meals if
appropriate.
p 221
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Examples of America Reads Program:
•
There are no examples available at this time
For More Information, See:
•
There is no formal information available at this time

I

,_}
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Service Learning Program
Background:
Mt. Stuart Elementary understands the importance of forming a
partnership with the community. One partnership which has been founded
is that with Central Washington University (CWU). One of the programs
that Mt. Stuart has joined CWU in is "Service Learning". Service Learning
is a way for university and elementary students to learn and develop
through active participation in their area of interest and/or study. It is
an excellent opportunity for students to apply the knowledge they gain in
the classroom to help meet community needs (CWU Service Learning and
Volunteer Center)".
Program Activities/Components:
•
Mt. Stuart uses Service Learning to introduce its students to
applied academic skill which benefit the community. This program
not only provides real-world experiences, but promotes a
sense of citizenship and community identity. The learning experience
involving the Ellensburg Community, CWU, and Mt. Stuart Elementary
is symbiotic.
•

Using the Curriculum/Essential Learnings, Mt. Stuart teachers and
CWU professors identify learning experiences (projects and/or
activities) in which they want their students to engage.

•

The Service Learning Coordinator at CWU is then contacted. The
coordinator finds the appropriate resources, from CWU, the
community, and the local schools, and pairs them up. Mt. Stuart
teachers have had CWU Mechanical Engineering students teach a
"Simple Machines" science unit to its third graders. CWU
Education students have also helped third graders design a
butterfly garden at a local park. Other projects include a
partnership between elementary students and CWU Biology
students to study and clean up the Yakima River.
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Possible Funding Form:
•
Funding Source Is. not known.
Examples of Service Learning:
•
There are no examples available at this time
For More Information, See:
•
Lorinda Anderson-Ramsdell
Campus Life Division
Central Washington University
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7448
.
Samuelson Union Building, Room 1 16
Phone: (509) 963-1643
Fax: (509) 963-3561
e-mail: amderams@cluster.cwu.edu website: www.cwu.edu/ -cares
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Educational Planning Team (E,P,I,)
Background:
The Mt. Stuart Educational Planning Team is a site-based team. It
was established to focus and make decisions on instructional and
family/community involvement opportunities. Ideas involving schoolwide instructional issues and requests goes to the E.P.T. The E.P.T. serves
as source of feedback and input. All issues are discussed and reflected
upon. E.P.T. members then disseminate the information to the rest of the
staff.
Ultimately, the school, as a whole provides input into and helps
make decisions. The E.P.T. serves as an important means of ongoing
communication, a built-in monitor of how well the school staying focused
on its established philosophy and goals. The team consists of
representation from the entire school-community. The E.P.T. follows a
similar model as that of the Comer Model (included in this manual).
Program Activities/Components:
•
One meeting per month
•

The E.P.T. monitors, guides, and supports the School-Wide (Title I Model) program.

•

Promotes the school mission

•

Helps construct, assess, and adjust the school-wide goals.

•

Makes decisions regarding instruction and allocation of resources
for instructional purposes ( oversees funding requests and
implementation of programs such as the First Steps Resource
Material and Training Requests). Funding and instructional decisions
are made on Student Learning Improvement Grant (S.L.I.G.) money,
District Block Grant Moneys for new and innovative projects, and
Title I activities.

•

Prioritizes, communicates, and ensures quality programming.
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•

The Mt. Stuart E.P.T. consists of the building administrator, four
teachers from various grade levels, specialists ( one counselor, a
special education teacher, and a media specialist), an aid, four
parents, one community member, and one Central Washington
University representative.

•

As of yet, term limits for representatives have not been established.

Possible Funding Form:
•
Title I Federal Funding is used to provide snacks
Examples of Educational Planning Team (E.P.T.):
•
Educational Planning Team Information (pp 130-138)
For More Information, See:
•
Epstein, J. L. (1995J May). School/family/community partnerships:
caring for the children we share. Phi Delta Kappan, 76 (5), 701-712.
•

School, family, and community partnerships:
Your handbook for action,{p. 100),Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press,
Epstein, J. L. (1997),

Inc.
•

Ramirez-Smith, C. ( 1996, January). Stopping the cycle of failure: The
comer schooL Educational Leadership, 54 (1 ), 14-18.

•

Gary Ristine, Principal
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 1 5 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926

(509) 925-8400
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Our Community Cares
Background:
In an effort to involve the entire school-community, Mt. Stuart
Elementary has worked with public safety and social services to offer fun,
instructional programs to families. Classes from the Fire and Police
departments allow children and parents to receive safety tips and get to
know important members of their community in a non-threatening way.
The Red Cross has provided babysitting classes to fourth and fifth grade
students. These courses are often sponsored by the Learning Center.
Program Activities/Components:
•
Ideas for involving safety and social service organizations are
identified by the staff, community members, and the E.P.T. Contacts
are then made by the Parent Liaison Coordinator.
•

Evening classes are offered to parents and children. The babysitting
course is a series of after-school classes for children.

•

Specific topics and safety issues are discussed during the class(es).
Children and parents may also engage in activities.

•

Classes from the various service agencies are offered 2-3 times per
year. ·

Possible Funding Form:
•
No funding is no necessary
Examples of Our Community Cares:
•
Babysitting Class Notice (p 228)
For More Information, See:
•
Matt Chase
Mt. Stuart Elementary, (Ellensburg School District, Ellensburg, WA),
705 W. 1 5 St., Ellensburg, WA. 98926
(509) 925-8400
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He.)' fourth and fifth G:raders We are schedu[ing a Red Cross Bab.)'sitting C[ass in the Learning
Center- starting Monda.y October ~ 7th from 3:00 to 4::50 and for
the next five Mondajs.
We are offering it to 10 .)'ear o{ds and o[der, because-the Red Cross
has an age limit for the Bab.)'sitting Certification.
'

We w·ou[d [ove to see ::;ou there. Please fifr out the bottotn portion of
this f ortn with ::;our name, address, phone number, and ::;oui' parents
si9hature, and we wiff sigh .)'OU up.
1

Ret-nember - this is sponsored b.)' the Red Cross, so you wi!f be gettin,g
.)'OUT' cert if icatlon for bab.)'sitting. This wifl not onf::; open up pa,yin,g
bab::;s;i:ting jobs, but wi[[ provide ;;ou with knowledge and ideas that
.)'OU can use within ;;our own fatnil::;. This is a great opportunit.)' ! !
NA~y.=::
.~---------------------

ADDRE-S~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

nwo~~
t'l L

•• ..-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I ,give permission for tn;; chif d to attend and and participate in the
Red Cross f)ab.)'sitting crass
·

PARENT OR 6:UARDIAN

Pf ease return this fortn no rater than October 1'Z-th, 1357
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Parent/Community/School

Involvement

Resources

AARP Grandparent Information Center
601 E. Street, NW
Washington, DC 20049
(202) 434-2288
Alliance of Involved Parents
P.O. Box 59
East Chatman, Ny 12060-005
Center for Intergenerational Learning
Temple University, 1601 N. Broad St.
Room 206, Philadelphia, PA 19122
(http://www.temple.edu/departments/CIL).
America Goes Back To School; Activity Kit and Resource
U.S. Department of Education
Partnership for Family Involvement in Education
600 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20202-8173
1-800-USA-LEARN
agbts@ed.gov
Center for the Study of Parent Involvement
370 Camino Pablo
Orinda, CA 94563
Family, School, and Community Partnerships Project Office
3 2 00 Coldspring
Indianapolis, IN 46222
(317) 929-0626
Home and School Institute
Mega Skills Education Center
1500 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036-5649
j
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League of Schools Reaching Out
605 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, MA 02251
(617) 353-3309
National Association of Partners in Eductation
209 Madison Street, Suite 401
Alexandrea, VA 22314
(703) 684-4000
National Coalition for Parent Involvement in Education
P.0.Box 39
1201 16th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
National Coalition of Title I/Chapter I Parents
9th and D Streets, NE, 2nd Floor
Washington, DC 2 0002
(202) 547-9266
National Education Association
1201 16th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 822-7015
National Education Association Professional Library
P.O. Box 509
West Haven, CT 065169904
1-800-229-4200
National Parent Information Network
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
805 W. Pennsylvania Ave.
Urban, IB 61801-4987
1-800-583-41 53
National School Volunteer Program
300 N. Washington Street
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Alexandria, VA 22314
Parents Are Teachers
9374 Olive Blvd.
St Louis, MO 631 32
(314) 432-4330
The Center on Families, Communities, Schools, and Children's Learning
Johns Hopkins University
3505 N. Charles St.,
Baltimore, MD 2121 8
( 4 10) 51 6-03 70
* They will send a listing of available resources
* Research literature and practical guides on parent involvement for under $1 0.
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Suggested

Readings

Barth, R. S. (1990). Improving Schools from Within, SanFrancisco, CA:
Jossey, Bass Inc. ISBN

1-55543-368-x

Batey, C. S. (1996). Parents Are Lifesavers: A Handbook for Parent
Involvement in Schools, Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, Inc.
ISBN

0-803 9-6241-X

Bloom, J. (1992). Parenting Our Schools. Boston: Little, Brown.
Burns, R. C. 1993. Parents and Schools: From visitors to partners.
Washington, D.C.: National Education Association.
Covey, S.R. (1989). The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People.
New York: Simon and Schuster.
Dryfoos, J. (1994). Full-Service Schools: A Revolution in Health and
Social Services for Children. Youth, and Families, San Francisco: JosseyBass.
Epstein, J. L. (1997). School, family. and community partnerships:
Your handbook for action.(p. 100).Thousand Oaks, C.~: Corwin Press, Inc.
ISBN

0-8039-6571-0

Epstein, J. L. (1994). School and Family Partnerships: Preparing
Educators and Improving Schools. Boulder, Co: Westview Press.
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NEA Teacher-to Teacher Books, (1996), Building Parent
Partnerships.

(pp. 20-21 ). National Education Association

1201 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036, (202) 822-7015
ISBN

0-8106-0-2911-9
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Articles
Angelis, J. and Wathen, L. (1994, November 9). Involving older adults
in schools. Education Week, 14 (10): 32, 36.
Brandt, R. 1989, October). On parents and schools: A conversation
with Joyce Epstein. Educational Leadership, 24-27.
Dryfoos, J. G. (1996, April). Full-service schools.

Educational

Leadership. 54 ( 4 ), 18-23.
Epstein, J. L. (1993, April). Making parents your partners.
Instructor.

52 (4), 52-53.

Epstein, J. L. (1995, May). School/family/community partnerships:
caring for the children we share. Phi Delta Kappan. 76 (5), 701-712.
Epstein, J. L. (1987, January). What principals should know about
parent involvement. Principal.
Finders, M., Lewis, C. (1994, May). Why some parents don't come to
school. Educational Leadership, 52 (5), 50-54.
Hatch, T. (1998, May). How community contributes to achievement.
Educational Leadership, 55 (8), 14-18.
Keller, B.

(1995, February). Accelerated Schools: Hands-on learning

in a unified community. Educational Leadership. 53, (2), 10-13.
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McAllister, S.

(1990).

Models of home-school relationships.

Principal. 54 (2), 38-43.
Keller, B. M. (1995, February). Accelerated Schools: Hands-nn
learning in a unified community. Educational Leadership, 53 (2), 10-13.
Ramirez-Smith, C. (1996, January). Stopping the cycle of failure: The
Squires, D. A., Kranyik, R. D. (1996, January). The comer program:
Changing school culture. Educational Leadership, 54 (1 ), 29-32.
Swap, Susan. (1992). Developing home-school partnerships.
Journal of Educational Research. 2 (1 ), 13-26.
Tucker, Carolyn M. (1995). A parent, community, and public schools
'

partnership education program to examine and boost academic
achievement. Journal of Research and Development in Education.
28 (3), 174-185.
Whiteford, T. (1998, May). Math for moms and dads.
EducationalLeadership, 64-66.
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Research
Griffith, James. (1996, October/November). Relation of parental
involvement, empowerment, and school. traits to student academic
performance. The Journal of Educational Research, 90 (1 ), 33-41.
Hickman, Catherine W.

(1995). Parent involvement: relationships

with achievement. Journal of Research and Development. 28 (3), 125-134.
Hoge, D. (1997). Four family process factors predicting academic
achievement in sixth grade. Education Research Quarterly, 21 (2),
27-37.
Phillips, Deborah A. Parents as Socializers of Children's Perceived
Academic Competence. Paper presented at the Bennial Meeting of the
Society for Research in Child Development, Baltimore, Maryland:
April 24, 1987.
Reynolds, A. · J., Weissberg, R. P. and Kasprow, W. J. (1992).
Prediction of early social and academic adjustment of children from the
inner city. American Journal of Community Psychology, 20 (5), 599-624.
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Websites
•

America Goes Back To School; Activity Kit and ' Resource
U.S. Department of Education
Partnership for Family Involvement in Education
agbts@ed.gov

•

Center for the Improvement of Student Learning
cisl.ospi. wednet.edu/NA VIG/PRGR. html

•

Educational Resource and Topics Link
http://inform.ospi.wednet.edu/Vision/index.htm

•

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory's Comprehensive Center
Home Page
http://www.nwrac.org/

•

The National PTA Home Page
http://www.pta.org/

•

The Mega Skills Home and School Institute
http://www.MegaSkillsHSl.org

•

Time Warner Parent Site - how parents can help their children
http://www.parenttime.com

•

U.S. Department of Education Site - parent resources for helping
their children
http://www.ed.gov/pubs/parents.html

•

The Family Education Network
http:/ /familyeducation.com/ community .asp
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MT. STUART MISSION STATEMENT
Mt. Stuart Elementary School is a community of students, parents,
staff, and faculty who embrace the idea of life-long learning. · Our
goals are to:

*

provide a safe environment which ensures our physical safety, emotional
well-being, and encourages intellectual risk taking.
value the unique qualities of each learner and facilitate learning through a
variety of teaching approaches and meaningful curriculum.
celebrate diversity while fostering a sense of community.
support each other as we continue to acquire knowledge and skills that
inspire confident and creative participation in a c~anging society.

*
*
*

STUDENT REG ISTRATI ON
Parents who register their child for kindergarten at Mt.
Stuart must bring the child's birth certificate and immunization
record to the school. Kindergarten students must be 5 years
old before September 1st. State law regarding
immunizations is very specific with proof of immunizations
necessary in order to attend school. Please have the name of your
family doctor, an emergency phone number where a parent can be
located during the day, and information regarding monthly or
weekly salary for free or reduced school breakfast/lunch
applications.
Medical and dental insurance applications are
available, as are transportation routes.
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STUDENT HTTENDHNCE
Your child will learn more easily, and with a greater sense of purpose, if
she/he attends school regularly. Mt. Stuart hours are
8:25 a.m. - 2:50 p.m. AM kindergarten is 8:25 - 11: 1O; PM
Kindergarten is 12:05 - 2:50. Skills are introduced and reviewed in
each of the classrooms daily so student attendance is important. PI ease
call the school office at 925-8400 by 9:00 a.m. if your child is
going to be absent or late. Mrs. Smith, our secretary attempts to
make contact with the families of absent students each day - so your call
saves her time and possible interruption at work for you. Please make
any special arrangements with your child before she/he leaves
school each day, as then you are sure she/he has the correct
information.
Phone call messages to the school are welcome and are
passed to the student or teacher, usually by 2:30 p.m. We do not
interrupt the classroom instruction with phone calls except in
emergency cases. Notes are placed in the teachers' mail boxes or sent
to the classroom prior to dismissal time of 2:50 p.m.

SCHOOL SUPPL IES
Some supplies needed by students are provided by the school. Teachers
will send home a list of items that students will need. These
items will be provided for those who are unable to purchase them.
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REPORT CARDS RND PRRENT-TERCHER CONFERENCES
Parent-Teacher Conferences are held in the same manner within all three
of the elementary schools. FALL CONFERENCES will be held November
17, 18, 20, AND 21. THERE WILL STILL BE EARLY RELEASE ON
WEDNESDAY; NOVEMBER 19. HOWEVER A TEACHER INSERVICE IS
SCHEDULED RATHER THAN CONFERENCES. SPRING CONFERENCES will
be held 13, 14, 16, AND 17. Wednesday, April 1 5 will be a teacher
in-service day with no conferences scheduled. The conferences will start
in the afternoon, on these days. The children will be RELEASED FROM
SCHOOL EARLY (12:20 p.m.) ON THE DATES MENTIONED ABOVE.
Your child/childrens' teacher(s) will be contacting you, in advance,
to schedule a conference with you. The purpose of the conference is to
review your daughter/son's progress, at school. Your attendance is one of
the most important school activities in which parents can be involved.
Here are some tips you may find helpful in preparing for conferences:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Prepare questions ahead of time to ask at the conference(s);
Pinpoint specific question rather than talking in general terms;
Be on time and end the conference on time;
Relax! Teaches and parents are both striving for the same
results;
5. Follow up on suggestions made at the conference.

Conferences can be arranged other than at the annual Fall and Spring
times, so if you feel a conference would be in your child's best interest
please don't hesitate to contact the teacher to have one scheduled.
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BREHKFHST/LUNCH PRDGRHM
At the beginning of the year, each child will be given a personal
identification number. This number is to be memorized and used in
obtaining foods from the cafeteria program. Breakfast and lunch are
served daily, except the last day of school. Students may bring lunches
from home or purchase a Class A lunch or milk. Breakfast is served
from 8:00 - 8:25 a.m. Lunch will be served according to the schedule
printed on the page below. We are not permitted to charge lunch.
However, if a child does not have an adequate lunch, an 'emergency' lunch
of mild and crackers is provided to the student at no cost. Lunch and milk
tickets are to be purchased between 8:00 - 8:25 a.m. in the cafeteria.

Students
Reduced
Adult

Breakfast

Lunch

Milk

$1.15

$1.50

.35

.30

.40

.35

$1.55

$2.40

.35

BEFORE AND AFTER SCHOOL: Students should arrive at school
after 8:00 a.m. The playground is supervised before school so students
can play, have breakfast, and/or buy lunch tickets. Students are expected
to remain outside before school unless directed by their
teacher/supervisor to do otherwise. We have no after-school supervisor
on the playground. Unless students are under the di re ct supervision of a
staff member, they are expected to leave the school grounds by 3:00 p.m.

MT. STUART TIME SCHEDULE
The Mt. Stuart time schedule,
shown at the left, is for the
entire 1997/1998 school year.
Please take the time to learn your
child's recess and lunch schedules
as you will need that information
during this year.

WEATHER

CONDITIONS

MT. STUART 1997/1998
TIME SCHEDULE
MID MORNING RECESS
10:10-10:15

Primary (K-2)

10: 1 5-1 0:30

lntennediate (3-5)

LUNCH RECESS SCHEDULES
11 :20-12:05

Mrs. Roth
Mrs. Wickwire
Mrs. Taylor

11 :35-12:20

Mrs. Briggs
WINGS

Mrs. Garrett

11 :50-12:35

Ms. Quinn
Mr. Milligan
Mrs. Staples

12:05-12:50

Mr. Coppin

Ms. Ketchum

12:20-1 :OS

Mr. Chase
Ms. Louise

Mrs. O'Donnell

Students have recesses outside
unless the weather is such that
'inside time' is needed. If it's
pouring rain, bitterly cold outside,
etc., inside arrangements for
recess will be made.
EMERGENCY SCHOOL CLOSURE
Occasionally, a decision may be
made that school will start late,
close early, or not be held at all.
decisions are not made lightly and that student safety will be the
determining factor for such a
decision. If any change in the
normal school day is made due to
weather, announcements will be
made on KXLE (95.3 FM) and
KQBE (103.1 FM). The Washington
State Patrol, the Road Department,
and the Bus Supervisor are
contacted prior to this decision
being made.

PARKING
Visitor parking is available, in the front two (2) rows, on the
North end of the school parking lot. When picking up or dropping off
your youngster(s), please do so in the parking lot. The curbside areas
closest to the school, painted bright yellow, are designated no parking and
are for bus loading and unloading only. Thanks!

STUDENT SAFETY
Everyone must be concerned with student safety. Arrangements will
be made for safety patrol personnel to be stationed at crossings located
at 15th and Cora Streets and the main entrance to the school.
The main street leading to Mt. Stuart (15th street) is extremely
busy. For that reason, you are encouraged to have frequent discussions with
your student(s) regarding the need for using extra safety precautions.

PARENT INUOLUEMENT:
THE LEARNING CENTER
Increasing the availability of parent activities for Mt. Stuart parents is an
extremely important goal. Mt. Stuart's Learning Center is a place where
this ideal can be achieved. Located in the West Pod, the Learning Center
provides a supportive atmosphere where parents and their children
can enjoy a variety activities ranging from playing games and working on
the computer to checking out exciting new books. The Learning Center is also
the proud sponsor of many family-oriented activity nights at Mt. Stuart. This
special place is open in the evenings, at various times during the week. Watch
carefully for information and specific week days and times.

PR RENT UN I UERS ITY
Mt. Stuart's goal in becoming a "community of learners" has
been strengthened by Parent University. Parent University was designed
to increase the participation of parents in the educational process of its
students. Throughout the year free classes are offered, to anyone wishing
to help Mt. Stuart students. The classes are designed to be fun and
informative.
Be watching closely for upcoming classes and come join
us~H

EDUCRTIONRL PLANNING TERM
In
•
•
•

October, 1996, the Mt. Stuart Educational Planning Team was established to:
monitor, guide, and support the Schoolwide Program
promote the Mt. Stuart mission
make decisions regarding instruction and allocation of resources or
instructional purposes.
• Prioritize, communicate, and assure quality programming.
The Mt. Stuart Educational Planning Team is made up of the principal, teachers
specialists, an aide, four parents, one community member, and one CWU
representative. This team meets approximately one time per month.

PARENT UOLUNTEERS
Parents are encouraged to volunteer at school. They do many things which help
students be successful, as well as make buildings. An effective volunteer has
an interest in children's education, is caring and dependable. The time
volunteers spend in the school can make a difference in the quality of programs
provided. If you want to become an active volunteer, but find that your child's
teacher doesn't have enough for you to do, please let our parent volunteer
coordinator, Cheri Krueger ( 9 2 5-4 8 00 ), know as she can always find
something that needs to be done.

MT. STUART PARENT GROUP
The Mt. Stuart Parent Group is a non-profit group composed of parents
who are generous with their time, talents, and interests in making our school
a caring and stimulating setting. The Parent Group works closely with the
staff to enhance the educational experiences for our children at Mt. Stuart.
All parents/guardians are automatically eligible members for this group.
Please join us at our meetings and activities. The Parent Group meets on
one designated week night per month. The meetings involve sharing of student
activities, volunteering for fund raising, and specific activities and strategies
which will be useful with your children, at home. Specific times a"nd dates will
be announced in a Newsletter, which will be sent home at the start of the year.
Book Fairs, Community Nights, Pacific Science Center Day, T-shirt/sweatshirt
sales, and project volunteering are just a few of the activities in which we
participate.
1997-'98 PARENT GROUP OFFICERS: Officers are elected each Fall. We
encourage parents to come join us and run for the following positions:
• President
• Treasurer
• Secretary

STRNDRRD I ZED TESTING
Standardized testing of all 4th graders with the CTBS (California Test of Basic
Skills) is required by state law and must be administered the first full week of
October. 4Th graders and parents are provided results of the testing later in the
fall. Test results are studied by School District personnel to determine when
and if adjustments in the curriculum are in order.
WASHINGTON STATE ESSENTIAL LEARNING TESTING

)
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Although it may sometimes seem that change is the only constant in the modern
world, education must still begin by building a foundation of basic skills in
reading, writing, communication, and mathematics. The new State tests, will be
given to 4th graders, in the spring, to assess their skills in these areas. The
comprehensive tests, requiring detailed answers and problems solving, will be
used to ensure that students more fully master these basic skills and are able
to successfully apply what they learn in practical ways in everyday life. The
Mt. Stuart staff believes that the new State Assessment is an excellent way to
indicate what children know and can do.

SPECIALIZED PROGRAMS FOR STUDENTS
Mt. Stuart provides the following specialized services for students as needed:
TITLE I

At Mt. Stuart, our Title I Program is a school-wide model
devoted to providing individual or small-group help for
all students in all content areas. In addition, our Title I staff
provides direct support to students in the classroom
setting.

E.S.L.

A program designed to provide individual or small-group help
for students with English as a Second Language (grades K-5);

T.A.G.

Students are referred annually, for assessment, for this
program. The elementary TAG students can ride the bus,
walk or be dropped off directly at Lincoln School on their
morning for TAG. Specific times and dates will be handed out
to parents of TAG students, at the beginning of the new school
year. A special bus will transport them to their home school
at the end of the morning.

SPECIAL
EDUCATION

Individual programs are designed to provide instruction for
students who qualify. All children are special and very
different form each other. Some have needs which require
special instruction/adaptations which contribute to a
successful learning experience. These needs can be physical,
mental, emotional, or any combination of the three. These
students, by law, have a right to a "free and appropriate"
education. Steps within this program are: REFERRAL,
ASSESSMENT, INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM (IEP),
and PLACEMENT. Please contact your child's teacher or the
principal if you'd like more information about this program.

)

STUDENT HCC I DENT /MED IC INE
Realizing that bumps and scrapes do occur during the year, Mt. Stuart does
have Band-Aids, ice packs, and other supplies on hand to take care of minor
injuries. The school nurse will be scheduled at Mt. Stuart for eight (8) hours per
week. Exact days/times have not been set.
Probably the one area needing understanding most is that of students'
medication. Under no circumstances can school personnel administer
any type of medication without the parent and physician signed
form being completed and on file in the office. State guidelines,
supported by the local School Board, require that this form be on file, the
original container be used, and that all medication be kept in the school office.
This includes all prescribed and non-prescription medications such as aspirin,
cough syrup, cold medicines, etc. Please contact the school office if your child
will be needing to take any medication at school. You'll be given the correct
form which then needs to be completed by you and the doctor.

COMMON MED ICRL COND Ill ONS
RFFECTI N6 CH I LOREN
Most likely, at some point in your child's life in the elementary school setting,
you'll find that she/he acquires one of the following: CHICKEN POX
(infectious, rash resembling blisters); CONJUNCTIVITIS/PINK EYE
(infectious, eye appears red, itches and may water); IMPETIGO (infectious,
rash of small blisters usually near mouth or nose); RINGWORM (fungus, small
red patch or bump on body); SCABIES (infectious mite bite, bumpy rash on
body, severe itching); and finally, LICE (non-disease causing condition, nits or
eggs on hair shafts close to the head). Many of us assume that lice happen only
to those who aren't personally clean, don't wear clean clothes, or don't practice
personal hygiene. That's not true! Kids are kids and they enjoy wearing others'
clothes/hats, hanging coats on top of others, walking arm-in-arm down the
halls, and in general, being social beings. This 'sharing and caring' can pass
these creatures (lice) along. Your job as parents may become a little tougher
because you need to check for these little critters all of the time! Please
contact our nurse if you have questions as she's the 'professional' who has the
r:nost knowledge in this area.

WHRT IF YOU HRUE R CONCERN?
If you have a concern regarding your child(ren), the following steps might be
helpful:
l. If it's a classroom/specialist (music, P.E., library) situation, contact your
child's teacher either by calling the Mt. Stuart office (925-8400) and asking to
speak directly with the teacher, or by visiting the classroom. If the situation is
not resolved, please contact the principal.

2. In any school-related situation - inside or outside the classroom - feel
encouraged to contact the principal. He is there to be of help to your, your child,
and the learning process.
3. The school nurse is available to assist with health problems and can be
reached through the school office.
4. The school counselor is available for counseling assistance and can also be
reached through the school office.
Remember . . . . . . the situation/ concern can not be addressed if you
don't make someone aware of it!

YOUR 1997-1998 MT. STUART STAFF
KINDERGARTEN: ALL DAY - MRS. ROTH, RM. 1
AM - MRS. EDWARDS, RM. 2
. (8:25 - 11:10 a.m.)
PM - MRS. EDWARDS, RM. 2
( 1 2:05 - 2:50 p.m.)

1 ST GRADE:

MRS. GARRETT - RM. #15

MRS. BRIGGS - RM.# 16

2ND GRADE:

MRS. WICKWIRE - RM. #3

MRS. TAYLOR - RM.# 4

MULTI-AGE

JACQUE - ANNEX

MRS. HALL :- ANNEX

3RD GRADE:

MR. MILLIGAN - RM. # 6
MRS. STAPLES - RM. # 8

MS. QUINN - RM. # 7

4TH GRADE:

MR. COPPIIN - RM. # 5

MS. KETCHUM - RM. # 12

5TH GRADE:

MR. CHASE - RM.# 9
MRS. O'DONNELL - RM. # 1 1

MS. LOUISE - RM. # 10

COUNSELOR: MS. SCHIECHE, WEST POD

LIBRARIAN: MR. ALLDREDGE, LIBRARY

MUSIC: MS. WAGSTAFF, RM.# 17

PHYSICAL
MS. LOHMAN, GYM
EDUCATION:

PSYCHOLOGIST: MRS. SEMPER, WEST POD

READING/
TITLE I:

RESOURCE RM. MRS. HABBERMAN RM. # 14
(PRIMARY):

RESOURCE RM. MRS. KING, ACROSS FROM
(INTERMEDIATE):
THE LIBRARY

SPEECH: MRS. SCHNEBLY, WEST POD

NURSE: MRS. WOLFORD, OFFICE

COOK: MS. GRMFF, KITCHEN/WEST POD

HEAD CUSTO.DIAN: MR. MASTIN, OFFICE

SECRETARY: MRS. SMITH, OFFICE

PRINCIPAL: MR. RISTINE, OFFICE

.: '\

MRS. BACKLUND, RM. # 13

.. . .;'

..

UJRSH INGTON STATE EDUCRTI ON ESSENTI RL LEARN ING GOALS
Washington State Legislature Members have enacted laws and procedures
governing public education for all students. These will have long-reaching
effects for student achievement. Below, are a list of these "Essential Learning
Goals" for all students, grades K-1 2.

.

.,

}

GOAL: READ WITH COMPREHENSION

•

•
•
•

Uses skills and strategies
Comprehends
Learns new information, performs tasks,
and experiences literature
Sets goals and evaluates progress

GOAL: WRITE WITH SKILL

•
•

•
•

Writes clearly and effectively
Knows and applies correct grammar,
spelling, sentence structure,
and punctuation
Plans, drafts, revises, edits,
and publishes
Analyzes and evaluates effective writing

GOAL: COMMUNICATE

•
•
•

Listens and observes for better
understanding; Pays attention
Makes effective presentations and
expresses ideas clearly
Analyzes and evaluates effective
writing

•

GOAL: MATHEMATICS. . . Know/apply

•
•

•

•
•

Uses numbers and computation,
measurement, geometry, probability,
statistics, and algebra
Solves problems and explains solutions
Reasons logically
Communicates mathematical ideas
Connects school mathematics to
real-life situations

Student Leaming Improvement Grant funding
To implement these goals and learnings,
State funds have been made available for
each school to use in developing its own means of achieving them.
During the 1996/1997 school year, the Mt. Stuart staff used its' Student Learning Improvement Grants
(SLIG) moneys to focus on the following areas:
• Math Assessment follow-up
• Writing Curriculum Alignment and Assessment
Science Curriculum Alignment and Curriculum Exploration
The ·plans for the 1997 /1998 include:
• . ·Follow-up on Written Language Skills and Assessment
·.• • Foll<;>w-up on Science Instruction with a focus on a Hand-On Approach
,. ' Re~di.ng - Teacher Training and Instructional Strategies

',

.,

TITLE I PROGRAM:
As a TITLE I funded school, Mt. Stuart receives State Funding to ensure that the educational needs of all
of our students are being met. With this in mind, Mt. Stuart has developed goals, to be met and followed
up on annually, which will help our staff meet the needs of our students. We are currently in the
second year of our program. The goals for the 1997 /1998 school year are as follows:
• At the building level, provide staff training to increase the range of remedial help techniques
available (this goal will be followed up on from year 1)
• Begin the study of the integration of subject matter and provide staff training opportunities ( this
goal will be followed up on from year 1)
• Fit the Title I program to the Mt. Stuart Mission Statement and the Student Leaming Improvement
Grant goals
• Begin the implementation of integrated subject matter ideas studied in Year 1
• Study the need for augmentation of current counseling services, at the building level, and begin
implementation of those services.
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APPENDIX B
PARENT /COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT PLANNING and
EVALUATION FORMS
1.

Introduction

2.

An Inventory of Present Practices

3.

Vision of Future Practices

4.

Evaluation of school, Family, and Community Partnerships

)
Please note: Contents in Appendix B were redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Other Helpful Forms
for Developing Programs
of Partnership
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Checklist: Are You Ready?
GETIING STARTED WITH AN ACTION TEAM
FOR SCHOOL, FAMILY, AND COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

What Do Facilitators Do?
HOW DISTRICT-LEVEL FACILITATORS HELP EVERY SCHOOL DEVELOP A
STRONG PROGRAM OF SCHOOL-FAMILY-COMMUNl1Y PARTNERSHIPS

I

Who Are the Members of the Action Team
for School, Family, and Community Partnerships?
SCHOOL YEAR

-

)

.,

Small Group Discussion Guide

-2. JUMPING HURDLES
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:
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4. LOOKING AHEAD: IMPROVING PRACTICES OF PARTNERSHIP

TYPE. 4-LE.ARNING AT HOME
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School, Family, and Community Partnerships

School Goals and
Results of Partnerships
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School Goals and Results of Partnerships
HOW MIGHT THE SIX TYPES OF INVOLVEMENT
HELP YOUR SCHOOL REACH ITS GOALS?

)

School, Family, and Community Partnerships

Linking Practices With Results

School Name

----------------

School Year

End-of-Year Evaluation
SCHOOL-FAMILY-COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
The purpose of this project was to design a resource manual for
elementary school administrators, focusing on programs and activities for
parent and community involvement in elementary schools. This was
accomplished by reviewing current literature and programs which
emphasized student achievement and school activities and involvement for
parents and community members.
Additionally, twelve elementary schools throughout the State of
Washington were solicited for resources and activities which focused on
school-parent and community involvement.
were compiled, organized, and assembled.
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Finally, resource materials
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Conclusions
Conclusions reached as a result of this project were:
1. School-parent and community .involvement may lead to an
increase in student academic achievement, higher self-esteem,
an increase in school attendance, and lower drop out rates.
2. Barriers exist which prevent some parents from being involved
in their child's schooling; schools should consider economic
influences and ethnic traditions, along with parents'
apprehensiveness about schools based on thier previous
experiences.
3. Schools need to identify and analyze existing activities which
speak to school-parent and community involvement.

Recommendations
As a result of this project, the following recommendations have
been suggested:
1. Schools need to provide opportunities for parents and community
members to become more involved in their community schools.
2. Schools need to determine and address barriers that inhibit
parent involvement within their school-community .
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3. Schools need to provide .programs and activities which
encourage and help parents work with their children at home.
4. Schools need to more actively involve and share responsibility
for student academic achievement with parents.
5. While this manual was primarily developed for Mt. Stuart
Elementary School in Ellensburg, WA, many of the ideas and
activities could be used and adapted by administrators and
staff in other school districts.
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M1ss1on statemenl

Registration -Attendance
Supplies - Report Cards - Conferences

MT. STUART MISSION STATEMENT
Mt. Stuart Elementary School is a community of students, parents, staff,
and faculty who embrace the idea of life-long learning. Our goals are to:

• provide a safe environment which ensures our physical safety, emotional
well-being, and encourages intellectual risk taking.
value the unique qualities of each learner and facilitate learning through a
variety of teaching approaches and meaningful curriculum.
" celebrate diversity while fostering a sense of community.
support each other as we continue to acquire knowledge and skills that
inspire confident and creative participation in a changing society.
0
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Mission Statement

Registration ·-··-Attendance

Supplies - Report Cards -- Conferences

Special Proerams - Medical

Parent Concerns -
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Mt. Stuart Staff
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STUDENT REGISTRATION
Parents who register their child for kindergarten at Mt. Stuart must
bring the child's birth certificate and immunization record to the
school. Kindergarten students must be 5 years old before
September 1st. State law regarding immunizations is very
specific with proof of immunizations necessary in order to attend
school. Please have the name of your family doctor, an
emergency phone number where a parent can be located during
the day, and information regarding monthly or week1y saJary for
free or reduced school breakfast/lunch applications. MedicaJ and
dentaJ insurance appUcatlons are available, as are transportation
routes.

STUDENT ATTENDANCE
Your child will learn more easily, and ·with a greater sense of purpose, if she/he attends school
regularly. Mt. Stuart hours are 8:25 a.m. - 2:50 p.m. AM kindergarten is 8:25 - 11:10; PM
Kindergarten is 12:05 - 2:50. Skills are introduced and reviewed in each of lhc classrooms daily
so student attendance is important. Please call the school office at 925-8400 by 9:00
a.m. if your child is going to be absent or late. Mrs. Smith, our secretary attempts to
make contact with the families of absent students each day - so your call saves her
time and possible interruption at work for you. Please make any special
arrangements with your child before she/he leaves for school each day, as then
you are sure she/he has the correct Information. Phone call messages to the school
are welcome and are passed to the student or teacher, usuaJly by 2:30 p.m. We do not
interrupt the classroom instruction with phone calls except in emergency cases. Notes are placed in the
teachers' mail boxes or sent to the classroom prior to dismissal time of 2:50 p.m.

Registration - Attendance
Supplies - Report Cards - Conferences

Parent Involvement - Testing
Special Pro2rams - Medical

Parent Concerns - Mt. Stuart Staff

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Some supplies needed by students are provided by the school. Teachers will send
home a list of items that students will need. These items will be provided for those
who are unable to purchase them.

REPORT

CARD

REPORT CARDS AND PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCES
Parent-Teacher Conferences are held in the same manner within all three of U1e elementary
schools. FALL CONFERENCES will be held November 16, 17, 19, AND 20. THERE

WILL STILL BE EARLY RELEASE ON WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, HOWEVER
A TEACHER INSERVICE IS SCHEDULED RATHER THAN CONFERENCES.
SPRING CONFERENCES will be held 12, 13, 15, AND 16. Wednesday, April 15 will be a
teacher in-service day with no conferences scheduled. The conferences will start in the
afternoon, on these days. The children will be RELEASED FROM SCHOOL EARLY
(12:20 p.m.) ON THE DATES MENTIONED ABOVE.

Your ch.ild/chHdrens' teacher(s) will be contacting you, in advance, to schedule a conference with you. TI1c purpose or the
conference is to review your daughter/son's progress, at school. Your attendance is one of U1e most important school
activities in which parents can be involved. Here are some tips you may find helpful in preparing for conrcrcnces:
1. Prepare questions ahead of time to ask at the conference(s).
2. Pinpoint specific questions rather than talking in general terms.
3. Be on time and end the conference on time.
4. Relax! Teachers and parents are both striving for the same results.
5. Follow up on suggestions made at the conference.
Conferences can be arranged other than at the aMual Fall and Spring times. So if you feel a conference would be in your
child's best interest please don't hesitate to contact the teacher to have one scheduled.

Supplies - Report Cards - Conferences

Parent Involvement - Testing
Soecial Proe:~ams - Medical

BREAKFAST/LUNCH PROGRAM
At the beginning of the year, each child will be given a personal identification number. This number is to be memorized
and used in obtaining foods from the cafeteria program. Breakfast and lunch are served daily, except the last day of
school. Students may bring lunches from home or purchase a Class A lunch or milk. Breakfast is served from 8:00 8:25 a.m. Lunch will be served according to the schedule printed on the page below. We are not permitted to charge
lunch. However, if a child does not have an adequate lunch, an 'emergency' lunch of mild and crackers is provided to the
student at no cost. Lunch and milk tickets are to be purchased between 8:00- 8:25 a.m. in the cafeteria.
Students
Reduced

Adult

Breakfast

Lunch

Milk

$1.15
.30
$1.65

$1.50
.40
$2.50

.35
.35
.35

BEFORE AND AFTER SCHOOL: Students should arrive at school after 8:00

a.m. The playground is supervised before school so students can play, have breakfast,
and/or buy lunch tickets. Students are expected to remain outside before school unless
directed by their teacher/supervisor to do otherwise. We have .nn after-school supervisor on the playground. Unless
students are under the wmt supervision of a staff member, they are expected to leave the school grounds by 3:00 p.m.

Parent Involvement - Testing

PARKING
Visitor parking is available, in the front two (2) rows, on the North
end of the school parking lot. When picking up or dropping off your
youngster(s), please do so in the parking lot. The curbside areas closest
to the school, painted bright yt,i.ow, are designated no parking and are
for bus loading and unloading only. Thanks!

STUDENT SAFETY
Everyone must be concerned with student safety. Arrangements will be
made for safety patrol personnel to be stationed at crossings located at
the main entrance to the school and at the Intersection of 15th
Avenue and Cora Street. The main street leading to Mt. Stuart
(15th Avenue) is extremely busy. For that reason, you are encouraged
to have frequent discussions with your student(s) regarding the need for
using extra safety precautions.

,f

PARENTINVOLVEMEN~
{f·, ~ LEARNING CENTER
Increasi•w the 1· 1 , • it'I . ,1 , uent activit , i; Mt. Stuart parents is an extremely important goal. Mt. Stuart's
Learnin[., {'c,'lf.
Ja.' ,, J.l .:,-1' tlw; ic1 ;i~ c fl re achieved. Located in the West Pod, the Learning Center provides a
supporti ,e ain1t.:,p1.c re ',\ ~w, e p u •ntc; and their children can enjoy a variety of activities ranging from playing games
and Wt>rkrnp- on •he 1., mp, • , to check.in.[! out exciting new books. The Learning Center is also the proud sponsor of many
family orientco a.t .• ~:, r•, 6 'u·; al Mt. Stu:u 1 • fili<; special place is open in the evenings, al various times during the week.
Watch carcfullv for iaformation and speci fic week days and times.

EDUCATIONAL PLANNING TEAM
PARENT UNIVERSITY
Mt. Stuart's goal in becoming a "community of
learners" has been strengthened by Parent
University. Parent University was designed IO
increase lhe participation of parents in the
educational process of its students. Throughout t.he
year, free classes are offered to anyone wishing to
help Mt. Stuart students. The classes are designed
to be fun and informative. Be watching closely

for upcoming classes, and come join us!!!

In October, 1996, the Mt. Stuart Educational Planning Team
was established to:
• monitor, guide, and support the school-wide programs
• promote the Mt. Stuart mission
• make decisions regarding instruction and aJlocation of
resources or instructional purposes.
• Prioritize, communicate, and assure quality programming.
The Mt. Stuart Educational Planning Team is made up of the
principal, teachers, specialists, an aide, four parents, one
community member, and one CWU representative. This tcan1
meets approximately one time per month.

STANDARDIZED TESTING
Children entering the second grade will be tested by the classroom teacher in the fall to establish each childs reading
ability. The results will be reported to parents at the fall conference.
Third grade children will be given a standardized test of basic skills in the spring and the results shared with parents late
spring or early the following fall.

WASHINGTON STATE ESSENTIAL LEARNING TESTING
Although it may sometimes seem that change is the only constant in the modern world, education must still begin by
building a foundation of basic skills in reading, writing, communication, and mathematics. The new State tests will be
given to 4th graders, in the spring, to assess their skins in these areas. The comprehensive tests, requiring detailed
answers and problems solving, will be used to ensure that students more fully master these basic skills and arc able to
successfully apply what they learn in practical ways in everyday life. The Mt. Stuart staff believes that the new State
Assessment is an excellent way to indicate what children know and can do.

SPECIALIZED PROGRAMS FOR STUDENTS
Mt. Stuart provides the following specialized services for students, as needed:
TITLE I

At Mt. Stuart, our Title I Program is a school-wide model devoted to providing individual or smallgroup help for all students in all content areas. In addition, our TI tie I staff provides direct support to
students in the classroom setting.

E.S.L.

A program designed to provide individual or small-group help for students with English as a Second
Language (grades K-5);

HIGHLY
CAPABLE
PROGRAM

Students are referred annually, for assessment, to this program. The elementary H.C.P. students can ride
the bus, walk or be dropped off directly at Lincoln School on their morning for H.C.P. Specific times
and dates will be handed out to parents of H.C.P. students, at the beginning of the new school year. A
special bus will transport them to their home school at the end of the morning.

SPECIAL
EDUCATION

Individual programs are designed to provide instruction for students who qualify. All children are
special and very different from each other. Some have needs which require special education which
contribute to a successful learning experience. These needs can be physical, mental, emotional, or any
combination of the three. These students, by law, have a right to a "free and appropriate" education.
Steps within this program are: REFERRAL, ASSESSMENT, INDIVIDUAL f DUCATION
PROGRAM (IEP), and PLACEMENT. Please contact your child's teacher or the principal if you'd

like more information about these programs.

STUDENT ACCIDENT/MEDICINE
Realizing that bumps and scrapes do occur during the year, Mt. Stuart does have Band-Aids, ice packs, and other
supplies on hand to take care of minor injuries. The school nurse will be scheduled at Mt. Stuart for eight (8) hours per
week. Exact days/times have not been set.
Probably the one area needing understanding most is that of medication for students. Under no circumstances
can school personnel administer any type of medication without the parent and physician si&ned form bein1:
completed and on file in the office, State guidelines, supported by the local School Board, require that this form be on
file, that the original container be used, and that all medication be kept in the school office. This includes all prescribed
and nonprescription medications such as aspirin, cough syrup, cold medicines, etc. Please contact the school office if your
child will be needing to take any medication at school You'll be given the correct form which then needs to be completed
by you and the doctor.

COMMON MEDICAL CONDITIONS AFFECTING CHILDREN
Most likely, at some point in your child's life in the elementary school setting, you'll find tl1at she/he acquires on
of the following: CHICKEN POX (infectious, rash resembling blisters); CONJUNCTIVITIS/PINK EYE (Infectious,
eye appears red, itches and may water); IMPETIGO (infectious, rash of small blisters usually near mouth or nose);
RINGWORM (fungus, small red patch or bump on body); SCABIES (infectious mite bite, bumpy rash on body, severe
itching); and finally, LICE (non-disease causing condition, nits or eggs on hair shafts close to the head). Many of us
assume that lice happen only to those who aren't personally clean, don't wear clean clothes, or don't practice personal
hygiene. That's not true! Kids are kids and they enjoy wearing others' clothes/hats, hanging coats on top of others,
,.,.,.11,:.,.,.. n ...... : .. nrm ilnu,.. *ho hn'll<' onil in n<>n<>r!:111 h<>.lnn c,nl>i!:111 lv>ln.n.i,

Thi~ '~h!lrin.n !llnrl l'!lrlnn' r!lin n!l""

thpi,p
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WHAT IF YOU HAVE A CONCERN?
If you have a concern regarding your child(ren), the following steps might be helpful:
1.

If it's a classroom/specialist (music, P.E., library) situation, contact your child's teacher

either by calling the Mt. Stuart office (925-8400) and asking to speak directly with the
teacher, or by visiting the classroom. If the situation is not resolved, please contact the
principal.
In any school-related situation - inside or outside the classroom - feel encouraged to
contact the principal. He is there to be of help to you, your child, and the learning
process.
3.
4.

The school nurse is available to assist with health problems and can be reached through
the school office.

The school counselor is available for counseling assistance and can also be reached through the school office.
Remember . ..... the situation/concern can not be addressed if you don't make someone aware of it!
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YOUR 1998-1999 MT. STUART STAFF
KINDERGARTEN: ALL DAY - MRS. WALKER, RM. 1
AM - MRS. EDWARDS, RM. 2
PM - MRS. EDWARDS, RM. 2

(8:25 - 11:10 a.m.)
(12:05 - 2:50 p.m.)

1STGRADE:

MRS. GARRETT - RM. #15

2NDGRADE:

MRS. WICKWIRE - RM. #3

MULTI-AGE

JACQUE MAC GREGOR, ANNEX

MRS. HALL, ANNEX

MR. MILLIGAN - RM. # 6
MRS. STAPLES - RM. # 8

MS. ROTH - RM. # 7

4THGRADE:

MR. COPPIIN - RM. # 5
MS. LOUISE - RM. # 10

MS. KETCHUM - RM. # 12

5THGRADE:

MR. CHASE - RM.# 9

MRS. O'DONNELL - RM.# 11

3RDGRADE:

COUNSELOR: MS. SCHIECHE, WEST POD
MUSIC: MS. WAGSTAFF, RM.# 17

LIBRARIAN: MR. ALLDREDGE, LIBRARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION:

MS. LOHMAN. GYM

WASHINGTON STATE EDUCATION ESSENTIAL LEARNING GOALS
Washington State Legislature Members have enacted laws and procedures governing public education for all students.
These will have long-reaching effects for student achievement Below, are a list of these "Essential Learning Goals" for
all students, grades K-12.
GOAL: READ WITH COMPREHENSION

• Uses skills and strategies
• Comprehends
• Learns new information, performs tasks, and
experiences literature
• Sets goals and evaluates progress
GOAL: WRITE WITH SKILL

• Writes clearly and effectively
• Knows and applies correct grammar, spelling, sentence
structure, and punctuation
• Plans, drafts, revises, edits, and publishes
• Analyzes and evaluates effective writing
GOAL: COMMUNICATE

• Listens and observes for better understanding; Pays
attention
• Makes effective presentations and expresses ideas
clearly
• Analyzes and evaluates effective writing
GOAL: MATHEMATICS . .. Know/apply

Uses numbers and computation, measurement,
geometry, probability, statistics, and algebra
• Solves problems and explains solutions
• Reasons logically
• Communicates mathematical ideas
• Connects school mathematics to real-life situations
Student Leaming Improvement Grant funding
To implement these goals and learnings, State funds have
been made available for each school to use in developing
its own means of achieving them.
During the 1997/1998 school year, the Mt. Stuart staff used
its' Student Learning Improvement Grants (SLIG) moneys
to focus on the following areas:
• Math Assessment follow-up
• Writing Curriculum Alignment and Assessment
• Science Curriculum Alignment and Curriculum
Exploration
0

• Reading curriculum alignment and development
continues
The plans for the 1998/1999 include:

• Continue to focus on the delivery of the reading
curriculum
• Focus on student communication skills
• Support the District adoption process in health fitness
• Support assessment processes for 2nd, 3rd and 4th grade
teachers.
• Support math curriculum work
TITLE I PROGRAM:
As a TITLE I funded school, Mt. Stuart receives State
Funding to ensure that the educational needs of all of our
stude_nts are being met. With this in mind, Mt Stuart has
developed goals, to be met and followed up on annually,
which wm help our staff meet the needs of our students.
We are currently in the third year of our program. The
goals for the 1998/1999 school year are as follows:
• Maintain the direct support to children in need of
remedial help at a level at or above 1997-98 level.
• Continue studying the needs of children in the area of
i
counseling services and begin to implementation of
study teams recommendations in January 1999.
• Support staff training opportunities that has the potential
to increase staffs' effectiveness in working with children
that are behind in base skills.
• Provide staff training opportunities and support staff
efforts to integrate curriculum (basic skills and content
areas).
• Clearly identify the language arts program with an
emphasis on speaking and listening skills as well as
written language.

STUDENT/STAFF/PARENT COMPACT
1998-99 SCHOOL YEAR

Mt. Stuart Elementary School is a comm It of stud
learning. Our goals are to:
un Y
ents, staff and parents who embrace the idea of lifelong
•

provide a safe environment which insures our ph I a1 ..#.
•
risk-taking.
ys c suety and emotional well-being, and encourages intellectual

• ~=::r:i:!~:es of each learner and facilitate learning through a variety of teaching approaches and
•

•

celebrate diversity while fostering a sense of community.
support each other as we continue to acquire kn led
d skill
· ·
changing society.
ow ge an
s that mspue confident and creative participation in a

We, the Students of Mt. Stuart Elementary:

• will respect ourselves.
• will treat others as we wish to be treated.
• will be prepared..
•

will do our best

~
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STUDENT/STAFF/PARENT COMPACT
1998-99 SCHOOL YEAR
Mt. Stuart Elementary School is a community of students, staff and parents who embrace the idea of lifelong
learning. Our goals are to:
• provide a safe environment which insures our physical safety and emotional well-being, and encourages inteJlcctual
risk-taking.
• value the unique qualities of each learner and facilitate learning through a variety of teaching approaches and
meaningful curriculum.
• celebrate diversity while fostering a sense of community.
• support each other as we continue to acquire knowledge and skills that inspire confident and creative participation in a
changing society.
4J~
We, the Students of Mt. Stuart Elementary:
f /:. · I
• will respect ourselves.
• will treat others as we wish to be treated.
• will be prepared..
• will do our best
• will use our time wisely.
• will respect the school rules and property.
We, the Staff Members of Mt. Stuart:
• will provide a safe and caring learning environment for all students.
• believe that all children can learn. We will use a variety of teaching methods to help each student achieve their fullest
potential.
• will help all students reach the requirements set by the Essential Learning Standards.
• will encourage parental involvement by maintaining open lines of communication between staff, parents, students,
and community.

